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ON SALE NOW



Small Boats 2011 is a special publication

from WoodenBoat magazine dedicated to

small power, sail, paddle and row boats.

Volume 5 will include photos and plans of over 20 designs,

and a gallery of details by WoodenBoat editors describing

25 stowage solutions and rigging details for small boats.



Vol. 5



Only available for a limited time at your favorite bookstore or newsstand!

Order Small Boats from The WoodenBoat Store

Tel: 1-800-273-SHIP (7447) www.woodenboatstore.com E-mail: [email protected]

Please note: This publication is not sent as part of a subscription and must be purchased separately.
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For the past ten or so years, we’ve included a comprehensive list of

boatbuilding schools in each March/April issue. This annual item

evolved in response to a growing number of boatbuilding classes competing for space in a crowded Calendar of Events. Rather than list only

a select few classes and omit others, we decided back then to list the

schools that host them, along with a short description of the program.

We’d leave it to you, the reader, the potential student, to determine

whether the school’s curriculum fit your needs and to contact the

school for a schedule of specific courses. The Schools Listing has become a valuable resource for aspiring boatbuilders, as well as for those

wanting to sample the field. Now that list of schools itself has grown

long—a happy circumstance for a profession whose doom was forecast

30 years ago.



Although the pressure on our pages is great and the annual list

of schools displaces an article or two per year, we found the Listing

too valuable to discontinue. But the rate of visitation to our web site,

www.woodenboat.com, continues to grow, with more than 60 percent

of our readers reporting to have visited it. It seems sensible, then, to

move the annual Schools Listing from the magazine to the web site.

There (at www.woodenboat.com/boatschools, to be exact), the Listing

will be available year-round. The space it frees in the magazine will be

given over to more of what you’ve come to expect in print: words and

photographs describing the processes and pleasures of wooden boats.

—◆—



While you’re examining the new Schools Listing on the web site,

please visit the site’s other features. The WoodenBoat Forum, the

crown jewel of the site, has become a force unto itself since publisher

Carl Cramer launched it on a green-screen Radio Shack computer

that occupied most of his desktop nearly two decades ago. Solitary

missives would beep in, and Carl would run over to see who it was

and what they were saying. That wouldn’t be a practical exercise these

days, for the Forum’s ranks have swelled to 25,406 members, and

there are 1,958,007 posts as of 3:30 p.m. on January 17 (one half hour

later there were 22 additional posts). After you read this, you can go to

the Forum and compare these statistics to the most up-to-date ones,

and you’ll get a sense of the rate of activity there. The WoodenBoat

Forum is nothing short of a digital worldwide society of wooden-boat

lovers.



Other features to visit at woodenboat.com include: The WoodenBoat Store, whose tools, plans, books, and clothing are all available

online; WoodenBoat School, where you can peruse the catalog and

sign up for a class; and Marketplace, where you can browse a whole

host of products and services by category—or sign up to list your own.

And then there’s a comprehensive index to WoodenBoat’s back issues,

and Carl Cramer’s popular blog, My Wooden Boat of the Week.



Have a look around, take some notes, and send us your feedback

(you can use the web site’s comment form to do this; these messages

go directly to my desk). WoodenBoat is a largely reader-written magazine,

and just as we rely on your good ideas to bring the printed magazine to

life and to constantly improve it, so we need your thoughts and opinions regarding our online presence. What would you like to see that

isn’t there now—what topics and what features? We’re listening.



Printed on 10% Recycled Paper
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The Idea of IDEATH

Hello Tom,

Your piece “Making It Work” and Randy

Mims’s modern version of a William D.

Jackson 1946 home-built Star-lite was

most interesting.  I have a large collection of these do-it-yourself publications

that prompted me to build my own

first home-built plywood boat in 1951.

It was the thing to do in those days for

ordinary folks who could not afford

to just go out and buy a boat. You simply went to your local lumberyard and

made it out of common-grade lumber

and plywood. It was an era unto itself.

A large publishing industry was generated and responsible for getting the

home-boatbuilder word out to America

and Canada following World War II.

 Looking back at these books brings

tears to your eyes with the legendary

designers and naval architects who

produced all the great plans, such as

Weston Farmer, Sam Rabl, Luther Tarbox, William F. Crosby, David Beach,

Hall Kelly, Glen L. Witt, William Garden, John Brandlmeyer,  and a host of

other prominent and popular designers of the day.  It’s mind-boggling to

think how many countless thousands



of the little 8' “Minimax” hydroplanes

were built from William D. Jackson’s

plans; there are still a lot around today,

more than 60 years later, and they are

considered classics.

  I plan to donate this collection to

the Grace & Speed Marine Museum in

Gravenhurst, Ontario.  I truly believe

these books were responsible for many

multiple generations of home boatbuilders. No doubt the later generations

are all WoodenBoat subscribers. 

Joe Fossey

Barrie Ontario



FINISTERRE AND FIDELIO

Dear Matt,

The story about FINISTERRE and FIDELIO is very illuminating. Carleton Mitchell was certainly a resourceful sailor who

constantly challenged himself. In 1951

I overtook his yacht CARIBEE in very

light air in the Chesapeake, sailing my

Frederic Fenger–designed main-trysail

ketch DIABLESSE (see WB No. 81). In

1980, when I was sailing down Whitehall

Creek near Mitchell’s home, he spotted

DIABLESSE and jogged down to FINISTERRE lying at his float. He headed

after us under power, singlehandedly



setting sail. When close astern he cut

the engine and slowly overtook us, closehauled in a fresh breeze. As soon as he

was ahead he took off sail and motored

home.

Mitchell hadn’t forgotten our first

meeting after 29 years, and was obviously pleased that his new yacht was

fast. Our success earlier was thanks

to DIABLESSE’s large, high wishbonespritted main trysail, which caught better air aloft. I feel that under similar

ghosting conditions, DIABLESSE would

have bested FINISTERRE, too.

Martin Rudy Haase

Chester, Nova Scotia

I just read the article on FINISTERRE

and her sisterships. In the early 1970s

I worked for a Jack Carlson in Green

Cove Springs, 30 miles south of Jacksonville, Florida. We built boats of

various sizes out of that other material, and we had a mold for a 38' sailboat called an Ortega 38. Jack, who

claimed (and I have no reason to

doubt it) that he, Mitchell, and Charlie

Morgan had all raced against or with

each other at some time or another,

said the Ortega 38 was a sistership to



®



Billy Black photo



Perfect epoxy

for an

imperfect world



Treading lightly:

Zogo & WEST SYSTEM Epoxy

Zogo, a 29' hybrid launch designed by Stephens, Waring & White and built by French & Webb.



Zogo may be only the tip of the iceberg in the new generation of highefficiency, low-impact power boats. Her strong, light displacement hull

is cedar strip planked and sheathed in carbon fiber. She burns only 1.5

gallons of fuel per hour at 10.5 knots. Throughout Zogo's construction,

builder French & Webb of Belfast, Maine, relied on WEST SYSTEM

Epoxy for superior performance and unsurpassed technical support.



866-937-8797

www.westsystem.com
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FINISTERRE; she certainly looked it,

and the dimensions were close. Can

anyone confirm this?

Uwe Harig

via e-mail



Hello,

I read with interest the article on FINISTERRE and FIDELIO. The mention

of a misty-green yawl, HOOT-MON,

which I saw at Put-in-bay, Ohio, in

about 1954 especially caught my attention. I would love to see some photos

or drawings and learn of her whereabouts now. Does anyone out there

know where she is?

Bruce Lehmann 

Cedar, Michigan

  Recalling PAULINE

WB No. 218 was a splendid issue, but

Maynard Bray’s short piece (Save a Classic) on the perils of the ex–sardine carrier PAULINE almost brought a tear to

my eye. In 1995, my wife signed us up for

a cruise around Penobscot Bay on PAULINE , then captained by a quite young

Noah Barnes. One night we anchored

in the WoodenBoat harbor and had a

lobster bake on Babson Island, and the



next day toured the school. That was my

introduction to WoodenBoat. The following year I came for the first time as

a student, and I’ve been back every year

since. Once, my wife asked: “How long

do you plan on going to that boat

school?” My answer was, “As long as God

lets me live.” Many thanks, PAULINE.

Bob Milledge

Flowery Branch, Georgia



on 9th Street in Little Falls, and formed

Larson Boat Works in 1912. And the company is still going, though I’m sorry to

say they’re not buying much wood. (I do

believe in forgiveness and must confess I

have had “senior moments.”)

Roger Moberg

White Bear Lake, Minnesota



Where Are the Larsons?



In Tom Jackson’s article about the

Spaulding Wooden Boat Center (WB

No. 217), he wrote that Harold Sommer restored WANDER BIRD for Sterling Hayden—a complete falsehood.

Sterling Hayden donated some funds

for the restoration project, along with

many others, including Ernest Gann,

but in no way was the restoration other

than a Harold Sommer undertaking.

Harold died on December 21, 2010,

and his memorial reception was held

at the Spaulding Center—a fitting

tribute to an amazing man. Aloha,

Diane Brenden

via e-mail



Dear Mr. Murphy,

I was CRUSHED! How, oh how, could

Tom Pamperin have ever missed listing Minnesota’s most prolific, and one

of the oldest, boatbuilders? His listing of wooden boat builders (WB No.

217, “Encounters on the Texas 200”)

of Minnesota and Wisconsin clearly

omits—I trust it was not by design—

listing the Larson Boat Works of Little

Falls, Minnesota. In the auction catalog there were two or three wooden

Larson boats.

Tom Pamperin, you sure know how to

hurt a guy.  That’s the equivalent of saying

the Packers are from Nebraska. Paul G.

Larson (my uncle, the founder, designer,

and builder) built his first boat in 1908



Harold Sommer and

WANDER BIRD



Harold Sommer’s obituary appears on page 22.





THE RUMORS ARE TRUE.

No

vey

Sur red!

ui

Req



The Grundy Agency now offers our legendary Agreed Value

coverage on classic boats, and in most cases, we don’t require marine

surveys! For more information, call: 800-338-4005

or log on to: www.grundy.com



grundy now insures

cLAssic boAts.



INSURANCE



for Classic Boats
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WoodenBoat and Professional BoatBuilder magazines’



Design Challenge III

A Fast Expedition Sailboat



Inspired in part by the worldwide popularity of raid-type events—multi-day racing and

cruising expeditions sailed in small boats—we challenge you to design a new boat within

the following parameters:

n Must be a new design produced after September 1, 2010.



n Maximum trailerable weight must not exceed 3,500 lbs.



n Fast, seaworthy, and simple.



n The boat must have positive flotation, watertight storage



n Must have spartan overnight accommodations for a

minimum of two. These accommodations must include a

cabin, cuddy, or boom tent; a port-a-potti; and a limited

galley that includes a stove and water and food storage.



n Must be trailerable for affordable over-the-road transpor

tation and storage. Maximum LOA must not exceed 40’;

maximum over-the-road beam (with trailer) must not exceed

8’ 6”— although the rigged sailing beam may be greater.

We’ll look favorably upon designs that are easily launched,

rigged and retrieved without outside assistance. Water

ballast and adjustable keels are permitted.



for gear, and mechanical or manual auxiliary propulsion.



n And, finally, the boat must have good seakeeping

attributes with the ability to sail to windward in a gale

(34–47 knots).

Submissions should be the designer’s original, previously

unpublished work, and include lines, profiles, sections, table

of offsets, an accurate weight study, and cost calculations. All

designs will remain the property of their designers, although

WoodenBoat Publications requests the right to publish drawings of the winning boats.

Submissions should be postmarked no later than April 29,

2011. Please send hardcopy only. Include your e-mail

address if you would like to receive notification of receipt.

We will award $1,000 prizes to each of our first-place

designs in wood, composites, and metal.



Above—Swallow Boat’s Bay Raider 20, a water-ballasted yawl. For more information,

see www.swallowboats.co.uk/content/view/115/110

Top—The 24’ Kurt Hughes–designed trailerable trimaran MUFFALO built by Luciano

Romano and operated by Silentbay Charters in Sestri Levante, Italy. Photo courtesy of

Veleria S. Giorgio.
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Hyper-Cleverness Syndrome

by David Kasanof



T



rue or false? The availability of

insurance for an old wooden

boat is based on rational analysis of risk factors conducted by

really, really smart folks who

have lots of statistics to back

up their conclusions. If you

answered “true,” write “old

wooden boat insurance is

based on God knows what”

ten times in your notebooks. At least that’s what

I found when I tried to

get insurance for my poor

old CONTENT many years

ago.

Some folks thought that

living aboard increased

the risk of damage; others thought it decreased it.

It doesn’t matter that all those

folks who thought living aboard

increased damage risk were wrong.

That’s just my opinion, and I don’t

have reams of statistics, either.

It does seem obvious to me, however, that if you live aboard you are...

well…there. You are there when

smoke begins pouring from the

engine compartment, and you are

there when the floorboards begin to

float. You are also there during winter and thus more likely to observe

a neighbor’s power cord causing

the nearby snow to sizzle and steam

from extreme heat. Certainly if you

see blue sparks anywhere you are

likely to conclude that someone

should do something at his or her

earliest possible convenience. 

If experts don’t agree about how

to assess risk factors for old wooden

boats, the field is wide open for speculation. Widely accepted notions

may be questioned. For instance,

most folks would agree that the more

experience the skipper has, the less

the risk of mishap. That would be

true if experience always brought

smarts. Unfortunately, experience

sometimes brings dumbs.

Were it not for a bad case of

dumbs, I would never have tried



until that moment that those

folks sometimes chuckled

while on duty.)

Experience can also

heighten the risk of

mishap because it may

induce a mental dysfunction called “hypercleverness syndrome.”

Under its influence,

the unfortunate skipper can turn an ordinary mishap into a

hyper-mishap.

Here’s an example

from my own medical

record: I had exhausted

my store of obscenities

and yet could not free

Pete Gorski

my anchor, which had

apparently become snagged

underneath the North American continental shelf. A less expeto take CONTENT up that shoal- rienced skipper would have given

infested creek somewhere off the up, slipped the buoyed anchor

Intracoastal Waterway. Any novice line, and sailed away, resolving to

with a functioning forebrain would come back and try again, perhaps

have known better than to take a with help.

20-ton, 7'-draft boat up that trickle Me? I decided to get clever,

of water. But I was an “old salt” with hyper-clever. After winching in

a bad case of the dumbs, and I was the anchor line as far as I could,

I started to pump water into the

happy to show my skill.

A few hours later, CONTENT boat. As we went down I winched

was lying on her side, careened on in click by click, making sure we

the mud. I had actually mustered would be well down by the head.

enough skill to row an anchor out When we were down several inches

to the channel and to take a few and the anchor line was tight as

turns around the winch in prepa- a drum head, I started to pump

ration for the coming high tide. the water out. Get it? Wasn’t that

The Coast Guard skipper who clever? Surely the buoyant force of

came nosing his cutter slowly and CONTENT’s rising bow would force

cautiously up that reedy creek something to give.

asked me (I thought with some ill- I was right. The anchor winch

concealed glee) whether I wanted damn near pulled out of the foreto be rescued. I think he used the deck before I realized that all

phrase “taken off” my vessel. He those creaks and groans were not

also asked if I needed medical aid. I sounds usually associated with an

replied that I expected to kedge off anchor breaking free. I learned

on the next high tide and that I was a valuable lesson, though: When

not injured, just embarrassed. The confronting a difficult problem,

Coast Guard skipper said he had remember that things could be

no medication for that condition, worse, and if you’re clever enough

and chuckled. (I had not known they probably will be. 
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WoodenBoat School

2011 Schedule at a Glance

MAY

15 – 21 / 22 – 28



29 – 4



5 – 11



12 – 18



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Greg Rössel



ALUMNI WORK WEEK



ALUMNI WORK WEEK



JuLY



June

19 – 25



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Wade Smith



26 – 2

An Introduction to Cold

Molded Construction

with Mike Moros



3 – 9



10 – 16



17 – 23



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Greg Rössel



Fundamentals of

with



Build Your Own

Build Your Own

Adirondack Guideboat Greenland-Style Kayak

with Eric Schade

with Mark Kaufman



Building a Dory

with Walt Ansel



Making Friends with Your

Build Your Own

Marine Diesel Engine

Chesapeake 17LT Sea

Kayak with Geoff Kerr

with Jon Bardo



Build Your Own

Northeaster Dory

with John Harris



An Introduction to

Boatbuilding with

Bill Thomas



Glued-Lapstrake

Plywood Construction

with John Brooks



Stitch-and-Glue

Boatbuilding with

Sam Devlin



Build Your Own

Fox Canoe with

Bill Thomas



Building the Asa

Thomson Skiff with

John Karbott



Build Your Own Plank

Constructed Pond Yacht

with Thom McLaughlin



Fine Strip-Planked

Boat Construction

with Nick Schade



Scratch Modelmaking

with Steve Rogers



Inspecting

Wooden Boats with

David Wyman



Inspecting

Fiberglass Boats with

Sue Canfield



Inspecting

Wooden Boats with

David Jackson



Coastwise Navigation

with Jane Ahlfeld



Lofting

with Greg Rössel



Bronze Casting for

Boatbuilders with

Sam Johnson



Vintage Pond Yachts

Part II with

Thom McLaughlin



Elements of Boat

Design with

Graham Byrnes



Small Boat Repair

with Greg Bauer



WANDERBIRD with Rick & Karen Miles

(June 15-24)

Blacksmithing and

Modern Welding with



Gift certificates

available for all

urses!

WoodenBoat co



Doug Wilson & Will Dupuis



Elements of Seamanship Elements of Seamanship Metalworking for the Elements of Seamanship

with Jane Ahlfeld

with Martin Gardner Boatbuilder & Woodworker

Martin Gardner &

& Steve Stone

& Steve Stone

with Erica Moody

Sue LaVoie

Craft of Sail on

ABIGAIL with

Hans Vierthaler

Blacksmithing and

Modern Welding II with



Doug Wilson & Will Dupuis



The Skills of Coastal

Seamanship with

Andy Oldman



Island Landscape

in Color with

Tom Curry



Island Exploration

& Seamanship with

Andy Oldman



Elements of Seamanship

(women only) with Jane

Ahlfeld & Jenny Bennett



Elements of Coastal

Kayaking with

Bill Thomas



Cruising through the

Watches on ABIGAIL

with Hans Vierthaler



Can’t make it to Brooklin, Maine? Try our courses at Chesapeake Light Craft Shop,

We’re very pleased to be working

with John Harris and the good

folks at Chesapeake Light Craft in

Annapolis, Maryland, and, once

again, to be able to offer courses

at their excellent facility.

Tuition for each of these courses is $750
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April 18–23 BUILD YOUR OWN NORTHEASTER DORY

WITH JOHN HARRIS

Materials: $1329 (rowing), $2428 (sailing)











May 2–7 BUILD YOUR OWN ANNAPOLIS WHERRY

WITH GEOFF KERR

Materials: $1319











May 9–14 BUILD YOUR OWN SKERRY DAYSAILER

WITH DAVID FAWLEY

Materials: $1329 (rowing), $2304 (sailing)



1/18/11 2:47 PM
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Access to Experience

The ﬁnest instructors available and a beautiful location on the coast of Maine make

WoodenBoat School an exciting learning experience for amateurs and professionals alike.

This season, our 31st, we are offering over 90 one- and two-week courses in

various facets of boatbuilding, as well as, seamanship and related crafts.

August

24 – 30



31 – 6



Boatbuilding

Warren Barker



Build Your Own

Bronze Salute Cannon

with Jim McGuiggan



Build Your Own

Chuckanut 12 Kayak

with David Gentry



Build Your Own

Biadarka with

Mark Kaufman



Strip Composite

Construction with

Clint Chase



Woodcarving with

Reed Hayden



The Essentials of Fine

Woodworking with

Janet Collins



Traditional Wood-andCanvas Canoe Construction

with Jerry Stelmok



Traditional & Modern

Oar Making with

Clint Chase



The Art of Scrimshaw

with Ron Newton



Rigging with

Myles Thurlow



Boatbuilder’s Hand

Tools with

Harry Bryan

Seascape/Landscape

in Watercolor

with Philip Steel



Elements of Seamanship

Beach-Cruising &

II with Martin Gardner Coastal Camping with

Ross Beane & Bill Thomas

& Sue La Voie



7 – 13



September

14 – 20



Building the Ness Yawl with Geoff Kerr



21 – 27

Sparbuilding

with Eric Blake



28 – 3



4 – 10



Advanced Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Greg Rössel



Fundamentals of Boatbuilding

with Wade Smith



Build Your Own

Annapolis Wherry

with Geoff Kerr



Build Your Own

Skerry Daysailer with

David Fawley



Build Your Own

Willow Sea Kayak

with Bill Thomas



Building a 16'

Outboard Skiff with

Walter Baron



Building the 12½'

Semi-Dory Skiff with

John Karbott



Building Half Models

with Eric Dow



Traditional Lapstrake

Construction with

Geoff Burke



Finishing Out a Hull

with Geoff Burke



Marine Electrics with

Ray Frechette



Build Your Own

Model Sailing Yacht

with Alan Suydam



Elements of Sailing

R/C Pond Yachts with

Alan Suydam



Coastal Maine in

Watercolor with

Amy Hosa



Sea Sense

Under Sail with

Havilah Hawkins



Inspecting

Fiberglass Boats with

David Wyman



(women only) with Jane Ahlfeld



Elements of Seamanship

& Gretchen Snyder



Lofting

with Greg Rössel



Small

Small Boat Voyaging

Voyaging

with

withJane

JaneAhlfeld

Ahlfeld&

&Bill

BillThomas

Thomas



Elements of Coastal

Kayaking (over 40)

with Mike O’Brien



Marine Photography

with Jon Strout &

Jane Peterson



Craft of Sail II

with David Bill



Elements of

Seamanship with

Martin Gardner



Elements of Coastal

Kayaking with

Stan Wass



Elements of Seamanship

with Jane Ahlfeld &

Gretchen Snyder



Craft of Sail

on MISTY with

Queene Foster



Coastal Cruising

Seamanship on ABIGAIL

with Hans Veirthaler



Sailing the Schooner

MARY DAY with Capt.

Barry King & Jane Ahlfeld



Sailing Downeast

with Andy Oldman



Elements of Coastal

Kayaking with

Bill Thomas



Sailing Traditional Daysailers

& Beach Cruisers with

Al Fletcher & Mike O’Brien



Craft of Sail on

MISTY (women only)

with Queene Foster



Elements of Coastal

Kayaking II with

Stan Wass



Sea Sense

Under Sail with

Havilah Hawkins



Coastal Cruising

Seamanship on ABIGAIL

with Hans Veirthaler



in Annapolis, Maryland

September 19–24 BUILD YOUR OWN NIGHT HERON SEA KAYAK



WITH NICK SCHADE



Materials: $1295









Sept. 26–Oct. 1 BUILD YOUR OWN WOOD DUCK KAYAK

WITH ERIC SCHADE

Materials: 10’–$869, 12’–$919











October 17–22 BUILD YOUR OWN CHESAPEAKE 17LT SEA KAYAK

WITH GEOFF KERR

Materials: $918
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18 – 24



Fitting a Ballast Keel

with Eric Blake



Building the Seaclipper 20 Trimaran

with Jim Brown & John Marples



Craft of Sail on

BELFORD GRAY

with David Bill







11 – 17



Sailmaking

with Marti &

Jed Siebert



Windjamming on

LEWIS R. FRENCH

with Capt. Garth Wells



For additional information

Check our website for our entire 2011 program:



www.woodenboat.com

or call Kim or Rich at



207–359–4651



To order a complete course catalog, call toll-free



1-800-273-SHIP (7447)

WoodenBoat School

P.O. Box 78,

Brooklin, Maine 04616-0078



1/20/11 5:47 PM



Marine ply - Super marine ply



Joubert certified



Contact

Concannon Lumber Co. - Luke Wolstenholme

6654 Gunpark Dr Ste 100 - Boulder, CO 80301

303-530-0435 - phone - 303-530-3742 - fax

www.wolstenholme.com



You will no longer randomly choose your plywood



Lyman



Rendezvous

Nine different Lyman

boat models arrive for

the annual rendezvous

and picnic. An 18" x

24" poster of water

color print hand signed by artist Peter Ferber.

Prints are available from New England Lyman Group,

c/o Harold Sanderson, Treasurer, 34 Gilhaven Road,

Manchester, N.H. 03104.

Price $32.50 includes first class mailing.



Creating The Ship’s Half Model ...



Since 1790 the

half-hull has

been used to

study hull design.

Today it has become

a possession to be

cherished a lifetime.

For further details

please visit our

web site.



W hen the artistry



becomes the mastery

of form.



9214 15th NW

Seattle, WA 98117

(206) 789-3713

www.halfhull.com
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Building experience–

the work of a lifetime

by Tom Jackson



N



owhere is the interplay of skill and

experience more evident than in

boat handling. When news comes from

various quarters about boats that have

come to harm, the first impulse is to

weigh evidence of skill or analyze how

experience may have contributed to a

given outcome. Invariably a further factor has to be weighed, and that is luck—

good or bad.

I’ve taken to calling this the shipwreck edition of Currents, because

we’ve received a rash of reports regarding failures of one type or another.

Several, including brief reports of two

sinkings, are scattered through this column. In most cases, skill—especially

in the speedy recovery of a well-found

Concordia yawl from a bad grounding—played a role. Luck—phenomenal

luck in the remarkable soft landing of

the Herreshoff schooner MARY ROSE ,

and the worst kind of luck for the schooner VALORA—also takes a hand. The

body of water is of little importance:

The wide ocean may be remorseless, but

wild rivers are unforgiving and lakes

are notoriously changeable.

The older I get, the less I am willing

to leave to chance. I can recall, much

younger, going for an hour’s kayak outing off Washington State’s San Juan

Island on a fine winter day, and, after

contracting what I like to call rapture

of the deep, going much farther than

I should have. I had no lights and

little gear, but the day was mild and I

had done a lot of kayaking. And being

young, I was, of course, invincible. Out

of nowhere, a black gale came up and

seemed to have a personal vendetta;

chased north, I made a decision to go

a long way around an island and navigated miles (without a chart but knowing the waters) into Roche Harbor.

I arrived in total darkness by following the Christmas lights of the resort

on shore there. Soaked by rain, shoes

sloshing like sponges while I crossed

the lobby, sleeves dripping on the desk

while I took the phone, I called a friend

(now my wife) for a ride home. It was a

great trek—elemental forces, the awe of

a storm over water, making it through

by wits, all really very invigorating—but

it was a lapse in judgment I would not

repeat or advise. Though inexperience had

tempted me too far, skill contributed to



a happy conclusion. My luck was at least

not the kind that inspired the old blues

lyric: “if it wasn’t for bad luck, I wouldn’t

have no luck at all.”

Experience tempers skill as heat

tempers iron. Recall that the U.S. Power

Squadron leaders often say people take

their boating safety course after experiencing “an incident” of some sort. I’d

say most of us could share a tale or two.

Even those with the greatest skill continue to gain from experience, and the

lessons never end. I wrote in Maritime

Life & Traditions (No. 26) some years ago

about Columbia River bar pilot Mike

Dillon, who went overboard in winter,

offshore in the Pacific Ocean, in 30'

seas and heavy wind and rain in the

middle of the night. Found, somewhat

miraculously, by a Coast Guard helicopter, he survived nearly an hour of bitter

cold in miserable conditions and had

experienced multiple gear failures. I

knew him a bit before that and afterward, and I always wanted to write his

story. After I interviewed him in Texas,

where he now captains oil tankers, he

took my wife and me on his outboard,

maybe a 20-footer, down a mellow river

to the Gulf of Mexico. But before we

went aboard, he gave both of us a very

thorough introduction to each piece of

safety equipment, and it wasn’t a short

list. For a one-hour outing, he was every

bit as thorough as the skipper of the 76'

wooden yacht I crewed aboard for the

2006 Bermuda Race. Ever since that

interview, I have, to use Dillon’s phrase,

“high-graded” my equipment. For my

daysailer, I now keep what I call my necessary bag, which I take on every outing.

Chart, compass, GPS, VHF radio, extra

batteries, first-aid kit, handheld depthsounder, sail repair supplies, tools, water,

raingear. It’s a long list, and I still have a

few things I’d like to add to it.

And luck? It’s not something you can

pack in the necessary bag. It may be true

sometimes, what people say about making your own luck. But don’t count on

it. Despite the best of preparations, bad

luck has a way of creeping aboard, and

some things just seem susceptible to its

wiles—take note, especially, that of the

four incidents mentioned below, three

started with mooring failures. And the

restoration of a U.S. Life Saving Service

station in North Carolina, also mentioned below, stands as a reminder that

the history of disasters involving wellfound vessels, professionally manned, is

a long one.

The boatbuilder, too, uses skill,

necessarily tempered by the experience

of closely observing what has failed, to



Edited by Tom Jackson

create a hull that will thrive in its environment—whatever that environment

is, whether open ocean or, as in the case

of the river runners mentioned below,

white water. A skilled hand who knows

a boat thoroughly, tackling inshore

waters and lesser rivers before venturing offshore or down the Grand Canyon, can not only minimize the harm of

the inevitable bad luck but also turn the

best of luck to the greatest advantage.

Without a workable combination of

skill and experience, boat and crew face

the harshest and most unforgiving of

taskmasters.

Tom Jackson is WoodenBoat’s senior editor.



Around the yards

n Elsewhere in the magazine you hold

(page 82), an article about Tom Siske’s

construction of a pinky schooner in

Maine mentions yet another of the type

under construction this winter. H.A.

Burnham Boat Building & Design in

Essex, Massachusetts has a burdensome new 55' pinky schooner in frame

as of this writing in December. The

boat is a traditional construction, using

trunnel-fastened double-sawn frames, a

technique proprietor Harold Burnham

has used many times before, including

for his schooners FAME (see WB No.

174) and THOMAS E. LANNON (WB

No. 143). The new schooner will have a

beam of 15' 6" and a draft of 7' 6", more

or less. ARDELLE, named for Burnham’s



DAN TOBYNE



CURRENTS



Harold Burnham (in the red shirt)

has a double-sawn frame pinky

under construction in Essex,

Massachusetts.
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COURTESY GRAYS HARBOR

HISTORICAL SEAPORT



grandmother, will also have

three watertight bulkheads

to make her compliant with

U.S. Coast Guard rules for

her planned purpose of carrying as many as 49 paying

passengers on daysailing

trips and charters out of

the Gloucester Maritime

Heritage Center.

The new boat is a replacement for the pinky schooner

MAINE , which Burnham

bought in 2006 from the

Kent Wall gets out the outside calipers to check

Maine Maritime Museum,

the diameter of a mast being turned on the

where she was built in the

largest tracer lathe in North America, operated

mid-1980s. Burnham knew

by the Gray’s Harbor Historical Seaport in

she needed work, but after

Aberdeen, Washington.

the extent of the deterioration in her topsides became

evident to him, he decided that “it that time, the Spar Shop needed to fill

made sense to build a new vessel.”

a special mast and spar order for pieces

“The design is excellent for what I of the set for the Walt Disney movie

use it for,” he said. As a starting point, Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the

he used the MAINE’s hull shape, which Black Pearl, in which the Seaport’s brig

in turn was based on an 1840s Essex- LADY WASHINGTON also played a role.

built pinky whose half model turned McFarland Cascade no longer needed

up in East Boothbay, Maine. However, the lathe, which was in poor condition,

Burnham played with the shape a little and sold the equipment to the Seaport

more, building a series of half models of for its scrap value. Spar Shop technihis own, which is his usual way of start- cians worked for months to install and

ing designs. He finally settled on one recondition the lathe. ‘We did a lot

that has a more rakish stem profile than of custom fabrication and rebuilt the

the MAINE and includes a gammon whole thing,’ site manager Kent Wall

knee and billet head, modifications said.

informed by surviving historical photos “A heavy steel four-wheeled cart carries the cutting blades and travels on

of the original pinky.

Fittings from the MAINE will be parallel steel tracks, much like railroad

incorporated into the new boat. “We’re tracks. No one knows who fabricated

taking everything we can get off of her,” the lathe, though it may have been

Burnham said, including the spars and made from a multitude of unrelated

rigging, a windlass Burnham added parts by the original owner. At one time,

after buying her, the engine, deck- a portion of the adjustable cutter-head

houses, and ballast. Burnham hopes to assembly may have been part of a naval

begin charters in the new boat toward gun carriage dating to before World

the end of the 2011 season. H.A. Burn- War I, judging from a mark (USN 1911)

ham Boat Building & Design, P.O. Box on a bearing found when the lathe was

541, Essex, MA 01929; 978–768–2569; being reassembled. The lathe’s age is

www.burnhamboatbuilding.com. A boatyard unclear, though the rails are stamped

web cam updates the construction every 20 with manufacturing dates including

1881, 1900, 1917, and 1918.

minutes.

“To turn a mast, a Douglas-fir cant

n The shipyard at Gray’s Harbor His- cut by an on-site sawmill is moved into

torical Seaport in Aberdeen, Wash- the 3,456-sq-ft lathe room and lifted into

ington, has been gaining a widespread place to be fitted to the head stock and

reputation for mast making since the tail stock, leaving it suspended above

acquiring an enormous tracer lathe, the shop floor at about chest height. The

writes Joe Follansbee, the Seaport’s lathe operator then installs between one

communications director. “The jewel and four steadying rests to control sag

in the Spar Shop is North America’s and reduce vibration. An electric motor

largest tracer lathe, a monster tool that powers a gearing system that turns the

can handle single logs up to 122' long log, which can weigh up to 20,000 lbs,

and 40" in diameter. The Seaport has at speeds ranging from 4 to 22 rpm.

operated the lathe since 2003, when it An operator sitting on the moving cart

moved the equipment from a McFarland monitors another electric motor that

Cascade mill in Tacoma, where as late as turns a high-speed cutting head fitted

the 1970s it had been used to turn new with three knives, each 4" wide.

masts for the USS CONSTITUTION. At “Powered by a DC servo-motor,
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For The

Toughest Jobs

on Planet

Earth

®



Gorilla Epoxy’s

gap-filling

capabilities

and all-purpose

formula easily

bond metal, wood,

ceramic and

more. Sets in just

5 minutes.

© 2011 Gorilla Glue Company



the cart rides on the rails, which lie

parallel to the log. The cutter assembly

rides above the cart on bearings set

perpendicular to the track, allowing it

to move in and out as it follows a wallmounted tracer rail that runs the length

of the building. This 1" × 3" steel rail is

adjusted for each project and serves as

a template for the specified diameter

and taper. Depending on the size and

complexity of the project, the lathe can

produce between 8' and 10' of planersmooth finished material in a day.

“The lathe is about to get its biggest

test. As of this writing, the Seaport has

taken delivery of the biggest log it has

ever handled. At 123' long, it’s roughly

the height of a 10-story building and

weighs about 10 tons. It will become

the new mainmast of the Seattlebased schooner ZODIAC , a 127-footer

launched in 1924, which was dismasted

in 2010. Wall believes that if the project

is successful, the Spar Shop will have set

a record for the largest single piece of

wood ever turned on a lathe. And it will

be done on a piece of equipment nearly

100 years old.” Grays Harbor Historical

Seaport Authority, 712 Hagara St., Aberdeen, WA 98520; 360–532–8611; www.

historicalseaport.org.



FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH®

1-800-966-3458 Made in USA



n Elsewhere in this issue (page 50),

Greg Rössel, a contributing editor to

this publication and a regular teacher

at WoodenBoat School, writes about

a solar-powered fantail launch. But

boats are only part of the solar-power

story going on these days. Rössel himself has installed an array of solar panels on the roof of his own boatshop

in Troy, Maine. He tells us that the

Enphase Microinverter System (www.

enphaseenergy.com) should provide

about two-thirds of his energy needs.

“It’s been fun watching the electric

meter run backward (at least it does

on sunny days),” Rössel reports.



COURTESY GREG RÖSSEL



Turn your passion

into a profession



Boatyard roofs have been sprouting

solar-panel arrays in Maine,

including that of WoodenBoat

contributing editor Greg Rössel’s

shop in Troy.



“IYRS enabled me to turn my passion for boats into a set of skills that

changed my life.” Our students learn in an environment where a first-rate faculty,

a culture of craftsmanship, and deep connections in the industry create

professionals who embark on remarkable careers. To learn more, visit IYRS.org

Programs in:

Marine Systems, Composites Technology,

Boatbuilding & Restoration



449 Thames St., Newport, RI | 253 Franklin St., Bristol, RI | 401-848-5777 x203 | iyrs.org
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Meanwhile, Rockport (Maine) Marine

has also installed a huge solar array covering the entire south-facing slope of

one of its building sheds. The system,

installed by ReVision Energy, is a 120panel array producing 230 watts per

panel in sunlight, for a total of 27.6 kW

of electricity for the boatyard.



COURTESY ROCKPORT MARINE



n We also heard from Rockport

Marine’s Tom Kiley last fall with

another tale of luck (both bad and

good) and skill. A client of the yard

called with the horrible news that his

Concordia yawl GOLDENEYE had

broken free from her mooring in Bar

Harbor, Maine, and had run aground

in Hulls Cove. The good news was that

the damage, though it had to have been

heart-rending, could have ended up a

great deal worse. “A team of five of us

was sent to put a temporary plywood

patch on the boat and refloat it at high

tide later that night, around 7,” Kiley

reported. “If there is any silver lining

in this dark cloud, we found it. There

was an excavator on the beach at the

bottom of a 60' cliff where the boat was

now lying. It righted the boat, allowing



As hard as it is to see a Concordia

yawl broken open on the rocks,

fast action by the crew of Rockport

Marine in Maine probably spared

much greater damage.



Offcuts



B



onnie Blue of Tiverton, Rhode

Island, writes a tale of extraordinary luck in nearby Bristol, home of

the Herreshoff Marine Museum: “On

November 8, 2010, at 11 a.m., the 65',

1926 Herreshoff staysail schooner

MARY ROSE broke free of her mooring

and was carried down the bay. But as if

the hand of Capt. Nathanael Greene

Herreshoff was reaching out to protect

her, she slowed, did a pirouette, and

slid into a sand-filled crevice among

the boulders directly in front of the old

workshop where Herreshoff lived and

worked. He named the building Love

Rocks, and it is just yards away from the

Herreshoff Mgf. Co.’s South Construction

Shop, where MARY ROSE was built.

“On this day, all her admirers were

praying for her safety. She was standing upright, but we held our breath

as we awaited the low tide at 2:44 p.m.

Miraculously, she stayed put, with only

4' of her keel stuck in the sand and 5'

of her hull below the waterline exposed.

A number of people from the museum

joined the vigil, and all of us dreaded

that she might fall over onto the rocks

as the tide ebbed. But there she stood



BONNIE BLUE



COURTESY ROCKPORT MARINE



Rockport (Maine) Marine has installed

a huge solar array.



jackstands to be put under it and get

the boat off the granite.” The excavator, and a barge, happened to be nearby

building a new pier on granite blocks.

“Our job was to patch the boat and get

it to a ramp and hauled out ASAP. We

had hired a boat hauler who was willing to haul us in the middle of the night

if necessary. By 7 p.m., we were floating on our own, without a drop coming

through the temporary patch. We had

no power or lights, as the boat had been

submerged on the earlier high tide and

all systems were destroyed. The barge

towed us on the hip for 90 minutes

to a boat ramp in Trenton, where the

truck and hydraulic trailer were ready

to load the wounded boat. By 9:30 we

were out on the hard, and by 10 the

spars were out and secured and the boat

went off into the darkness up Route 3. I

was home at midnight.” The next day,

GOLDENEYE went to Rockport Marine,

where the patch was removed and surveyors and boatyard workers examined

the damage. In addition to replacing

six broken frames, replanking the damaged port side, and replacing part of

a toerail, the yard is installing a new

engine, replacing the electrical system,

repairing the damaged deadwood and

rudder, and repairing the interior. A

spring relaunching is expected. Rockport

Marine, 1 Main St., Rockport, ME 04856;

207–236–9651; www.rockportmarine.com.



The N.G. Herreshoff schooner MARY

ROSE escaped damage by landing

precariously in a patch of sand right

in front of the house where the

designer lived and worked.



in all her glory, remaining upright and

attracting many amazed onlookers.

No one had ever seen anything like it.

Everyone waited, and if they were like

me, they were doing a lot of praying, or

at least crossing their fingers.

“It became a waiting game until high

tide. Tucker Roy Marine Towing Inc.,

summoned by her captain, Tom Bradford, arrived and began preparations.

Marine surveyor Dana Collier called

it ‘one in a million’ that the boat had

picked the harbor’s only sandy spot to

land in. A diver sent down to investigate

reported that she wasn’t resting against

rock; the only thing holding her up was

the sand. The harbormaster arrived

and concurred that awaiting the tide

was the best plan. The Coast Guard was

satisfied that no oil or fuel leakage was

likely.

“Finally, at 8 p.m., Conrad Roy’s

crew, having buoyed the hull with air

bags, started their tow. The crowd

cheered as MARY ROSE glided off her

sandy nest, looking glorious in the tug’s

shining spotlight. As she slid into the

starry night, I imagined that she waved

regally, smiled, and blew a kiss to her

creator, Capt. Nat.”



I



n August, however, the worst kind

of luck befell VALORA , the David

Stimson–designed schooner built at

Boothbay Harbor (Maine) Shipyard

in 2006 and described at length in

WB No. 194. She parted her mooring

in outer Vineyard Haven Harbor on

Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, in a

gale that quickly drove her onto a rock

breakwater, where she perished.
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— Powerboat Handling —

by Eric Sorensen

Illustrations by Jan Adkins



A stern drive in reverse

has a steerable propeller



A fixed-propeller

boat is difficult to

steer in reverse



Sterndrives (top left) and outboard motors have steerable propellers, and thus their thrust may be directed when

in reverse. An inboard-powered boat (top right), on the other hand, relies on water passing over the rudder for

steering, and thus may be more difficult to steer in reverse. Despite its easily directed reverse thrust, a shallowdraft outboard-powered boat, because of its minimal underwater profile, can be very difficult to steer in reverse in a

crosswind because it is quickly blown off course. A single-screw, heavier-displacement inboard-powered boat will be

far more predictable in this situation.



D



riving a powerboat, especially in close quarters, is an often misunderstood process—

one fraught with potential embarrassment as

dockside onlookers scrutinize your maneuvering. An understanding of the basic forces acting

on a powerboat, and how to use those forces to

your advantage, is all it takes to dock and undock

with confidence. If you’re new to powerboats,

or if you’ve been around them for a while but

are not confident at handling them, the following drivers’ education is for you. We’ll focus on

the basics here: single-engine, single-propeller

boats—both inboards and outboards*—leaving



twin propellers and bow thrusters for your own

further exploration. Study the following steps,

practice them carefully, and you’ll soon have an

intuitive understanding of powerboat handling.

Do your practicing away from an audience,

since distraction and self-consciousness will

only hinder the learning process.

* All discussions of outboard-motor handling also apply to

inboard-outboard, or sterndrive, boats, as the handling

qualities of these two propulsion systems are, for the most

part, identical (except that the counter-rotating sterndrives

handle better).
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— How a Boat Steers—

Bow swings into turn



—The pivot point is usually about 30% of

the waterline length aft of the bow

———Pivot point



Stern kicks away

from turn———



All boats turn on a pivot point—a theoretical location

about 30 percent aft of the bow.



I



f you’re new to boats, and therefore to boat

handling, keep in mind that, unlike a car, a

boat steers by the stern. If you put the rudder

over to starboard (to the right), the stern moves

to port (to the left). Remember this when

alongside a dock, for you can’t simply drive

away in the same manner that you pull a car away

from the curb; if you do, the stern will hit the

dock. The boat turns about an apparent pivot

point—the point along the boat’s centerline

about which the boat appears to rotate during

a turn. The pivot point is typically about 30 percent of the boat’s length aft of the bow at idleahead speeds, so when your stern kicks over to

port, the bow, correspondingly, and to a lesser

degree, moves to starboard. The pivot point

moves farther forward as speed increases, and

it also moves forward in boats that are wider for

their length; when a boat is backing, the pivot

point moves aft. You can think of the boat’s actual path through the water as being the pivot

point’s track.

How responsive a boat is to the helm depends

on what kind of propulsion it has. A singleengine inboard may be very responsive going

ahead if it has a large rudder that turns a full 35

degrees; such a configuration may conceivably

turn the boat 180 degrees in just over its own

length at low speed. But backing down (reversing) in a particular direction—especially down-



wind—takes practice, and if there’s too little

rudder and too much windage, or “sail area,”

forward, you can’t control the direction at all

when backing. A single outboard or sterndrive is

responsive when going ahead, and its steerable

propeller typically allows for good directional

control when in reverse. But an outboard-powered boat with little underwater profile can

be very difficult to back into a slip in a crosswind or crosscurrent, especially if there’s a lot

of windage (or “sail area”), largely because the

flat transom interferes with directional control. And with little underwater area, the boat’s

bow will blow off quickly when the boat stops

in a crosswind. In fact, I’d rather be graded

on backing a single-screw, deep-hulled lobsterboat into a slip than I would doing the same

maneuever in a shallow-draft outboard. That’s

because the lobsterboat’s big keel serves to slow

the boat from getting blown sideways, making

handling more predictable.

Another phenomenon to keep in mind is

that a single propeller not only develops thrust

ahead and astern, but it develops side force

as well. Once the boat is in gear and making

headway (moving ahead), you hardly notice the

side force because of the waterflow against

the rudder or lower unit of your stern drive or

outboard, which keeps the boat moving in the

direction you have it pointed. But, for a variety
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How a Boat Steers, continued…



The stern responds to

the propeller’s side force

by “walking” to port



A right-hand propeller,

when in reverse, creates side

force to starboard



A right-hand propeller turns to the left when in reverse, and for various reasons this rotation creates thrust to

starboard. The stern responds to this thrust by “walking” to port—a tendency that may be put to good use in a 

well-planned docking.



of reasons that we won’t go into here, when you

put the single propeller in reverse, especially

a propeller that’s large and slow turning, the

side force is very noticeable. Most single propellers are right-hand turning (viewed from

astern) when the boat is running ahead. However, when backing down, the propeller turns

to the left, and the stern “walks” to port. And

because of the low speed and lack of propwash, a rudder typically has little effect on the

boat’s course, at least until it gains sternway

and water pressure starts to act on the rudder. The steerable propeller of an outboardpowered boat offers more control, but once

the stern of either type starts backing in one

direction, on many boats it can be impossible

to make it change direction—to counter the

stern’s sideways momentum—without using

some ahead thrust in the opposite direction.

(See Backing and Filling, on page 6.)

Twin engines are set up so the port engine

turns to the left and the starboard engine to the

right, so the side force cancels out. These socalled “twin-screw” boats are far more maneuver

able than singles, all else being equal. Similarly,

some sterndrives have counter-rotating propellers, one turning to the right and the other to

the left, one mounted directly behind the other.



MerCruiser’s Bravo 3 and Volvo’s DuoProp are

the two most common counter-rotating units,

and they provide much better backing control

than single propellers, with no appreciable side

force. They also hold a course better at low speed.

For the purpose of this discussion, though, we’ll

remain focused on single-propeller boats.

Now let’s have a look at how to put these forces

to work for you. I often recommend that a novice boat handler begin practicing in the open

water by throwing overboard something visible

and buoyant, such as a life jacket (with a brick

attached, to keep it from blowing around too

much). Then try maneuvering around this faux

dock for a while, until you get a feel for the way

the boat handles. If you approach the “dock” too

fast, or even drive partly over it, there’s no harm

done—unless, of course, you get the life jacket or

the brick’s tether wrapped around the propeller.

This exercise also gives you a good feel for the

boat’s pivot point, and how much time and backing power it takes to slow it to a full stop.

During this practice session, try stopping the

boat with the wind blowing on the beam, and

then see what happens: Does the bow blow off

quickly, or does the stern? Or does the boat lie

stable in this position? You’ll want to know this

when maneuvering a few feet from a dock.
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— Docking—



❸

❷



❶

A typical docking maneuver in an inboard powered boat follows this sequence of steps:

1—Approach the dock at an angle of 15–20 degrees, making 2–4 knots; the angle and aim point will vary

depending upon wind, tide, and obstructions.

2—While still moving ahead, apply right rudder to kick the stern to port.

3—Shifting into reverse causes the righthand propeller to spin left, creating side thrust to starboard;

this pushes the stern to port, laying the boat parallel to the dock.

The procedure is similar in an outboard-powered boat, except that, in step 3, the helm is turned toward the dock and

the engine reversed; this draws the stern in to the dock.



W



hen coming alongside a dock in a singleengine boat with a right-hand propeller, it

usually makes sense to approach port-side-to; the

propeller’s side force is your friend in this case.

Approach at an angle of 15 or 20 degrees and

aim for a spot a few feet ahead of where you want

your bow to be when tied up. This angle and aim

point will vary depending on wind and tide and

obstructions such as boats tied up nearby. For instance, if you’re being set down on (i.e., carried

toward) the dock, aim for a spot farther ahead

and approach at a steeper angle. The farther-away

target will allow you to end up where you want to

land in these quicker-moving conditions, and the

steeper approach angle will present less boat to

the wind, reducing the leeward drift. While you

should move slowly when docking, you also must

come in fast enough to maintain control, say 3 or

4 mph; the speed you require to maintain control

is called steerageway.

Let’s assume we’re in a 25- to 45-footer. When

you get about 15' from the dock, give it a little

right rudder* to start moving the stern in toward the dock, then shift into reverse, using

enough throttle to come to a full stop when the



boat is where you want it to be—that is, close

alongside and parallel to the dock. How much,

if any, rudder to give it to start the stern swinging in depends on the propulsion type. On some

inboards with big, slow-turning propellers, all

you need to do is shift into reverse and the side

force will pull the stern over while the aft thrust

stops the boat. An outboard’s steerable propeller, on the other hand, will pull the stern in

either direction, depending on which way you

turn the wheel. Practice will tell you how much

rudder you need in order to end up parallel to

the dock in the right spot without banging the

stern against it.

If you must approach starboard-side-to with

a right-hand propeller that backs hard to port,

then you might want to approach the dock at a

steeper angle so you can kick the stern in firmly

while still running ahead, anticipating and

countering its momentum with the backing side

force to come.

* The word rudder, in this case, refers to the angle

of either the actual rudder, or the lower unit of an

outboard-driven boat.
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— Backing and Filling —

➍



Backing and filling—a term borrowed from a tight-space

maneuver in square-riggers—is the process of turning a

single-propeller powerboat in its own length. It’s done by

following these steps:

1—The rudder is turned hard to starboard, and remains in

that position throughout the maneuver.



➊



➌



2— A burst of forward power kicks the stern to port.

3—Before the boat develops much headway, the transmission is

shifted into reverse; the resulting side force to starboard further

kicks the stern to port, while the reverse thrust arrests the

developing headway.



➋



T



4—Repeating with bursts of power ahead and astern will turn the boat in

its own length.



his is a little like a K-turn, or three-point

turn, in a car, except you leave the wheel

hard over during the whole maneuver. To turn

a single-engine inboard in tight quarters, say

within a boat length and a half, you’ll want to

turn the boat in the direction of the propeller rotation. In other words, if it’s a right-hand

prop, put the rudder hard over to the right and

leave it there. Then goose it ahead, wait a few

seconds until you’ve just started to kick the stern

over, but before you’ve picked up much headway. Then—and you can’t be bashful here—

throw it into reverse (with the engine at or near

idle to prevent transmission damage) and goose

the engine again. The rudder (which you leave

hard over on the same side during this whole

process) kicks the stern to port with the shot

ahead, and the prop’s side force walks the stern

to port when backing, as long as you don’t pick

up sternway. Repeat with short bursts of power

ahead and astern until you’re pointed in the

right direction. If you find yourself drifting

too fast downwind toward the dock or another

boat, drop the turning attempt, turn the boat



downwind to get the stern pointed into the wind,

and back out of there to safety to gain some sea

room and start over. Your unique situation and

your boat’s handling qualities in a breeze will

dictate how, exactly, you do this.



Trimming for Better Maneuvering

Sterndrives and larger outboards have a tilt/trim

control. Starting from its fully lowered position

with the propeller shaft horizontal, the lower unit

trims slowly about 5 degrees in either direction,

and this allows the boat’s trim, or amount of bow

rise, to be controlled within limits. The tilt function rapidly raises the propeller clear of the water.

Bracket-mounted outboards can be more difficult to maneuver when backing down in tight quarters, since their prop-wash impacts the transom

and to a large degree neutralizes astern thrust. So

a good way to get around this is to first trim the

motor up until it starts to tilt so more of the propwash shoots downward below the transom rather

than against it. This will increase backing power

as well as maneuverability when in reverse.
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— Undocking —

➊



➍

Leaving the dock, or undocking, may be

done in one of several ways, depending

on conditions. The following steps

describe how to do it when the wind is

pinning the boat to the dock:



➋



1—The engine is ahead, and the

spring line stops forward motion.

2—Port rudder moves the stern to

starboard.



T



❸



o get away from the dock (it’s called undocking), your strategy depends mostly on

whether the wind is onsetting or not, the direction and speed of the current, and how much

room there is ahead and astern. It’s always a

good idea to have someone on the dock give the

boat a good shove off, of course, to get things

rolling. If the wind is calm and the current slack,

and if you’re in an outboard-powered boat lying

port side to the dock, then you’ll likely be able

to back away by turning the wheel to starboard,

shifting into reverse, and drawing the stern away

from the dock; once in the clear, you can shift

into forward and drive away.

If things are tight and there is only a little

room at the dock, using a spring line is a good

option, and it may be necessary if the wind is

holding the boat against the dock. If you want to

take the line with you, run a bight of it around

a cleat or piling and tie off both ends to the

bow cleat (not a ’midship cleat). Then turn the

wheel hard toward the dock and shift into forward,

and run ahead with just enough power to push

the stern out; the spring line will prevent forward movement during the process. When the

stern is clear, back clear—or back and fill your

way clear while your line handler slips the line

off the dock (let go of one end and pull in the

other, keeping it away from the propeller) and

back away from the dock. If you’re in a singleengine inboard with a right-hand propeller, and



3—When the boat is at a sufficiently

steep angle to the dock, the

engine is shifted into reverse, the

spring line is released, and the

boat backs clear.

4—If there’s no onsetting wind, an

outboard-powered boat may leave

the dock by simply backing away

from it, drawing the stern clear.



are lying port-side-to with a moderate onsetting

wind, this can be hard to do as your stern will

want to walk back toward the dock as you back

away, but as mentioned you can get clear safely

by backing and filling—with practice.

An undocking alternative (which you’ll need

if your boat has a long pulpit) is to run the

spring line from the stern cleat forward to the

dock—and the stern cleat has to be at or very

close to the transom for this to work. Here, you

back down until the bow is clear, and drive right

out, slipping the line as before. Depending on

the configuration of your boat, you might be

able to accomplish this by yourself more easily

than the bow-spring method, which requires

two people. It is important to use only enough

power when springing off like this, as the danger of a line parting and snapping back, or a

cleat letting go, increases as more power is used.

Also you have to move quickly if the wind is

pushing you against the dock, so it’s smart to

practice the line-handling and boat-driving

choreography in benign conditions first. If

there is no boat directly behind you and you

have an outboard or sterndrive, you can simply

steer away from the dock and back out, perhaps

with a little shove on the bow to prevent scraping the dock on the way out. Another option is

to give the boat a hard shove out into open water and drive off—watching your stern swing so

you don’t hit the dock.
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— Propellers —



A propeller’s principal dimensions are diameter and pitch. Diameter is the distance across the disc described

by the spinning propeller; pitch is the theoretical distance the propeller would travel in a solid medium, in one

revolution. Slip is the difference between the theoretical distance the propeller travels, and the actual distance.



A



propeller is most simply described by

its two most important dimensions—

diameter and pitch—as well as some other

features. Imagine the disc formed by a

rotating propeller; diameter is the length

across this disc. (Wheel and screw are also

names for the propeller.) Pitch is the distance

the propeller would travel in a single rotation

with no slip (like a screw turning in wood).

Slip is the difference between theoretical

pitch and the actual distance a propeller

moves a boat forward; this difference, or slip,

GettingStarted209.qxd 5/21/09 8:35 AM Page 1

results from the boat’s resistance to forward

movement. Most pleasure-boat propellers



have three or four blades, with the threeblade type usually being faster, while the

four-blade is typically smoother-running with

more blade area, and therefore more backing

power. 

Eric Sorensen is a powerboat consultant to a wide range

of customers, including federal and state government

agencies, the military, commercial-ship and patrol-boat

suppliers, pleasure-boat builders, and boat owners. His

book, Sorensen’s Guide to Powerboats: How to

Evaluate Design, Construction and Performance

(McGraw-Hill), is a 500-page reference for marine professionals and boatowners alike, and is widely recognized

as a definitive source of information about powerboats.



Getting Started in Boats is designed and produced for the beginning boatbuilder.

Please tear out and pass along your copy to someone you know who will be interested.

Earlier volumes of Getting Started are available in past issues of WoodenBoat, and as PDF (electronic) files, from

The WoodenBoat Store. Please refer to the web pages, at: www.woodenboat.com/wbmag/getting-started
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WoodenBoat’s Boatbuilding & Rowing Challenge (BARC) is the beginning of a grassroots effort which could

be emulated around the world. It's an endeavor to involve communities and, in our specific case, high school programs,

in the team-building aspects of boatbuilding and then competitively rowing one specific boat: Iain Oughtred's 22',

330 pound St. Ayles Skiff, with a crew of four rowers and one helmsperson (coxswain). Using Alec Jordan's (Jordan

Boats in the UK) CNC's files and his cooperative agreement with Hewes & Company in Blue Hill, Maine, WoodenBoat is

spearheading BARC programs in five downeast Maine high schools (as of December 2010). The rowing competitions

will begin in the summer of 2011, often as predecessors for the Maine Lobster Boat Races..



For further information, please see our website: http://BARC.woodenboat.com



chris perkins



peter nisbet



The Goal — Bring new people to wooden boats!



The Solution —

GETTING STARTED



IN



BOATS,



a removable supplement included in

every issue of WoodenBoat.



This publication is produced for the

absolute beginner; for your family,

friends, and neighbors, members of local

community groups, colleagues at work—

the people you know who should be

inspired into boats and boating.

Share your passion!

To download previous issues of Getting Started that you might

have missed, please visit www.woodenboatstore.com.



WoodenBoat Publications

41 WoodenBoat Lane, Brooklin, ME 04616

207–359–4651 • www.woodenboat.com
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STEVEN BAUER



The strangely constructed RAW FAITH

sank 100 miles off Nantucket, ending a

short and troubled life.



O



n December 6, 2010, RAW FAITH,

an amateur-built 88-footer (on

deck) ver y loosely conceived as a

“galleon,” sank some 100 nautical miles

off Nantucket after departing Salem,

Massachusetts, after embarking on a

winter North Atlantic Ocean passage

apparently en route to Bermuda. Her

owner and operator, George McKay,

built this, his first boat of any kind,

with volunteer help in Addison, Maine,

largely with common 1-by and 2-by



white oak stock spiked together, with

tar between layers in the case of the

backbone timbers and epoxy in the

case of the frames. (See www.rawfaith

adventures.com for a slide show of

the novel construction techniques.)

The fanciful boat was conceived as a

quasi-religious mission to take handicapped people to sea, but she was never

able to win U.S. Coast Guard certification for carrying passengers. McKay

had no previous experience at sea

before launching his boat. The Coast

Guard, which dispatched two cutters

and three aircraft in response to an

EPIRB signal from the boat, rescued

McKay and his one crewman by helicopter, and the next day she finally

foundered. The Coast Guard had

responded and towed the vessel twice

before off the coast of Maine, once with

a disabled rudder and the other time

after a complete dismasting. “Mainemade tall ship sinks,” one headline

read, and another seemed to make

something of the fact that the hull was

of wooden construction, causing boatbuilders up and down the coast of

Maine—many of whom have built lives

and reputations on long experience

perfecting wooden boats in which



serious mariners could routinely and

reliably place their every faith—to

cringe. And the degree of difficulty just

went up a notch for anyone serious about

replicating a galleon, mooring a “tall

ship” at a public pier, or hoping to run

sea programs for handicapped people.



T



he idea of giving handicapped people the experience of being at sea

has been around for some time. One

particularly successful example of this

kind of program is the Jubilee Sailing

Trust, conceived in England in 1978,

and now operating two seamanlike and

handsome square-riggers. Their first

was LORD NELSON, a steel-hulled ship

launched in 1984, but for their second

vessel, TENACIOUS, launched in 2000,

the organization chose wooden construction. Both were specifically designed for

handicap access and participation (see

www.jst.org.uk).



S



aving lives during shipwrecks along

U.S. shores was the work of the U.S.

Life-Saving Service (LSS) beginning in

1871, before which lifesaving was voluntary and haphazard. The LSS continued

until 1915, when it was merged with

the Revenue Cutter Service to form the



“The Rite of Spring”



The Maine

BoaTBuilders show

58 FORE STREET • PORTLAND, MAINE 04101

10 – 6 FRIDAY AND SATURDAY & 10 – 4 ON SUNDAY



March 18, 19 & 20, 2011



presented by:



Portland Yacht ServiceS

207–774–1067



Bill Sisson, Soundings magazine—



“Not a Tupperware party by any means.”

—Located on the Portland Waterfront off of Commercial Street—

Look for the shuttle busses along Commercial Street.

For more information and sign-up for show updates at:



www.portlandcompany.com
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According to Wouter Ketel, a management assistant at Cape Lookout

National Seashore, the NPS wanted

a boat that would be more than just a

piece of display furniture—they wanted

a genuine boat built to period specifications, including the wheeled cart on

which LSS boats were stored inside their

boatsheds, ready to deploy. “The reason

why is that we were doing an exhibit at

the Portsmouth Village Historical District, which has a lifesaving station, one

of the most intact of its type,” Ketel said.

“One of the big questions we faced was

whether to build an exhibit prop or a

real boat.” Because the boat, outfitted

with all the necessary gear, needed to

have a feel of authenticity that would

match the building, “real” won. The station, which is open from April through

mid-November each year, became

famous in 1903 for rescuing 389 passengers and 39 crew from the wrecked

steamer VERA CRUZ by surfboat.

The boat very closely matches original specifications, using white cedar

planking over steam-bent white oak

frames. In some instances, however—

notably in the specified original use

of white lead seam compound and

paint—substitutions were made. “We



COURTESY National PARK

SERVICE



U.S. Coast Guard, where search-andrescue operations are, justifiably, the

pride of the service today. One of the

historic LSS lifesaving stations—one

in remarkably good condition and

i n the care of the National Park

Ser vice (NPS) in Portsmouth, North

Carolina—will have a new boat starting

in 2011 to help interpret the service’s

past: a 26' Monomoy surfboat.

The boat was built at the Harvey W.

Smith Watercraft Center at the North

Carolina Maritime Museum in Beaufort to 19th-century plans. Paul Fontenoy, maritime curator, led a crew of

some 35 volunteers in constructing the

lapstrake craft, which will become the

centerpiece of the exhibit. Fontenoy

says the center specializes in projects

“that, to be perfectly honest, nobody

in their right mind would take on,”

and this one took about a year. “We

had done a fair amount of lapstrake

building before, but not on this scale,”

Fontenoy said, though the center is no

stranger to large projects, including

recently restoring a 36-footer. “We had

a lot of people learning about riveted

lap fastenings, although we had people

overseeing the project who were well

aware of what was going on.”



Ira Lewis, 92, a former Coast Guard

surfboat instructor, took the steering

sweep and led a crew of volunteer

oarsmen during the launching of a

Monomoy surfboat replica at the

North Carolina Maritime Museum.



had to do a lot of research,” Fontenoy

said, “then we had to discuss just how

to translate the specifications.” The

beach cart posed challenges of its own,

with the extensive use of wrought iron.

Most of the iron work was done inhouse, although a South Dakota wagon

builder fabricated the wheels, which

have 6"-wide rims ringed with iron for

running on sand.

As if that weren’t enough, the Watercraft Center took the liberty of building

not one but two of the historic boats.

The second Monomoy will remain at
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E



ven as you read Tom Haradan’s look

at the “Cataract boats” that Norm

Nevills conceived in the late 1930s



(see page 38), be aware that early this

year intrepid boatbuilders are running

wooden replica boats on the Colorado

River through the Grand Canyon—perhaps even as you hold this issue in your

hands—to retrace a 1954 expedition.

GEM (see Currents, WB No. 212),

completed in 2009 by Tom Martin following an original 1953–54 construction by Moulton Fulmar, completed

its first Grand Canyon run January 19,

2010. Two newer boats, SUSIE R and



4 Low Premiums

4 Best Customer Service

4 Best Salvage Coverage

4 Highest Medical Pay

4 Highest Personal

Effects

4 No Depreciation on

new canvas, upholstery

or sails for 5 years



4 Agreed Value

4 Fast Claim Service

4 Tailored Coverage

4 Highest Pollution

Coverage

4 Best Towing

Coverage

4 Liveaboard Coverage



WooDEN BoATS? YES!

YoU NAME IT, WE INSURE IT

P A.C.F.

P Alberg

P Alden

P Angelman

P C. Archer

P Aristocraft

P Atkin

P Barbour

P Beetle

P Benford

P Besotes

P Blanchard

P Brewer

P Brownell

P W.S. Burgess

P W. Burgess

P Butler

P Casey

P Century

P Chapelle

P Cheoy Lee

P Chris Craft

P Colonial

P Concordia

P Consolidated

P Correct Craft

P C. Crane

P S. Crocker

P Crosby

P Crowninshield

P Cruisalong

P Culler

P Dawn

P Derektor

P Dickerson



P Ditchburn

P Dodge

P Dfunphy

P Egg Harbor

P Elco

P EldridgeMcGinnes

P Fairliner

P Fay & Bowen

P Feadship

P Fife

P Fish Bros.

P Gamage

P Garden

P Gardener

P Gar Wood

P Laurent Giles

P Gilmer

P Goudy&Stevens

P Grady White

P Granby

P Grand Craft

P Grand Banks

P Greavette

P Grebe

P Hacker

P Wm. Hand

P Hanna

P Herreshoff

P Lyle Hess

P Higgins

P Hinckley

P Hodgdon Bros.

P Hood

P Huckins



P C.R. Hunt

P Hutchison

P James Craft

P Hubert Johnson

Merrit

P Morton Johnson

P Kettenburg

P Knutson

P Lawley

P Luders

P Luhrs

P Luke

P Lyman

P MacBay

P MacKenzie

P Mason,

P Matthews

P Minnett Monk

P Moody

P Morse

P Murphy

P Nevins

P A. Nielsen

P Old Town

P Olsen

P Owen

P Owens

P Pacemaker

P Paine

P Pembroke

P Penbo

P Penn Yan

P Peterson

P Post

P Potter



P Prowler

P Rhodes

P Rice Bros.

P Richardson

P Riva

P Robb

P Rybovitch

P Sea Sled

P Shepherd

P Shock

P Skiff Craft

P Slickcraft

P S&S

P Stadel

P Stanley

P Stephens

P Sweisguth

P Thompson

P Tollycraft

P Tripp

P Trojan

P Trumpy

P Ulrichsen

P Van Dam

P Viking

P Wagemaker

P Walsted

P Warner

P Watson

P Wheeler

P Whirlwind

P Wittholz

P F.Williams

P Wolverine

P Yellow Jacket



If your boat isn’t on this list, or it is and you’re not insured with us now,

you’re not getting the best wooden boat coverage value available.

At HERITAGE you will meet a knowledgeble staff and experience superior service.



Contact us for a quote



www.heritagemarineinsurance.com



1.800.959.3047



COURTESY TOM MORTENSON



the North Carolina Maritime Museum

for its own in-the-water programs. Cape

Lookout National Seashore, 131 Charles

St., Harkers Island, NC 28531; www.nps.

gov/calo/index.htm. North Carolina Maritime Museum, 315 Front St., Beaufort, NC

28516; 252–728–7317; www.ncmaritime

museum.org.



Three replicas of 1950s white-water

boats were built for a February 2011

run of the Colorado River through

the Grand Canyon.

FLAVELL , have undergone sea trials and

will join her for the 2011 expedition.

“GEM handled amazingly well,”

Martin writes. “It was Fulmer’s fourth

boat, and had a lot of excellent features

I learned to really appreciate. One was

the splash guard, another the selfdraining cockpit, which worked really

well. I learned a lot about the boat by

running it, and, yes, flipping it. True to

the original, the replica’s paint did not

stand up well to the rigors of the trip.

Neither did the strips of pine on the

bottom of the boat. Some of the floorboards cupped badly and will need to

be replaced. We also broke two of the

splash boards and dinged one transom

corner in the flip. We now transition

from boat building to boat repair....”

In 1954, P.T. “Pat” Reilly completed

SUSIE R and FLAVELL out of fiberglass

for the trip with Fulmar, but for the

new boats the builders chose plywood.

“Why wood?” Dave Mortenson asked

rhetorically. “Because we don’t want to

spend every day on the river patching

the fiberglass.” Mortenson is the son of

river-runner Brick Mortenson, one of

the three oarsmen in the 1954 expedition, during which the parties quickly

came to favor GEM’s plywood construction. Mortenson aided Ian Elliott in

constructing the new SUSIE R in Ellensburg, Washington. In September 2010,

after launching SUSIE R , Elliott turned

his attention to FLAVELL , a much faster

project that benefited from his experience building the first boat. Mortenson

also had Dave Fry Welding of Auburn,

Washington, fabricate a replica of the

original double-decker trailer that

Reilly made to tow the boats behind a

brand-new pickup truck to Arizona for

the start of the 1954 run.

In late November, 2010, the three

replica boats met for the first time at

the Moab (Utah) Boat Rendezvous,

with the paint barely dry on FLAVELL .

They were scheduled to meet again February 1, 2011, in Lees Ferry, Arizona,

to run the Colorado to Lake Mead—

a trip expec ted to take 30 days. For this

run, Cece Mortenson will take FLA-
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VELL’s oars, and her brother, Leif, and



her niece, Natalie, will join the trip as

well, bringing the experience of Grand

Canyon river-running to a fourth generation of the Mortenson family. At the

time his father made the 1955 trip, Dave

Mortenson reported, only 250 people

had ever run the river. For this summer

alone, the number is expected to reach

30,000.

A raise of the pint to all of them, if

you please. For those of us who grew

up along big rivers, all the joy and challenge we may ever find on salt water or

the wonder we may experience on lakes

large or small will never replace the raw,

wild, reckless, relentless power of a truly

great river.



N



ews now comes from the state of

Kentucky (The New York Times,

December 6, 2010), announcing that the



HM



ack Beattie has been named executive

Jdirector

of the Northwest Maritime



Center & Wooden Boat Foundation in

Port Townsend, Washington (see Currents, WB No. 211). A native of Bellingham, he is a former deputy director of

The Center for Wooden Boats in Seattle.



Portland



rockland



haMIlton



MarIne



SearSPort



800-639-2715



“S



omething like a year ago,” Bill

Keefe writes from Michigan,

“after some movers and shakers around

Algonac, Michigan, talked about how

to put their town on the map, a former

executive of the Chris-Craft Corporation, Herb Pocklington, suggested

that the town commission a statue of

Chris Smith and Gar Wood. The idea

took hold, and Pocklington, at age

83, found himself working on a fund

drive with Peter Beauregard, a noted

local businessman, and Lee Chaney,

vice president of the Algonac/Clay Historical Society. The chosen site was the

very waterfront where the Chris-Craft

boat manufacturing plant once stood.

Ukrainian-born Sergei Mitrofanov was



state government is helping to clear the

way with tax incentives and the like for

a “replica” of Noah’s Ark to be constructed. The ark is intended to be

part of Ark Encounter, a $150 million

Biblical theme park proposed by

Answers in Genesis for Grant County,

not far from the company’s existing

Creation Museum in Petersburg, which

purports to debunk the theory of

evolution. The backers for the new

park have already shown great sense,



commissioned to complete the sculpture, titled Legends of Algonac. During

the June 27 unveiling, a fleet of about 95

Antique and Classic Boat Society jamboree boats ranging from 17' to 56' and

from 1923 to 1975, stood at deferential

station on the vast backdrop of the St.

Clair River and Lake St. Clair.”



Great Prices! Great stuff!

Classic Rigging Knives

authentic uS navy

with Marlin Spike



$



2199



3.4" blade, 7.5"

open overall

rigging knife

with exotic ebony

wood handle



$

Reg 39.99

Order# 734720



List 34.95

Order# 733495



5/8" 3-Strand Nylon Anchor Line

with Nylon Thimble



$



11999



Limited

QuantitY!



Reg 149.99

HMR-ATW63200

Order# 736296



$



30



Type

Order# SELL

Clear

109982 27.99

Woodfinish (No Sand) 110044 37.99



2999



SAVE

$

10



Chromed Bronze

Handle



7



$ 49



50%



OFF!

Reg 14.99

WC-6200-6CB

Order# 143033



SAVE



Extremely high

solids content and

a perfect balance

of UV inhibitors.

1000 ml.



PATTY ALLEN



JoneSPort



hamiltonmarine.com



Premium Varnish



A new statue in Algonac,

Michigan, honors Chris Smith

and Gar Wood.



SouthweSt harbor



Deks Olje

Naturally

protects and

maintains wood.



Type

Satin#1

Satin#1

Gloss#2

Gloss#2



Size

1 Litre

2.5 Litre

1 Litre

2.5 Litre



Order#

114184

114183

114186

114185



SELL

26.99

60.99

29.49

66.99



Order Online

& Save mOre!



$10 off $100 orders Promo code: wb10

$20 off $200 orders Promo code: wb20

$30 off $300 orders Promo code: wb30

hamiltonmarine.com offer good thru Feb 2011
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A



n article elsewhere in this issue (see

page 44) tells of Fred Heim’s construction of the fantail launch RACHEL

H. Heim cruises the Charles River in

Boston frequently with his friends Carl

Cioppa and John Kiley. They regularly



pass by the old boatsheds of the Metropolitan District Commission Police,

which in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries patrolled the river in handsome powerboats, judging by historical photos. They would like to learn

more about these boats, perhaps with a

view to building a new one if plans can

be found. Anyone with knowledge of

the boats can contact Carl Cioppa, 20

Maymont Dr., Framingham, MA 01701;

[email protected].



The Return of

The

WOOD

Regatta

May 20-22, 2011



Rock Hall Yacht Club,

Rock Hall, MD



The WOOD (Wooden Open One-Design) Regatta was

established by WoodenBoat magazine in 1991, and won

U.S. Sailing’s One-Design Creativity award in 1992.

It’s a sailing contest in which wooden sailboats less

than 30' in length race against other, with handicapping

under Portsmouth Yardstick.

Please join us in this event for one-design and custom

wooden sailboats of all ages.

For more information, go to

www.woodenboat.com and click

on “WOOD Regatta”at the bottom

of the right-hand column.



41 WoodenBoat Lane,

Brooklin, ME 04616

207.359.4651

[email protected]



COURTESY JOHN KILEY



it should be noted emphatically, for

refraining from any temptation to

have the vessel ever put to sea. Holding

tank restrictions alone would seem to

jeopardize such an undertaking.



A historic boathouse on the Charles

River in Boston, Massachusetts,

housed police patrol motorboats.



Across the bar

n Harold Sommer, 85, December

21, 2010, Sausalito, California. A San

Francisco native, a U.S. Navy veteran of

World War II, and a Crowley Maritime

Corporation employee for 49 years,

Harold Sommer was a waterfront legend in the Bay Area. At Crowley, he

started as a deckhand and worked

his way up to skipper, and among

the boats he ran was the last working

wooden tug on the bay. He was passionate about maritime history and he

was either involved with or the leader

of some of the most celebrated wooden

boat restorations in the Bay Area. The

1885 sloop FREDA (see WB No. 166)

was one of these. He spent 14 years

restoring her in the 1950s and ’60s.

Today, after going through some hard

times, she is in the care of the Spaulding Wooden Boat Center (see WB No.

217; also, memorial contributions can

be made to the Spaulding Center in

his name; see www.spauldingcenter.

org). Another boat in his care was the

tug ALERT, which Thomas Crowley Sr.

gave to him upon his retirement from

the company. The tug is still immaculate today, residing in a marina slip in

Sausalito. The largest of Mr. Sommer’s

restorations, at 85' LOD, was the 1881

schooner WANDER BIRD (see WB No.

5). The schooner in 2003 was returned

to her native Germany, where she had

been an Elbe River pilot schooner; her

original name, ELBE NO. 5, has been

restored, and she serves as a museum

ship (see Currents, WB No. 202). Mr.

Sommer bought the schooner in 1969

and spent more than a dozen years

getting her back in sailing condition,

a task that the Smithsonian Institution in 1995 judged to be the best vessel restoration completed by a private

individual in the United States—an

honor he shared with a small army

of volunteers who worked with him,

learned from him, and admired him

deeply.
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The 20th Annual



I



t’s going to be our biggest boat show yet!



The 20th Annual WoodenBoat Show is just around the corner. We are deep into the

planning stages for an even bigger boat show than ever before – more Family BoatBuilding,

more demonstrations, more exciting events, and—most importantly—more boats!



This year we honor the life’s work of Lance Lee, acclaimed educator, boatbuilder, international visionary and

preserver of traditional boat designs. For tickets to the dinner & tribute, call 1-800-273-7447.

Visit www.thewoodenboatshow.com for more details.



June 24-26, 2011

Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT

www.thewoodenboatshow.com

Produced and Presented by

WoodenBoat Magazine
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n Peter Phillipps, 77, December 19,

2010, Rockland, Maine. An architect

by training, Mr. Phillipps practiced in

New York and at the same time served

as a professor of art at Brooklyn College. An avid sailor, he purchased the

50' schooner VOYAGER in 1962, when

he was only 29, with a view toward

making extensive ocean passages.

Designed by John G. Alden, VOYAGER

was launched in 1929 at Morse Boatbuilding Company in Thomaston, Maine.



At the time Mr. Phillips bought her, she

was leaking and in need of a refit, but

he nursed the hull along until 1972,

when he sailed to Nova Scotia for a thorough reconstruction at Smith and Rhuland. He wrote about the process in WB

No. 33. He sailed extensively on the

coasts of New England, the Canadian

Maritimes, the Caribbean, and the Mediterranean. In 1984, he had VOYAGER

hauled again at Gannon & Benjamin

Marine Railway on Martha’s Vineyard,



Families or Groups:



Find YOUR Opportunity to Build a Boat



Family BoatBuilding Organizers:

List Your Event for Free



www.FamilyBoatBuilding.com

The Motherlode of all

Family BoatBuilding events

will be taking place at the



WoodenBoat Show

June 24–26

Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT

Come build a kit in two and a half days during the show with

the help of expert instruction. Then take it home with you!

NO previous boatbuilding skills are required.

We hope to have as many as 8–12 different kits to

choose from. We will be posting available kits for you at

www.thewoodenboatshow.com. Click the

“Family BoatBuilding” tab at the top of the page.

We use the expression “family,” but you may form your own

group of friends, 4-H or Boy Scout troop, church group,

or other well-meaning organization.



Family BoatBuilding is produced by WoodenBoat magazine,

online at www.woodenboat.com.



Massachusetts, for replacement of

cracked frames, work Mr. Phillipps himself participated in and wrote about for

WB No. 69. He and his second wife,

Jeannette, who as an architect was also

his partner, lived aboard VOYAGER for

some 35 years. In 1992 they set out on

a circumnavigation, the voyage was

completed in stages, and on the way

VOYAGER was rebuilt yet again in Thailand. Mr. Phillipps’s four children by his

first wife and his seven grandchildren

were frequent crew members, along

with their friends. “I have always considered VOYAGER to be on loan,” Phillipps

wrote, “and believe there will be as

many masters after me as there were

before.” A memorial fund has been

established to benefit the CHARLES W.

MORGAN restoration at Mystic Seaport;

see www.donation.mkc.us.

n David Ransom Foster Sr., 82, December 20, 2010, Sarasota, Florida. The son

of an artist and a dance instructor, Mr.

Foster grew up primarily in Provincetown, Massachusetts. After graduating

Tabor Academy on an accelerated wartime schedule, he enrolled at Harvard

University at age 16, but he left after one

year to pursue a career in boatbuilding,

which he started by building a 19' Lightning. When he was 16, he bought a

Friendship sloop and sailed to Maine

with others, including his friend Roy

Blaney, with whom he later founded

Pamet River Yachts in Truro, Massachusetts. Among the boats they built were

DOLPHIN, a Sam Crocker–designed

excursion boat operating out of Provincetown, and JOLLY TAR (see WB No.

151), a Fenwick Williams–designed 36'

ketch for journalist Arthur Hansen.

The yard, however, was sold after Mr.

Foster was drafted for Korean War service. After the war, he went to Maine,

where Mr. Blaney had gone earlier, and

found boatbuilding work at Reed’s

Shipyard in Boothbay Harbor. Later, he

worked at Robinhood Marine in Georgetown, where he became a vice-president.

Increasingly enthralled by the 1970s

renaissance of wooden boat building,

he hired on as the master builder at the

Apprenticeshop, which at the time was

based at the Maine Maritime Museum

in Bath under Lance Lee (see WB No.

4). He worked with the Apprenticeshop

(now located in Rockland, Maine) until

retiring in the mid-1990s, having taught

boatbuilding to young students while

working along side them on a long list

of traditional craft, among them the

pinky schooner MAINE (see “around

the yards” above and also page 82).

After retirement he helped build

SNORRI, a Viking knarr replica (see

WB No. 148).
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Learn boat Design

at Westlawn

F



OR OVER 80 YEARS, Westlawn

has educated many of the

world's finest boat and yacht

designers. You’ll learn at home,

at your own pace, to design new

sailboats and powerboats or

modify existing ones. When you

graduate, you’ll have the toplevel skills you need to launch

your career in a design firm, a

production boat manufacturing

company or even to establish

your own design office.

To learn more about Westlawn

and our unique distance-learning

program, download a free

illustrated catalog from our

website today, or contact us at:

800.836.2059, 24 hours.

Elements of Boat Design

Short Course Also Available



Pack It Up.

“ V i c t o r y Tu g ”

J A M E S B A C K U S • W E S TLAWN ALUMNU S



The Sailrite Sail Pack Kit is a popular adaptation of a

standard mainsail cover kit used in conjunction with lazy

jacks to make dousing and covering a mainsail easy.



W W W. W E S T L A W N . E D U

Not-for-profit educational affiliate of

the American Boat & Yacht Council.



Shop sewing machines, tools, Sunbrella®

fabric, kits, and other canvas supplies.



Westlawn Institute of Marine Technology



16 Deep Cove Road • Suite W • Eastport, ME 04631

PH: 207.853.6600 • FAX: 207.853.6605

Founded in 1930, Westlawn is the only nationally accredited

distance-learning school of small-craft design in the United States. Westlawn is an

accredited member DETC, in Washington DC.



Laminated Sitka Spruce Oars

straight or spoon blade

for further information



www.barkleysoundoar.com

tel. 250–752–5115

toll free 877–752–5156

3073 Van Horne Road

Qualicum Beach, BC

Canada V9K 1X3
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for Hard Service



How Mudd Sharrigan makes a

traditional ~ and tough ~ rigging knife

by Paul Lazarus

Photographs by Robert Mitchell



K



nifemaker Mudd Sharrigan is one of the handiest guys I’ve met in the 25 years I’ve been cover ing the marine trades, a field famous for its

handy guys. He can make or repair just about anything,

mechanical or otherwise, in almost any material.

Born and raised in Watertown, Massachusetts, he

grew up in an Armenian diaspora: families of immigrant survivors of Turkey’s brutal ethnic-cleansing

campaign of 1915–18. In high school, Mudd (his

mother called him that; the birth certificate reads Mardouni) studied industrial arts. There he learned woodworking, metalworking, and other fundamental shop

skills. After stints in the U.S. Merchant Marine and

in the Army during the Korean War, he developed a



two-man, mostly residential construction and buildingmaintenance company. He retired from that business

around 1980 and settled in Wiscasset, Maine, where he

began a new career in knifemaking. The combination

represented by bladesmithing and woodcarving suited

his active retirement, and, being a self-described “boat

nut” since boyhood, Mudd chose rigging knives as the

mainstay of his knife work.

Author Hervey Garrett Smith, in his classic rigging

book The Arts of the Sailor, devotes an entire chapter to

rigging knives and related tools. In it, he derides massproduced clasp-style rigging knives and their integral

marlinespikes, and recommends instead a fixed-blade

sheath knife. Smith claims that his own sheath knife



Above—Mudd Sharrigan of Wiscasset, Maine, has made a second career of crafting beautiful and rugged fixed-blade knives and

sheaths. On the following pages, he shares the process of making his Snorri model, shown at left, above. At right is the Mini Rugger.
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likely saved his and his wife’s lives when their 33' auxiliary ketch nearly capsized during a sudden squall

offshore, and the sails had to be brought down fast.

Mudd’s knives are of this latter style.

Before starting in his new endeavor, Mudd talked

to professional crew members working aboard Maine’s

passenger schooner fleet, asking them exactly what

they wanted in a sheath knife. He’s continued to solicit

such feedback. The design and details of his knives

have evolved over the decades, based on the wishes and

responses of his more discerning customers, and on his

own close observation of knife aesthetics, ergonomics,

and performance.

Mudd records the completion date of each of his

knives in longhand on lined tablet paper, listing the



1



particular model and the type of wood, or bone, of

the handle, and whether there was an accompanying

spike, which necessitates a specially molded sheath. As

of this writing—the latter part of October 2010—Mudd

had made and sold 353 of his standard model, which

has a 4" blade and is called the Mudd Rigger; 291 of

the 3" model, called the Snorri (named after a replica

Viking longship that was the cover story of WoodenBoat

No. 148); and 50-odd Mini Riggers—a relatively new 2"

model unique to Mudd’s product line.

The output cited above does not include other knife

types and styles that Mudd regularly makes, ranging from bowie knives to semi-custom kitchen cutlery

to one-of-a-kind showpieces. Neither does that tally

include the half-dozen Snorri models, plus sheaths,

that appear in this article to demonstrate the steps of

Mudd’s knifemaking process.



Rough-Shaping

the Blade

1. Scribing the

outline of the

blade onto bar

stock



2



2. Rough-shaping

the outline of the

blade on a 2” belt

sander



The Shop and Forge

Procedures not requiring high heat take place in a dedicated 9' × 30' shop space in the basement of Mudd and

his wife Esther’s home. The forging, however, is done

in a corner of the couple’s detached garage. When he

started knifemaking three decades ago, Mudd worked

with a coal-fired forge, but he’s long since switched to

a compact, propane-fired unit. “It’s more efficient,” he

says. “With coal, I spent a lot of time building and then

tending the fire, to get coals hot enough to forge with.

Propane is not only safe, it’s speedy. The forge is ready

in minutes.”

For rigging-knife bar stock Mudd orders 1⁄8" × 11⁄4"

hot-rolled 1095 high-carbon steel, annealed. I should

note, though, that for some of his knife projects Mudd

recycles interesting steel from less conventional sources:

rear leaf springs from a Triumph sports car, say, or the

cast-off drive chain from a Harley-Davidson motorcycle,

to cite just two recent examples.

In his shop, before firing up the forge, Mudd traces

the blade pattern on the bar stock with a metal scribe—

a hardened piece of metal shaped like a pencil. Most

machinists have them; Mudd made his own from a

chainsaw file. He then hacksaws the blade stock to

rough length. The shop is a depository of patterns: for

this or that blade, for handles of different sizes and

styles, for sheaths. In addition to patterns, as we’ll see,



there are assorted shop-made gauges, all within arm’s

reach of the bench sanders and grinders; these gauges

save Mudd from having to measure everything, every

time. It also introduces an element of eyeballing into

each piece, which he rather likes, as it adds individuality

to the finished product.

The rough-sawn bar stock is now ready to profile

to shape on a 2" belt sander. Mudd has assembled an

array of commercial-duty sanders and grinders, all in

good working order. They vary in age, size, setup, and

manufacturer—an admittedly eclectic collection that

enables him to move from machine to machine without

having to stop to change belts and discs as he proceeds

through the various grinding and sanding operations

that knifemaking entails. He has a small fortune tied

up in belts and discs of assorted grits, but he’s configured multiple machines to operate with 48" belts, and

he gets additional mileage out of the used 6"-wide belts,

which he cuts into strips for the 2" belt sander.

Having prepared the blade profile with a 60-grit

metal-abrading belt, Mudd moves to the drill press

to drill holes for the brass rivets that secure a wood

(or bone) handle to the tang, and for the knife’s lanyard. Like every detail about these knives, the lanyard

is not merely decorative; it also helps a person grip

the knife and withdraw it from its sheath. A longer
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2

1

Refining and Heat-treating the Blade

1. Drilling holes in the blank for the bronze rivets that

secure the handle

2.Sanding a 5-degree rough bevel on the blade

3. Quenching the heated blade in a bath of warm oil



lanyard may even save the knife from being lost overboard.

Next, at a 4" woodworking stationary belt sander fitted with a metal-grinding belt, and at a grinding angle

of 5 degrees, Mudd creates the basic bevel of the cutting edge. He describes it as “a flat grind.” The width

of the bevel is 7⁄8" from the cutting edge to the flat of

the blade. All of Mudd’s belts for knifemaking are sold

specifically for metal grinding, and Mudd also employs

them on wood. He’s quick to point out that you can’t go

the other way—i.e., use woodworking belts on metal;

they won’t stand up. He does the rough grind of the

blade’s bevel with 80-grit, and will later finish the blade

with 120-grit, but after the rough grind the blade is

prepped for heat treatment in the forge.

Mudd now coats the unbeveled steel of the blade with

a ¼"-thick application of furnace cement, to insulate

those areas from the hardening process. He wants this

heat-protected portion of the blade to stay “soft”; that

way, he says, the blade, in service, may dent if struck,

but it won’t crack. Any crack amounts to a fatal flaw.

The furnace cement is allowed to dry overnight, after

which the blade is ready for the forge.

The heat-treatment process that Mudd prefers is

similar to one associated with Japanese blademaking.

After bringing the forge up to temperature, Mudd puts

in the blade and, with tongs of course, pulls it out a few

times as he closely monitors its color. Once the metal

has turned red, and when a magnet will not stick to it,

he quickly quenches the blade in a bath of oil (warmed

to 90°F with a large old wrought-iron drift pin that was

pre-heated in the forge) for a carefully timed 60 seconds. Then, while holding the blade with tongs in one

hand, with the other hand Mudd grasps a copper bar

and rapidly scrapes off the bulk of the furnace cement.

The roughly cleaned blade, still hot, is then plunged

deep into a bucket of wood ashes, where it’s allowed to

cool down until the following day.

After the blade emerges from its bath of ashes, Mudd

sands off any residue of furnace cement and scale, until



3



the blade is, as he puts it, “clean and shiny.” The blade

at this stage, he says, “is in a hardened state and cannot

be cut with a file. It’s brittle. It has to be annealed—

meaning softened—to function as a knife that won’t chip

its edge. It needs to be able to sharpen on a whetstone,

and also to be a little flexible.”

To that end, he heats the kitchen oven to 420°F,

and inserts the blade on edge in a simple wire bracket.

Blade and bracket stay in the oven for about an hour,

but not untended: Mudd keeps checking the blade

until, he says, “it turns a dark straw, or golden, color.”

Once he sees the desired color, Mudd removes the

blade from the oven, wraps it in aluminum foil, and

returns the now foil-wrapped blade to the ash bucket,

where it will remain for four hours to cool down.

The heat-treating process just described, he says, is

the method used by many knifemakers when working

with 1095 high-carbon steel. “But it’s not the only one.”

Once the blade is cool, Mudd checks it for cracks,

for straightness, and for flexibility. If there’s a crack, he

rejects the blade, period; it’s scrap. But the only cracked

blades of his that Mudd has discovered occurred when

he was just learning his craft. Bend, though, is another

matter: among knifemakers, it’s something of a metallurgical mystery. If Mudd does find bend, which is rare

these days for him, it tends to be in the tang portion of

the blade, and he can correct it with a specially modified monkey wrench, in conjunction with a straightedge. How the bend might have gotten there is the

mystery part. It could happen in the heat treatment, or

in asymmetrical sanding. He’s not sure, and neither is

anyone else.

Mudd tests for flexibility (a critical characteristic)

by putting the blade in a bench vise fitted with aluminum jaws, and then “bending it both ways at least 10–12

degrees. If it doesn’t come back,” he says, “then I didn’t

harden it right.” He no longer does this flexibility test on

every knife. “Only every so often,” he says, as a qualityassurance check. Finding no flaws, Mudd sands the entire

blade on a 120-grit belt; sharpening will be done last.
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The Handle



5



1. Tracing the outline of the handle

onto the handle stock

2.Roughening the blade's faying

surface with a modified file

3. Gluing and clamping the rough

handle assembly

4. Shaping the handle

5. Nipping the rivets to length

6. Peening the rivets



4



Making the Handle

Within the crowded confines of his narrow shop,

Mudd maintains multiple stashes of raw material for

knife handles. There’s a box of antlers, some moose

but mostly white-tailed deer. And, piled on several

shelves, there’s wood of various species, native as well

as exotic, all with ends painted to modulate the drying

process. There are round bolts or sawn blocks of different maples, red and white oak, live oak, lilac, ash,

walnut, rosewood, several fruit woods (apple and pear,

in particular), African mahogany, even a thick chunk of

grape. For the purposes of this article, Mudd selected

black cherry, which finishes well.

On the bandsaw, he resaws a block of cherry, roughcuts the ripped pieces to the pattern of the handle, and

marks each pair of these blanks so he can, in effect,

book-match their grain. Then, one side at a time, he

temporarily mates a handle half to its side of the blade,

to mark and drill holes through the wood corresponding

to the rivet holes previously drilled in the blade.

Once the holes have been drilled, Mudd coarsens

the faying surface of each side of the metal handle with

a file, and spreads a layer of clear epoxy to attach handle to blade. Waxed brass pins the same diameter as the

final rivets, inserted in the holes, align the wood pieces

in their proper locations. Mudd then applies clamps

tightened only enough to provide sufficient pressure

without excessive squeeze-out, and allows the epoxy to

set up overnight.

The following morning he removes the clamps, along



with the temporary brass pins, and cleans the wax from

the drilled holes by redrilling them.

He now starts cutting away wood to conform with

the blade profile, and begins shaping the handle. A

smoothing plane used on the face, a block plane on the

corners, and files and sandpaper bring the wood to its

final shape; this work is guided by the profile pattern

and a shop-made multi-gauge that marks the locations

of the handle’s bevels.

The sanded handle is now ready to receive its rivets.

Cut from brazing stock, they’ve been pointed at one end

for easy insertion, and left long. Mudd epoxies them into

place, and lets them cure overnight. He clips the excess

pin material with a piano-maker’s wire cutter, leaving

the ends slightly proud, and then peens over the ends.

Mudd says that no matter how careful he is about

peening, he might still slightly ding the wood because

of the handle’s beveled surfaces. “But the oil finish will

swell the fibers and take most of it out,” he says. Rivet

ends, after peening, are first filed and then sanded

smooth, and the wood receives its final sanding with

higher grits. “The handle is pretty smooth after all the

filing I do to shape it,” he says. “I’ll sand with 180-grit,

and finish with 220. At 220 you still have open pores, so

the oil can drive into the wood.”

Next, with a small eggbeater drill and countersink

bit, Mudd chamfers the rim of the lanyard hole, and

makes his identifying “mark”—a tiny V—in the end of

one side of the handle. Then he files a series of small
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1

Final Details

1. Fine-shaping of the handle

2. Chamfering the lanyard hole

3. Notching the blade

4. Rounding the spine of the blade



2

4



shallow notches on the back of the blade, “where the

wood meets the metal. Those are for a better grip when

your hands are wet, and it’s dark, so you know where the

sharp edge is. It’s a kind of Braille.” With a 1⁄16"-diameter

diamond burr chucked to a flexible-shaft grinder (“I

buy the burrs in bulk, from a jewelry store; they don’t

last long”), he grinds the series number and his name

into the blade: “Mudd-E.” The recent addition of that

last letter “is in memory of my sister Eve.”

Over now to one of the belt sanders, where Mudd

slightly rounds the top, or spine, of the blade—for

safety, and for pounding the knife with a mallet, as riggers typically do, to cut quickly through thick rope, such

as a mooring line. Some riggers also like the rounded



spine for creasing their canvaswork and smoothing any

stitching.

Mudd conducts a final check of all surfaces for sharp

edges where there should be none, and for rough spots

or glue smudges. Then the handle portion is soaked in

warm Watco oil for 30 minutes (“I heat the oil to help

open the pores and improve absorption”), wiped off,

and set aside to dry for three days. The cutting edge is

ground at a 15–20-degree angle (“a good angle for cutting rope”) on a 120-grit, 8"-diameter grinder/buffer.

“This produces a coarse, almost serrated edge with a

burr,” he says. “I then hard-hone it on a diamond stone.”

Finally, Mudd tests the edge for sharpness on wood,

rope, and even soft steel.



Leatherwork

The knife itself is finished, but still incomplete without

its sheath. Sheaths for the 3" and 4" knives get lanyards

at their lower ends to secure them to the owner’s leg;

buyers of these knives usually make handle lanyards to

suit themselves. Mudd’s shortest rigging-knife model

gets no sheath lanyard; he supplies its handle lanyard,

a 3⁄8" strip of supple leather, neatly slit and braided, and

left long, about 31⁄2" beyond the handle.

For the sheath, Mudd cuts leather from a steer hide,

guided by a flat, expanded pattern. His sheaths, he says,

“are thicker than those of many knifemakers,” particularly the production shops. All of Mudd’s sheaths get

a welt—a filler piece where the folded halves meet—a

critical detail that further distinguishes his sheaths.

After tracing patterns on the leather for the

appropriate sheath, welt, and a substantial belt



loop, Mudd cuts out those pieces with a sharp utility knife. He glues the belt loop to the sheath with

leather adhesive, then drills a circular or oval

arrangement of holes, and sews on the loop, top

and bottom. Next, the interior center of the sheath

is skyved slightly with a sharp woodworking gouge to

make it thinner and easier to fold over. (Skyving is

similar to backing out the inside of a carvel plank

in round-bottomed hull construction.) Faying surfaces of the sheath are coated with leather adhesive, and then hammered together. The edges are

now ground smooth on the stationary disc sander,

and marked for stitching with a leatherworker’s

marking wheel calibrated for five stitches to the inch.

Stitch holes are drilled at the drill press, the line

of them grooved with a handheld tool available at
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Leatherwork



4



5



1. Sewing the belt loop in place

2. Skyving the sheath for easy folding

3. Marking the stitch holes with a gauge

4. Drilling the stitch holes

5. Hand-stitching the sheath

6. A sheath for a knife-and-marlinespike combination is wetformed around wooden plugs



leather-supply houses. A groover is a piece of steel fitted with a handle, with a small hole near one end that

acts like a tiny gouge; it’s not sharpenable. Grooving,

combined with humming-tight stitching, lowers the

stitches below the leather’s surface for protection from

abrasion, and for a better appearance. The hand-sewn

sheath for Mudd’s 3" model requires 66" of thread; he

doubles the stitch at the beginning and end to lock it in

place.

The more complicated, wet-molded sheath for a

knife-and-marlinespike combination is formed around

wooden plugs carved precisely to the shapes of the

knife and the spike, in order to produce a final shape

for housing both implements securely. Mudd buys

leather that is vegetable tanned. “There is no color

to it, and you never get two that are alike, even

when they’re the same gauge, same thickness. Tanning

and thickness are what’s important; my leathers are

not exotic.”

Fewer than 30 percent of Mudd’s rigging-knife customers order spikes. But for those who do, he forges

them to a taper that finishes ¼" or 3⁄16", with a “flattened” point enabling the owner to put it between layers of rope or wire. This sheath is sewn much the same

way as a spikeless version.

Mudd sews from both directions, and after every

two stitches tightens up on the thread until it bottoms

out in the grooved rims of the holes—a pulling procedure that’s taken a toll on his shoulder muscles, and

requires leather gloves to protect his hands and provide sufficient gripping force. When done, he stamps

“Mudd” in small letters on the belt loop, and applies

to the sheath’s exterior a leather dye from Fiebing’s, a
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venerable leather-care company. The finished knife fits

snugly in its sheath, with only the last inch or so of its

handle protruding. It won’t fall out; it has to be pulled,

like a pistol from its holster.

Finally, Mudd offers two guarantees: first, that the

rigging knife will not float (a number of his customers have reordered knives they dropped overboard);

and second, that it will get rusty. On a more serious

note, he’ll recondition his knives, and regrind (free of

charge) tips broken in service—usually an unintended

consequence of the owner trying to pry open a rusty

paint can.



I



’ll offer my own guarantee, of a sort: Internet

search engines might bring up a bunch of rigging

knives, but virtually all of them are manufactured.

Far harder to find are artisanal knives at a reasonable

price. Any such search will also not reveal quality of

design and construction—though I hope I just have,

here. 

Paul Lazarus has been writing and editing for WoodenBoat’s sister

publication, Professional BoatBuilder magazine, since its launch

in 1989. He lives in Alna, Maine.



Sources

Blade steel: Admiral Steel, 4152 West 123rd St.,  Alsip, IL

60803; 708–388–9600; www.admiralsteel.com.

Leatherworking tools and supplies: Tandy Leather Factory, a supplier of leatherworking tools and supplies,

has numerous retail locations around the United

States, England, and Canada. For locations or to shop

online, visit www.tandyleatherfactory.com.
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THE APPRENTICE’S WORKBENCH



Lining Off



Determining plank

numbers and layout



B



uilding plans for a carvel or

lapstrake-planked boat define

the shape of the hull. They will also

specify the plank thickness and usually the recommended species of

wood; but how many planks to use

and what shape they should be is

often left up to the builder.

Most texts on boatbuilding cover

a wide range of hull shapes, with

lining off being only a small part

of the chapter on planking. Different hull shapes require different

approaches; the general principles

often get lost by introducing too

much at once. This article will focus

on the rules for planking a roundbottomed rowboat. If the principles

of lining off this shape are understood, most other shapes can be

seen as a modification of this basic

form.

The profile and body plan shown

here are for a 14' 8" Deer Island,

New Brunswick, dinghy designed

by Linden Parker.

In a good lining-off job, the plank

seams form pleasing curves, and the

plank shapes are not extreme. If

the planks are too narrow, the number of planks are increased and this

makes the job slower and usually



Above—This is designer Paul Gartside’s

robust Skylark dinghy. The builders have

done a nice job of lining off, assuring

that the laps complement the shape of

the hull. Note that the sheerstrake is

wider than the rest of the planking so

that the addition of the guard does not

make that plank appear too narrow.



more expensive. Also, any significant twist in a plank will make it

harder, if not impossible, to bend

and fasten successfully. On the other

hand, if planks are too wide they

will be difficult to fit to the curve of

the hull, and the seams will tend to

open and close more with moisture

change. For carvel-planked small

boats from 10' to 15' in length, the

width of the planks should range

from 3" to 4½" at their widest section. Lapstrake planks can be wider

by their amount of overlap.

There are good arguments for

making the sheer plank and garboard wider than the average, and

the planks at the turn of the bilge

narrower. However, this is not strictly

necessary and the basic approach

described here will consider only the

garboard separately. All other planks

will be the same width at any given

section along the length of the boat.

You will need at least three



Robin Jettinghoff (BOTH)



Text and illustrations

by Harry Bryan



Above—This view of Skylark’s star

board bow shows the twist in the

garboard’s end. In widening the gar

board forward it will be easier to fasten

the twist securely.



battens for this work.  The first

is the lining-off batten.  For the

10'–15' boats that we are focusing on, this batten should be

¾" × 1" in section and at least as

long as the length of the boat as

measured around the sheer.  It will

be used for sighting and drawing

where the edges of the planks will

lie. The second batten is a straightedged batten ¼" × 3" × 16'. This

batten will be a great help in predicting the shapes of planks. The

third batten is called a diminishing batten. Its value is in helping to

eliminate math in the calculation of

plank widths at any point along the

hull (see sidebar on page 34).



Positioning the garboard plank. (1) The forward end of the garboard ending farther aft makes the plank too narrow to twist

and fasten. Ending farther up the stem (beyond the dotted line) makes the remaining planks too narrow. (2) At minimum,

divide the indicated frames and transom by the number of remaining planks.
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THE APPRENTICE’S WORKBENCH



Making a Diminishing Batten



M



ake up a thin, hard

wood batten 1⁄8" × 1½"

by at least 40" long. Starting

at one end, measure 8" and

square a line across the face

of the batten; label it “0” (8"

is used because we want to

divide up the boat’s surface

for eight planks). Next,

measure along the edge

another 8", square a line,

and label it “1”. Continue

this to the end of the bat

ten. Divide the edge from

the batten’s end to the “0”

mark into eight equal parts.

This will always be in

eighths (1⁄8, ¼, 3⁄8, etc.), no

matter how many planks are

involved.

Take this batten and

bend it around a frame or

mold. Adjust it so that an

even division mark coincides



with the upper edge of the

garboard plank and the

sheer mark on the hull lands

somewhere along the div

ided space between the end

of the batten and the “0”

mark. At the greatest girth

of the Deer Island dinghy,

if the “3” is at the garboard,

the sheer will land a bit

past the division mark rep

resenting ¾" (see illustra

tion). This indicates that

eight planks, each a bit

wider than 3¾" (313⁄16"), will

just fill the measured space.

I made my batten many

years ago. Each of its four

edges are divided up: one in

5" increments for five

planks, one for six planks,

one for seven, and one for

eight. I have used it on boats

from 8' to 36' long.
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Garboards

Imagine that we have in front of us

(probably upside down) a framedout hull with the rabbet complete

and the sheer (given on the plan)

marked clearly on the molds and

frame heads. The first step is to tack

the lining batten along the sheer

marks and sight down its length, making whatever small adjustments are

needed in order to get a fair curve.

From it, you can mark the adjusted

sheer. Now on to the garboards.

Along one edge, the garboard

planks must fit the rabbet, which

is almost never an even sweep of a

curve. The rabbet at the keel is often straight while the ends sweep up

abruptly at the forefoot and deadwood.  Therefore, for the purpose

of lining off the rest of the planks, it

will be best to put on the garboard

and use the fair sweep of its upper

edge as a basis for determining the

shape of the remaining planks. (I

will use the word upper to refer to

the edge closest to the sheer and

lower for the edge closest to the keel

regardless of whether the boat is



built right-side up or upside down).

For obtaining the shape of the

garboard, take the straight-edged

batten and tack its midpoint to the

frame at the boat’s greatest girth.

Place it so that its lower edge is

4½"–5" from the rabbet. Tack the

lower edge of its aft end to the transom 2½" from the rabbet. Now go to

the forward end. This is where some

judgment is required. Being careful

not to bend the batten edgewise,

twist it down flat against the frames

and look at the shape the batten

has defined as the forward end of

the garboard. If the forward end is

long and skinny, it will be difficult,

if not impossible, to fasten and hold

the twist that most hull shapes have

in this area. If your garboard shows

this shape, bend the batten’s forward end edgewise away from the

rabbet. Moving the endpoint a few

inches farther around the curve of

the forefoot should widen the plank,

making it easier to clamp and fasten. You may be able to achieve the

forward end shape you are looking for by renailing the batten at



different points on the ’midship

frame, transom, or both. If you do

this, it will be best to stay within

4"–5" at the mid-frame and 2"–3" at

the transom. It is important to the

shape of the remaining planks that

the straight-edged batten is never

allowed to have its forward end look

“hogged” down toward the rabbet.

When you are satisfied that the

garboard follows these rules, draw

its upper edge on the molds and

frames (see illustration on page 33).



The Remaining Planks

A wide, shallow boat such as a Cape

Cod cat must have wider planks

on its bottom relative to those at

the tight turn of its topsides. A

design with marked flare forward

or tumblehome aft will also need

special consideration to look right.

But the majority of boats will allow

you to divide up the distance from

garboard to sheer at any frame into

equal parts and to plank to these

points.

Following the aforementioned

rules for lining off the garboard
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plank of the Deer Island dinghy

will give that plank a width of 5"

at station No. 3. From this point

the girth measures 30½" to the

sheer. Most carvel or lapstrake boats

in the length we are considering

will have eight to ten planks per

side. We have already lined off the

garboard, which leaves a choice of

from seven to nine more. Dividing

30½" by 7 gives each plank a maximum width of 4 3⁄8". Dividing by 8

gives widths of 3 13⁄16", and dividing by 9 gives 3 3⁄8" each. Although

all of these widths fall within the

range suggested above (3"–4½" ), it

would be impractical to use 4 3⁄8"wide planks through the turn of the

bilge, as nearly ¼" would need to be

carved away in the “backing out”

process so that the planks can fit

tight against the frames. Lapstrake

planks would not fit well in this area

either (see sketch for lapstrake and

carvel).

But planks 3 13⁄16" or 3 3⁄8" wide are

acceptable; the narrower planks will

move a bit less when shrinking and

swelling but will require one more



plank on each side. The wider planks

will need more hollowing. Let’s

choose 313⁄16". We now need to divide

the hull girth by eight at more places

in order to get enough points to nail

on the lining batten. At a minimum

I would divide up the girth of the farthest frame forward that is crossed

by the garboard, the transom, and a

frame near each of the five stations

of this design.

Those of metric persuasion will

gloat over the difficulty of dividing

up inches and fractions. A diminishing batten will make quick work of

these calculations without the chance

of the math mistakes that can be

made in either system of measurement (see sidebar on page 34).

You can now nail the lining

batten at the marked points and

trace along it to mark the rest of the

frames, the transom, and the stem.

If this is your first planking job, it

may be worth your while to mill

out and nail on a batten for each

seam running from stem to transom through the marked points.

Even with some experience, this is a



good idea for a lapstrake boat where

the plank seams are such a strong

visual part of the finished boat. It

is good practice to make the battens the same width as the plank

laps. Because it is difficult to divide

up the length of a curved stem, you

may need to adjust the batten ends

by eye in order to make them appear

to be evenly spaced.

Now stand back and look at your

work. Every seam should appear as

a fair line. The widths of all planks

should taper gradually to the stem

and transom. If there is something

that doesn’t look right, it is usually

in the forefoot area. Make sure that

the planks do not appear to droop

off here. If they do, it is perfectly acceptable to put a slight flare in the

forward end of the first plank or two

above the garboard.

For most small boats showing

no extreme shape, the directions

given above will result in a perfectly

acceptable job of lining off. 

Harry Bryan is a contributing editor to

WoodenBoat.



ONE-TIME

HAGERTY YOUTH JUDGE,



Wooden Boating Enthusiast



Through Hagerty’s Youth

Judging program – part of

our Operation Ignite! youth

initiative – we’re sparking

kids’ passion for wooden

boats. And if all goes as

planned, their love of classic

boats will keep the wooden

boating community strong

for generations to come.
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THE APPRENTICE’S WORKBENCH



Plank Shapes



T



o give you a rough idea of the

plank shapes you will need to

cover the hull, take the straightedged batten and, with your outstretched arms, bend it around the

hull just above the garboard. Note

the difference between its edge

and the lining-off marks you have

drawn on the frames. It will indicate that planks in this area will be

slightly concave on the edge toward

the keel. Move the batten out toward the turn of the bilge but still

below the waterline. Planks here

will be seen to be increasing in curvature as they get farther from the

keel.

If the batten is applied to the

hull halfway around the turn of

the bilge, it will become apparent that planks in this area will be

nearly straight. Unless there is pronounced flare or tumblehome, the



For most hull shapes, the problems illustrated here can be avoided by

using narrower planks. This allows all planks above the garboard to be

the same width at any given point along the hull.



uppermost planks will be sheershaped with their edges curving

away from the keel. Understanding

these typical shapes will help you as



you pick over your planking stock,

allowing you to save the widest or

most curved pieces for those areas

where they will be needed. 



WHEN PERFORMANCE

MATTERS

AS MUCH AS AUTHENTICITY...



Call us first for:

• DAVEY & CO.

brass & bronze

gear for rigs,

decks, and cabins

• Blocks and rope

for wooden boats

and classic yachts



Toll Free Direct 866.577.5505 www.RWrope.com
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The

Cataract

Boats

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, J. WILLARD MARRIOTT LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH



Hardy survivors

of Norm Nevills’s

Grand Canyon

expeditions

by Tom Haraden



I



t had been a rough day in a rough rapid on the

Colorado River in Utah. Norm Nevills had been

running rivers for seven years and had plenty of

challenging days behind him. His wife, Doris, was

also a veteran river rat. But the splintering wood that

July day in 1940, the unceasing torrent of water, and

the two river rocks that pinned the boat, left Doris

fearful—not for her well-being but for the safety of

Nevills’s homemade plywood boat.

“I feel almost a physical pain when anything happens to our boats. They are such gallant and courageous crafts,” Doris wrote that night as Norm tended to

a boat trapped earlier in a rapid now called “Big Drop

3” in Cataract Canyon. “It’s alright to tell oneself they

are mere wood, but when they turn in such magnificent
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Facing page—Shown in Ashley Falls on the Green River, WEN

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, J. WILLARD MARRIOTT LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH



passes through a standing wave and approaches a “hole,” both

typical formations in rapids. With Norm Nevills’s “cataract

boats,” the stern faces downriver so the oarsman, Nevills himself

in this case, can face the danger while maneuvering.



Right—Though small in stature, Nevills had muscular arms

and a strong grip, and he was known for being “quick as a cat.”

One of his employees said, “His wife and children

adored him—a claim not all men can make.”



performance time and time again one soon regards

them with affectionate concern.”

The Nevillses lived in Mexican Hat, Utah, where

Nevills guided geologists and surveyors on the region’s

rivers. His first trip, in 1933 when he was 25, was in Wilson Fold-Flat canvas boats. Soon, he began to build his

own boats, in wood. His first, built from scrap lumber

and caulked with rags, was for a honeymoon trip later

in 1933 down the San Juan River near his home.

In 1936, he built another makeshift wooden boat for

a group of sightseers headed to the stunning Rainbow

Bridge and into the red-rock cathedral called Glen

Canyon, which would later be mostly submerged by

the reservoir named Lake Powell. This time, the wood

came from a watering trough and an outhouse, and the

boat came to be known as the “horse trough boat.”

Nevills was gaining significant experience in running rapids with a variety of small boats and also in

guiding and planning long river expeditions. As he

tackled riffles, rapids, and eddies, he came to understand powerful river currents and waves and how they

tugged, tossed, and pulled small boats. He felt he could

build a better boat, one with greater maneuverability.

By 1938, he was ready to try again.

A visiting botany teacher from the University of

Michigan became part of Nevills’s newest experiment.

Dr. Elzada Clover specialized in plants of the Southwest

and on a summer vacation she stayed at the Mexican

Hat Lodge, which was operated by the Nevills family

on the banks of the San Juan River. Nevills told Clover that he was planning his third run down the Colorado River. The expedition would start on the Green

River in Utah, join the Colorado before its wild tumble

through Cataract Canyon, steer through the majestic and shadowy depths of Glen Canyon, and then

enter Marble Canyon in Arizona before encountering weeks of turbulence in the Grand Canyon. She

wanted to join him, perhaps imagining a treasure

trove of botanical discoveries. She and an associate,

Lois Jotter, a University of Michigan graduate student in botany, became the first women to attempt

the run (Doris Nevills didn’t participate in the 1938

expedition). Their participation would help make the

journey historic.

It was a 660-mile trip through some of the most challenging whitewater on the continent. Nevills figured

he’d need three boats, and this “test run” of his novel

design would be equivalent to testing a new rocket

today by first firing it straight to the moon.



A Gallant and Courageous Craft

Nevills had heard of a new type of marine plywood

called Super Harbord, made by the Harbor Lumber

Company of Hoquiam, Washington, and thought it

would be perfect for his boats, each of which was to

be 16' long with a 5' beam, 6" of rocker, a flat transom,

and a sharp bow. Decks would cover watertight compartments fore and aft. The oarsman would row from a

center cockpit protected by splashguards. Nevills called

them “cataract boats,” given his confidence in their

ability to navigate the violent torrents.

Don Harris, another adventurous guest staying at

the lodge, heard of Nevills’s plan, and he, too, signed

up for the trip. Harris was a U.S. Geological Survey

engineer taking river measurements on the San Juan.

He offered to help Nevills build the boats if he could

keep one of them after the expedition. Nevills agreed

to the arrangement, and he placed a special order for

16'-long and 5'-wide sheets of Super Harbord. He had

framing oak milled in Grand Junction, Colorado. He

also ordered extra-strong 8' 6" oars from a boatbuilder

in New Orleans. He had the materials delivered to the

nearest rail junction, which was 100 miles north of

Mexican Hat, and retrieving them was a considerable

effort in its own right. As soon as everything was in

place, construction began.

Nevills and Harris built the boats right-side up,

working outdoors in the blazing Southwest sun. Mexican Hat had no electricity at that time, so they had

no power tools. Nevills’s construction log for May 16

states, “Hard wind and sandstorms all day.” Well aware

of the punishment the boats would have to endure,

they used 11⁄2" × 11⁄2" oak for the frames and 9⁄16" Harbord for the sides and transom, fastened with nails

and galvanized and brass screws supplemented by

marine glue and pitch. Then they turned the hull over

to attach the 9⁄16" Harbord bottom, which had rubbing

strips to protect the chines and seven skids running
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The fate of the fleet

■ WEN, Nevills’s flagship of the 1938 expedition and

a survivor of years of punishing rapids, was ultimately

put on display at the National Park Service (NPS)

South Rim Visitor Center in Grand Canyon National

Park. Since 1949, it has been viewed by hundreds of

thousands of park visitors, becoming a museum artifact that helps tell an important part of the human

story of the Grand Canyon. Its job has changed from

carrying people down the river to bringing river

history alive.

For more than 40 years, WEN was exhibited along

with other historic boats in an outdoor courtyard.

Though partially protected by an overhanging eave,

it was still subjected to sun, rain, snow, temperature

extremes, and blowing dirt and dust. In the late 1970s,

NPS recognized that WEN needed more protection.

Planning began for the conservation not only of WEN

but of all 17 boats in the Grand Canyon historic Colorado river boat collection, one of them dating to 1909.

A new nonprofit organization, Grand Canyon River

Heritage Coalition, had been formed to support the

project; see www.gcrivermuseum.org.

Instead of returning a boat like WEN to likenew condition, conservators from the NPS Western



Archeological and Conservation Center laboratory

acted to prevent further deterioration but left intact

every scratch, ding, stain, worn spot, and riverside

repair, all of which are part of the boat’s story. First, in

July 2003 they started moving WEN and the other boats

indoors for examination. In November 2004, WEN was

found to be structurally sound and stable, though grimy

and weather-beaten. Portions of the plywood bottom

planking aft had delaminated—not surprising, since

this is the part of the boat that took a beating from the

rapids. It took more than 400 hours to clean and stabilize the boat’s wood, paint, metal, and rope. The conservation project was completed in April 2005. She was also

thoroughly documented in photographs and in a complete set of plans worked up by Todd Bloch, a practicing

architect who volunteers for the San Francisco Maritime

National Historical Park, and Cameron Staveley, Norm

and Doris Nevills’s grandson.

WEN and the other boats are being exhibited one at

a time, in rotation, at Grand Canyon National Park’s

new Canyon Rim Information Plaza on the south rim.

Meanwhile, an unused building is being considered

as a possible permanent home for the fleet and their

associated artifacts.



SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, J. WILLARD
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Norm Nevills, left, and Don Harris, right, take a

break while building the three 1938 expedition boats

side-by-side in Mexican Hat, Utah. They worked

outdoors in the sun and desert heat, using only

hand tools.



the full length of the bottom, all of which were made

of 1⁄4" oak.

The decks were 1⁄4" plywood, and watertight hatches

gave access to the forward and after compartments.

Nevills improvised as he worked. The hatches were

hinged on one side and held tightly closed with icebox

latches on the other. The oarsman’s thwart had a builtin watertight map compartment on the right. A slot was

cut into the splashguard for a spare oar held in place

with a screen-door spring.

Several metal screen door handles were mounted in

convenient locations as handholds. A wooden grab rail

ran across the transom, and additional rope ran the



entire length of the sides below the rails, providing handholds for anyone thrown overboard

or in the event of a capsize.

The hulls were painted white, but the

cockpits, hatch covers, and rails were green.

“NEVILLS EXPEDITION” was painted in 6" -high

green block letters on each side, and the name

of each boat was painted on both sides of the

bow. Nevills’s boat was WEN, honoring his father,

William E. Nevills, by using his initials. The other boats

were christened BOTANY for the plant-collecting aspect

of the trip, and MEXICAN HAT, for the prominent local

geologic formation that looked like an upside-down

sombrero and gave the town its name. Three license

plates, presented by the highway departments of Utah

and Wyoming (UT 00, WY 1940 00 0000, and WY 1949

00 0000), were later nailed to the splashguards.

When finished, each boat weighed 600 lbs. All were

loaded on trailers and driven to the put-in point at

Green River, Utah. Once under way on June 20, 1938,

the experimental expedition’s 44-day adventure had

begun.
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE



Conservators, including senior conservator Brynn Bender,

left, and assistant Audrey Harrison, right, spent more

than 400 hours cleaning and stabilizing WEN, with careful

attention to preserve the wear, dings, and repairs that tell

of the boat’s river-running history.



In 1952, river historian Otis “Dock” Marston learned

from the company that the boat had been used during

floods as recently as 1943, although it was “no longer

with us” by the time of his query.



■ BOTANY made only one trip through the Grand

Canyon. Soon afterwards, it was sold to the Harbor

Lumber Company for use in advertising Harbord

waterproof plywood. It was exhibited in the 1939

Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco and later placed in storage in Omaha, Nebraska.



Rowing the Big Water

The design worked well on that inaugural journey. “All

members are high in their praise of the way the boats

handle and ride the big water,” Nevills wrote on June 25

in his small, spiral-bound notebook. By July 4, he was

satisfied enough to make a journal entry commenting

on his workmanship: “It just occurred to me that not

one single leak has appeared in any of the boats, they

are wonderfully constructed.”

“From the top of a twenty foot wave a hole seems enormous,” his journal notes. “The secret in riding these big

back lashing waves is in loading everything in the

stern and thus holding the boat down when it tries

to back-flip.” The passenger sitting on the after

deck took the brunt of the rapids, and ropes running along the rails and crossing in the middle

provided handholds for the white-knuckle ride.

Another passenger rode in the cockpit behind the

oarsman, toward the bow.

Nevills was matter-of-fact about the challenges.

“Have had one or two close calls from going over

sideways—but not too bad,” he wrote. “Rocks so

far are simple to dodge, likewise the holes.”



■ MEXICAN HAT II, which had a maiden voyage of

1,100 miles down the Grand Canyon in 1940 with Arizona Senator and presidential candidate Barry Gold

water as one of her boatmen, was retired in 1949. She

is now owned by the NPS and is exhibited at the John

Wesley Powell Memorial Museum in Page,Arizona.

■ SANDRA , which was named for Nevills’s youngest

daughter and is still owned by the family, was rebuilt

in 2006 by Andy Hutchinson. Sandra’s son, Greg Reiff,

uses it for an annual Grand Canyon trip with the Canyoneers, the contemporary incarnation of Nevills’s

expedition business (see www.canyoneers.com). —TH



But rivers have a way of catching up with you. Four

days after writing that confident entry, he wrote: “...I

couldn’t see the river below. Directly ahead of us was

smooth looking water and a suggestion of a hump.

Maybe a hole! I scooted just to one side of the big

mushroom and got into a mess of other big fellows, but

we took them beautifully. In about a hundred yards I

looked back to see the BOTANY on top of the mushroom and as it started off turned a front flip to go end

for end. I immediately pulled towards an eddy on the

left, then looked to see the BOTANY bottom side up....”



SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, J. WILLARD MARRIOTT LIBRARY,
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■ As part of Nevills’s agreement, MEXICAN HAT was

given to Don Harris after the 1938 trip. He repainted

it yellow with red trim and later used it for his own

company, Harris-Brennan River Expeditions. In 1955,

it was donated to Grand Canyon National Park and

is currently exhibited at the John Wesley Powell River

History Museum in Green River, Utah.



■ JOAN, named for Nevills’s oldest daughter, is still in

the family, owned by Joan Nevills Staveley.



In a tranquil moment in the Grand Canyon, the

members of the 1938 expedition found time for a

photograph. Don Harris is seated in MEXICAN HAT,

and Lois Jotter stands next to the boat.
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Measured by Todd Bloch of the National Park Service’s San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park as part of a 2001

conservation project, WEN’s particulars were fully documented in a lines drawing and the construction plan shown here. The

boat was the flagship of the Nevills 1938 Grand Canyon expedition.



Six miles and four hours later, WEN caught up with

BOTANY and its wet crew. “The relief was more than

words can describe. One oar lost and food and clothing soaked. We quickly righted the BOTANY and started

unloading it.” That night they played hearts around the

campfire. “Elzada and Bill are a bit bunged up.”

The 1938 journey became historic for two reasons:

first, it proved the value of the wooden cataract boats’

design; second, it was the first time women had run the

entire length of the Grand Canyon. Nevills said later he

liked taking women down the river because they “made

the best men.”



Fast Water Man

In the next 11 years, Nevills would use the boats, and

three others he built (see sidebar, page 40), to log more

river miles than any man at the time. WEN alone ran

4,500 miles on 12 trips from 1938 through 1949.

The standing waves encountered on rivers present

unique challenges, as explorer John Wesley Powell

noted on the first run ever taken through the Grand

Canyon. “Waves in a river differ from waves of the sea,”



Powell wrote in his journal on June 8, 1869. “Water of

an ocean wave merely rises and falls; the form passes

on. But here the water passes on, while the form

remains. A boat leaps and plunges along with great

velocity.”

Nevills tackled the challenges of river waves with

techniques pioneered by fur trapper Nathanial Galloway in the mid-1880s—rowing upstream so that the

boat would descend stern-first through the rapids. This

allowed the oarsman to “see the danger” and choose his

course by maneuvering around rocks and through the

tongues of rapids. Nevills was the first river boatman to

popularize this technique.

With their wide, flat bottoms and ample rocker, the

cataract boats could be easily pivoted. The oarsman

could pull hard against the current to slow the boat

down relative to the bottom, allowing time for tricky

maneuvers. One of the favored techniques was called

an “upstream ferry,” rowing upstream to hold position

relative to the bottom but moving across the current to

find a better angle of attack in the rapids. With hard

forward strokes, speed and increased steerage helped
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drive the boat through standing waves, where stalling

could cause a flip.

Nevills was also known as a conservative boatman

who didn’t like to endanger his passengers or his boats.

He would often have passengers walk around rapids

while he rowed through. If he felt his other oarsmen

lacked the skill to safely navigate rough water, he would

row their boats himself. Other times he would portage

around the rapids or “line through”—meaning he’d

send the boat down the rapids unoccupied but

controlled by a long line from the riverbank.

Modern river runners say there are two kinds of boatmen: those who have flipped, and those who will. But in

a lifetime of river running, Nevills never flipped a boat.

His affable nature and safety record became widely

known, and his river-guiding business increased. He was

the first to take children, older people (many over 70),

and the disabled down rivers. He was proud of the fact

that he never flipped. Modern commercial river runners trace their training and influences back to Nevills,

and they also credit him with inventing the commercial

river-running business.

Although he didn’t take chances with passengers or

boats, he was a daredevil himself, always putting on a

show. He was described by one passenger as “full of

nervous and physical energy.” He was known to do

headstands on floating logs and ride rapids standing

on the stern holding a rope. He earned a reputation

with the public as “the fast water man.”

In 1994, on an “old timers” trip down Cataract Canyon, river runner and author Brad Dimock rowed a replica cataract boat called BONNIE ANN. On board were

Nevills’s two daughters, Joan and Sandy. Dimock said

the boat hit the big waves hard, filling the cockpit with

water and almost causing stalls and flips. He realized that

modern boats had evolved to take on the biggest water.

“The cataract boat was designed to take on the small- to

medium-sized waves and slip off to the side of the truly

big stuff,” Dimock noted, while also recognizing that

Nevills’s design was state-of-the-art for its time.

Gaylord Staveley, Nevills’s son-in-law and president

of Canyoneers, formerly Nevills Expeditions, observes

that in flat water the cataract boats handle much the

same as modern rafts and dories. With 8' 6" oars, short

by modern standards, it’s hard to get up much power

and speed. Without flared sides like a dory, they have

less reserve buoyancy and tend to swamp when waves

break over the deck. Passengers would sometimes lie on

the deck, a maneuver the boatmen call “fish-eyeing,” to

stay low and keep out of view of the oarsman. “They’re

not so good for passengers,” Staveley said of the cataract

boats. “Running a major rapid with people on the deck

is pretty freaky—passengers used to walk [around rapids] a lot. They are fun. I almost, but not quite, flipped

in Tanner [a rapid in the Grand Canyon]. Filled the

boat to the brim—lots of shrieking and laughter.”
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Nevills and his eldest daughter, Joan, on a Green River run in

1947. The cataract boat JOAN was named for her,

and she still owns the boat today.



River Time

Norm and Doris Nevills survived many harrowing

adventures on the water, but their final adventure was

in the air. Nevills learned to fly and purchased his

first plane, a Piper Cub, in 1946. He loved flying, and

although he had been cautious as a river boatman,

he took risks as a pilot. Many times, for example, he

flew under Navajo Bridge as a stunt. On September

19, 1949, Norm and Doris took off from their home

airstrip for a trip to Grand Junction, Colorado. The

Piper Supercruiser, which he had bought in 1948, lost

power and crashed, killing both of them. Afterwards,

on Norm’s desk, an employee found a letter addressed

to the superintendent of Grand Canyon National

Park donating his beloved WEN. It was written the day

before the crash.

Running the big rivers has changed since Nevills’s

time. Most trips are now taken in specially designed

rubber rafts or river dories that are lighter and more

maneuverable than the boats Nevills developed. Satellite telephones offer a link to the outside world and

rescue by helicopter in dire necessity. Permit systems

limit the number of boats and people who use most

rivers. But thousands of people a year now enjoy riding the roaring rapids, camping on secluded sand

beaches, and slowing their pace to “river time.” It

all began more than 70 years ago alongside the San

Juan River in Utah, with Norm Nevills, his revolutionary design, and three “gallant and courageous”

wooden boats.

Tom Haraden is a recently retired NPS ranger living in Moab, Utah.

He grew up sailing boats on Puget Sound and paddling canoes

throughout the West. He’s been running the big rivers in Arizona and

Utah for more than 20 years. The author wishes to thank Roy Webb,

Special Collections, University of Utah Marriott Library.
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RACHEL H.

PETER McGOWAN



The right boat at the right time 



F



red Heim has slowed down a lot lately. The Charles

River’s languid currents through the neighborhoods of Boston, Massachusetts, seem to encourage a stately pace for all but collegiate racing shells.

Heim’s latest boat, the fantail launch RACHEL H., seems

right for these waters, which run under arched stone

bridges and along wooded shores. From the Watertown

Yacht Club marina, it’s an easy day’s outing down to the

city and back with a boatload of friends. The launch

seems to have come from another time, in a city that

cherishes its architecture and antiquities.

It’s a far cry from running hard in a 30' three-stepped

hydroplane, or reconstructing a classic Chris-Craft, or

building a powerboat hull around a vintage V-12 engine

that burns 100 gallons per hour of 110-octane fuel to

achieve the bone-jarring speeds of the golden age of

powerboat racing. Heim’s new launch cruises comfortably at 6 knots, using about a gallon of fuel in its 17-mile

round-trip down to the head of Boston Harbor and



by Tom Jackson



back to Watertown. It’s an amiable pace.

In fact, however, this change of boat speed is probably the only way that Fred Heim has slowed down. To

see his three-story shop building adjacent to his home

in Marlborough, a half-hour’s drive away from where

he keeps his boat, is to wander through a litany of completed and pending projects. A model of a 75' yacht

is in progress, and a model of RACHEL H. is nearing

completion. He has even built himself a casket—fashioned after a classic varnished mahogany Chris-Craft

runabout, of course. Even at over 70, there is a restlessness in the man, and trying to get him to stay on one

subject for long is like trying to lasso the samson post of

a fast-moving boat.

“My thing,” he says in his gruff Massachusetts accent,

which years of working in his construction and development company have seasoned in ways that may take

some [...] elision in these august pages, “my thing, basically, is looking at a project that I want to do. I like to



Above—On the Charles River in Boston, Massachusetts, RACHEL H., launched in 2009, looks as though she could have come

out of another century.
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kind of do a project a year. Which

I’ve been pretty close—but this one

downstairs [meaning the RACHEL

H.] has been 14 months doing it.

But, I mean, this is seven days a

week, sometimes ten, eleven hours a

day. I’m just a stupid, crazy....”

The work list has been remarkable, for somebody who was in a

partnership for most of his working

life in the not-so-sedate business of building housing

developments and commercial buildings, mostly in

Boston’s western suburbs. He built several of his largest

boats after retiring close to a decade ago, but even at

the height of his construction career he was building

boats continually on the side. By his count, the total

is something like 440 linear feet of hulls, all of them

powerboats, many of them fast raceboats up to 38' long.



H



eim built his first boat from a Chris-Craft kit

at the age of 10. When he was a senior in high

school, he built a 19-footer. “Then I went on to

a Glen-L day boat, a Nomad. I remodeled two of the

principals’ houses going through school, and came

out with a pickup truck and a brand-new ’57 Ford convertible. I mean, I worked all the time. It wasn’t that

much money, but a convertible wasn’t that much money

either.”

As a kid growing up in Maine, he had become fascinated by boats and heavy equipment alike. His father

drove the town’s snowplow, and, probably like everyone, worked a variety of trades, but after his investment

in a hunting lodge went sour he took the family to

Massachusetts in pursuit of work. “I came out of Maine,
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Fred Heim based RACHEL H. on Elco

launches of the early 20th century, but

he gave her flatter floors and firmer

bilges for greater stability and also

made her freeboard comparatively high.



for Christ’s sake, with a [...] education in the ’40s,”

Heim said. “I had to do something.” He enrolled in the

Newton Trade School, in woodworking.

He was picking up on what he liked to do best. As

a youth, only 10 years old, he had made models of his

father’s Walthers snowplow and other trucks. These

were not just toys, but credible, realistic, and highly

detailed representations cleverly shaped, mostly from

wood. It was an interest he would revisit in the first few

years of his retirement in an unusual way, by building unbelievably accurate half-scale replicas of, for

example, a Caterpillar front-end loader; a bulldozer;

and, most unusual, a fully operational Peterbilt tractor-

trailer rig. (All of these now reside in a museum in

Ontario, Canada; a web search on “Fred Heim trucks”

will lead to videos and photos.)

“Of course,” he said, “I didn’t want to do anything

in school but make trucks. That was it. Poor girl tried

to put me in the coatroom and teach me how to read

better, and it didn’t work. I did what I wanted to do.”

The trucks won awards and were written up numerous

times in newspapers and magazines. Nevertheless, the

truck-replica days of the early 2000s were a bit of a sideline for Heim, who by then was having back trouble and

finding it harder to climb in and out of

large boats.



H

PETER McGOWAN



eim’s most ambitious boatbuilding projects involved highpowered raceboats and replicas.

Undoubtedly the most ambitious of

these was MISS PACK ARD, for which

the engine itself came first and the

hull concept followed. In years of

working on boats, Heim had honed the

Yankee horsetrading skills that serve



A weathertight awning with clear roll-up

side panels not only makes for comfortable

outings but also protects the boat’s

immaculate interior woodwork. (The oval

at the bottom of the photo is part of a

retractable table for a forward settee.)
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A partial album



1900 Elco—The reconstruction of this fantail launch using

modern wood-and-epoxy techniques, including doubleplanking, and repowering with a one-cylinder Yanmar

diesel, later inspired RACHEL H.’s construction.



MISTY II—Launched in 1990, this 31’ runabout’s hull is based

closely on two different Chris-Crafts, with her triple-cockpit

configuration following a 1932 custom boat. Twin 240-hp

Crusader V-8 engines push her to 46 mph.



COURTESY FRED HEIM (ALL THIS PAGE)



MISS PACKARD—Designed around a vintage Packard V-12 engine

of 1,350 hp, in 2001 Heim built this 37-footer using two layers

of 1⁄4" okoume plywood planking topped with a 1⁄2” exterior

layer of Honduras mahogany for a full 1” planking thickness.



THE PATRIOT—Heim launched his triple-step hydroplane, 30’

LOA and powered by a 620-hp engine, in 2005. Her planking

is Honduras mahogany over an okoume plywood inner layer.



any boatbuilder well, and he had an eye for a bargain

and an opportunity. He found a pair of powerful historic engines—12-cylinder, 1,350-hp, 2,500-cu-in Packard M-4s that had seen service during World War II in

PT boats. The legend on one of them was that it had

been switched out of John F. Kennedy’s famous PT 109

before the Pacific sinking that made the future president a World War II Navy hero. “I wanted that one

because it had the valve covers on it, but I also wanted

parts of the other one. So I paid, I think, $15,000 cash

for both motors.” He had a mechanic make one good

working engine out of the pair. The cost by then

approached $100,000. An expensive hobby, this one.

“I wanted something that was completely different,

that nobody had.” Even the propeller choice influenced

his decisions about what kind of hull would work best,

but no doubt MISS PACKARD closely followed the early20th-century style established by raceboat pioneers like

Gar Wood and Chris Smith. “The engine had 3,450

ft-lbs of torque. Now, you could take 15 cars and line

them up and they wouldn’t have the torque that this

motor had. I had to get bearings that went from that

to the V-drive, they had to come out of Norway—and

I don’t mean Norway, Maine, either. They were special

thrust bearings. You couldn’t get them through Caterpillar, couldn’t get them through anybody. So it was a

search-and-research thing I had to do.” He launched

MISS PACKARD, 37' LOA with a beam of 8' 6", in 2001.

There were other replicas, too: MISTY I, based on

a 20' Chris-Craft from 1949; MISTY II, a Chris-Craft

twin-engine 31-footer; and a 27' Venture Gold Cup

racer. Heim went large again—but in a much less

radical way—in 2005, when he designed and built

THE PATRIOT, a 30' three-step hydroplane powered

by a GM 540-cu-in, 620-hp engine. With this boat, as

with others, he developed a concept by building a half

model and then had a naval architect friend, James Doe,

work up final lines plans. It was a process he followed

again with RACHEL H. “That boat,” he said, meaning

THE PATRIOT, “was built so that it would do 70 to 90

miles an hour and be safe.” Her beam is 7' 6", she has a

draft of 2' 3", and she weighs 6,200 lbs.

He has sold them all, over time—all but RACHEL

H.—just as he sold his trucks replicas. “They all come

and they go, they come they go.” There’s always a bit of

the Yankee horse trader in him, it seems. He has done

commission work and collaborations, such as building

a model of a 75' fiberglass powerboat in late 2010—“and

that might be a dollar an hour, which doesn’t make

sense. You never make money on boats today, especially

doing something that’s labor-intensive.” For MISS PACKARD, he said, “I had over $300,000 in the boat, and I

sold it for a buck and a quarter”—meaning $125,000.

“The reason is that it was sitting right outside here with

a cover over it. I had boats downstairs, but I had no

place to put it, and I couldn’t sleep at night because

that boat was never out of the garage—never.” When

someone called with an offer, he took it.

The truth is, too, that Heim always enjoyed building

boats more than anything else, much more than driving them or installing systems. Anyone who asks about

whether his boats have more to do with a fascination
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Like many of Heim’s boats,

RACHEL H. is double-planked.



for engines than for hull con

struction will get an immediate

response: “Oh, no, no. It’s more

the hull. I’ll build hulls every day. I don’t like to do fin

ish, but I’ll get them down to a flat finish. When it gets

down to time to put the mechanics inside the boat, I

have a guy who is excellent in certain things, and I have

a wiring guy.” So, is it more about driving them, then—

about speed on the water? “No, no. Not really.”

Heim’s wife, Rachel, for whom the new fantail

launch is named, must be a supportive and tolerant

soul in nearly 50 years of marriage with her energetic

spouse. Heim calls her “pretty independent” and a hard

worker in her own right, and while raising a family of

three sons and a daughter she still was supportive of the

parade of projects in the workshop. But you might say

she never really took to fast boats. “I scared the [...] out

of her with anything from 24', 35', up to a 52' motor

yacht. I did her in when we had the Fountain [a brand

of fiberglass cigarette-style offshore powerboat] when

we were in Florida. We went down there for two weeks,

going from Fort Lauderdale down to Miami. It was with

another cowboy, another fast boat like mine, and trying

to keep up with him, and my wife didn’t like it. We came

up off a wave, and we came down, and the boat hit so

hard I went down under the wheel—I couldn’t stand

up. They were laying on the floor, my daughter and her,

out of their minds. I thought I was going to lose them

right there. She wasn’t happy going out on boats.”



O



JOHN KILEY



ne boat that Rachel had always found much

more to her taste was an Elco (Electric Launch

Company) 21-footer that Heim had restored

much earlier. The boat was a classic fantail launch from

1900 that seemed somewhat out of character with the
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In this construction, he used

two longitudinal layers of 3⁄8”

mahogany, offset so the outer

layers cover the inner seams, gluing

up the layers with epoxy. Heim

(inset) enthusiastically took to the

extensive use of epoxy laminations

for his boatbuilding style.



hard-charging boats Heim was cultivating a taste for.

The Elco project, however, had a large influence on

his thinking regarding traditional versus modern hull

construction methods. He replaced steam-bent white

oak frames with laminated ones in that restoration, for

example. Also, instead of using 5⁄8" hull planks, he dou

ble-planked the hull with two longitudinal layers of 5⁄16",

offset so that the outer layer would cover the inner layer’s

seams. He used epoxy between the layers of planking,

and epoxy-joined the planking to the frames, as well. “I

didn’t use a screw in it,” he said. “I used stainless-steel

staples. You can clamp up a [...] plank like that, juice

it with epoxy, and clamp it down and it’s there, better

than a screw. I thought that method was great.” He used

a variation—mahogany outside planking over okoume

plywood inner planking—for later powerboats.

He repowered the Elco, too, replacing its engine

with a small Yanmar diesel. “My wife liked it, but it was

tippy. The deadrise is very steep on the older boats,”

perhaps because the hull’s gentle curves simplified the

installation of steam-bent frames, which Heim never

cared for. But she did roll.



C



asting around for another boat to build later

in his retirement, Heim started thinking again

about that Elco and about the Charles River. A

similar hull would do, but larger this time, with flat

ter floors and firmer bilges built to a 9" radius so she

wouldn’t roll as much. An enclosed head would accen

tuate domestic tranquility all around. Comfortable

seating and commodious tables for picnicking would

be important. He started playing with ideas, and, work

ing again in conjunction with James Doe, settled on a

31-footer, much inspired by the Elco’s spirit but not so

much by its particulars.

RACHEL H.’s outboard profile is every inch the classic

fantail launch, but there the resemblance ends. Aside

from altering the hull shape, Heim used laminated

Heim has been woodworking since he was a child, and the

extensive work in his new launch’s interior was meant not

only to be fun and interesting to build, but also functional for

the boat’s Charles River sojourns. This view looks forward—

the forward settee is nearing completion; a retractable table,

with seating for seven, slides out from under the foredeck.
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construction throughout. The stem and keel are laminated. She is double-planked, using two 3⁄8" longitudinal

layers of select mahogany, epoxy-glued between the layers and to her laminated mahogany frames. Outboard,

Heim chamfered the plank edges slightly to accentuate the nicely lined-off planking and give the seams

the appearance of a traditionally built plank-on-frame

boat. Inside and out, the finished planking has four

coats of epoxy, with topside paint on the exterior. The

decks are built on a base of okoume plywood for torsional strength, sheathed with planking for a traditional

look, accentuated by deep varnish—more than 20 coats,

Heim said. Her fittings have a traditional look, but in

many cases Heim designed them himself—for example,

the stanchion bases for the awning’s framework had to

be individually designed and fabricated in order to permit the framework to be easily removed so the boat can

be towed over the road on her custom trailer.

RACHEL H.’s interior fitout would be a marvel to a boatman from the 1920s. An elevated

center console and helmsman’s seat

give excellent visibility forward over

the deckhouse. Her traditional

spoked wheel—made by a Bostonarea harpsichord maker—makes

for comfortable steering. Mounted

Like all of the woodwork on RACHEL H.,

the extensive cabinetry built to match

the curve of the hull’s sheer line

on both sides of the cockpit

is protected by a 20-coat varnish

finish. The starboard side includes

built-in refrigeration (inset).



on the console within easy reach

are the controls for the 20-hp

Yanmar diesel engine and the

5" bow thruster, together with

a GPS navigation system and

marine radio.

Forward of the console is a

small U-shaped deckhouse that

encloses a full head and sink,

which is an unusual accommodation for a fantail launch. By setting the cabin

low—you step down into it—Heim achieved standing

headroom yet kept its profile low and proportional to

the boat’s hull. Forward, a large table slides out from

under the foredeck to make a sociable gathering place

for seven. Aft, a smaller table slides out of the back of

the helmsman’s chair housing to serve a smaller cockpit

seating five.

Alongside the passageways on each side of the center

console and deckhouse, Heim built in three refrigerated cabinets to starboard, and dry storage to port, all

behind beautifully crafted, varnished cabinetry capped

with Corian. The cabinets and drawers curve to match

the sweep of the hull.

“This boat will stay in the condition it’s in for a very

long time,” Heim said. Routine care has a lot to do with

that. In winter, he stores RACHEL H., well opened up
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An impressive use of a small

space, a compartment set two

steps down from the cabin sole

offers a fully enclosed head

with draw-curtain privacy. The

structure’s profile is low enough

to afford the helmsman (inset)

ample visibility forward.
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antique boats, fast powerboats, varnished

runabouts, restorations, and reconstructions, Heim has, of course, been to many

antique and classic boat shows over the years

in Massachusetts, Lake Winnipesaukee,

Florida, and elsewhere. He trucked RACHEL

H. to a Florida boat show for her first launching in 2009 while there was still snow on the

ground in Massachusetts. Because his boats

aren’t authentic antiques, however, awards

seem to have eluded him. “You take a guy

like me, that did what I did with my boat, and

I don’t even get a third, or second, or anything else. You know? Nothing. It bugs the

[...] out of me. There’s got to be a little speck

of something for guys like myself. I honestly

don’t know somebody that does as much as

I do on a boat, as a hobby. First of all, it’s

pretty expensive to do what I’ve done.”



The raised helmsman’s seat is built

off the aft side of the deckhouse. Aft

of the helm station is a settee for five,

allowing Heim to socialize with his

guests. A built-in table (inset) slides out

to be within easy reach of the settee.



PETER McGOWAN (BOTH)



for ventilation, in the first floor of his shop. Custom

rain covers that extend forward over the stem and aft

around the fantail keep the varnished decks and the

interior alike sheltered while the boat’s at the slip in

Watertown, well demonstrated during a torrential

downpour while I was there in August 2010. “On a rainy

day like today,” Heim said at the time, “you wouldn’t

mind going out, because you can see everything, and

it’s nice and warm in here because of the motor.” The

awning has transparent roll-down sides that zip shut to

keep the entire interior dry. “Let it rain, let it snow, let

it do anything it wants to do. To protect wood and varnish, it’s a hell of a good insurance plan, I’ll tell you.

You can see this boat in five years, and you won’t see any

difference in the boat.” All the bright-finished wood in

the cabinets, deckhouse, coamings, and elsewhere has

the same intensive varnish treatement as the decks.

By circulating as he has for years in the world of



R



egardless of whether anyone else notices, the

truth is that Heim would still be out in that workshop of his, turning his mind to whatever project next catches his attention. “I get to the point where,

when I get something finished, I’m already thinking

about something else.

“There isn’t one day of my life that I’ve ever put in,

that I wasn’t happy doing what I’m doing. I can’t wait

to get out of the bed in the morning and work on these

things every [...] day. And I think it’s a sickness. It’s like

heroin. It really is. I keep saying I’ve got to get a different job. I’ve either got to sell this building, or take

my stuff out of it. I’ve got to remove my body from this

building, because I come in here at 7, 7:30 in the morning, and I’m here ’til 5:30 or 6 some nights. And it’s

stupid. And people say, you know, you ought to go to

Florida or something like that. Geez, I don’t know. I’ve

got to still work with these old hands.”

And when RACHEL H.’s diesel is pushHigh freeboard and a stable hull make RACHEL H. a comfortable boat for

ing her comfortably along to her cruising

leisurely trips down the Charles River with a party of as many as 13.

speed of about 6 knots at 2,000 rpm,

Heim is probably as relaxed as he gets.

“We can go down into Boston Harbor,

and at night it’s just beautiful down in

there. We were out the other night, and

coming up the river you could see the

bugs going across, it was so flat. I like to

go nice and slow. All the hydroplanes and

everything? No, I’m just as happy” with

RACHEL H. And Rachel? She comes along

when she’s not “taking care of grandchildren,” and Columbus Day cruises have

become an annual October tradition for

the couple, in company with friends. “She

loves the boat, and we love the river. I certainly use this boat more than any boat

I’ve used before. I’m loving the hell out of

this boat. I wish I could be on it more. The

summers go so fast. It was the right boat at

the right time, for me.” 

Tom Jackson is WoodenBoat’s senior editor.
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SPARKS of Inspiration



A modern take on a vintage launch

by Greg Rössel



T



ed Moores’s early-morning preparations for

leaving the dock at the Antique Boat Museum

in Clayton, New York, were routine. The docks

were dew-covered, quiet, and, other than his 30'

fantail launch, SPARKS , they were largely deserted.

Just the day before, the museum had been alive

with boats gathered for the annual Antique Boat

Show, many of them vintage speedboats with a rain

forest’s worth of highly polished mahogany. Powerful,

throaty gasoline engines with their chortling

exhausts had been tinkered to audio and performance perfection. Glistening varnish, brass, and

nickel bespoke countless hours of flawless maintenance. But after a few glorious days in the sun, the

boats were now back on their trailers, heading to

their boathouses and storage buildings, leaving but a

skeleton crew at the pier.

A few moments before casting off his own mooring

lines to head across the St. Lawrence River to Kingston,

Ontario, to begin the journey up the Rideau Canal to



Ottawa, Moores checked his instruments and hit the

starter. And there was...silence. Which was exactly what

he expected, since this particular classic boat’s “engine”

is totally electric.

SPARKS, which Moores built at his Bear Mountain

Boat Shop, might be best described as a hybrid both

for its propulsion system—electric drive supplied by

photovoltaic panels backed up by a diesel generator—

and for its blend of 19th- and 21st-century technologies.

The 19th century inspires the launch’s understated

elegance and easily driven, efficient hull. The 21st

century’s contribution, meanwhile, comes not only in

the high-efficiency electric motor and solar panels but

also in the computer used to design the boat’s hull and

electrical systems, in its composite construction using

epoxy-encapsulated strip-planking, and more: computer analysis and display of all onboard systems, bow

thruster, and GPS navigation. In many ways, the boat

seems to bypass the excesses of the petrolcentric 20th

century.



Above—For freshwater cruising in Ontario, Ted Moores conceived a fantail launch that calls to mind the best of the area’s

heritage but is thoroughly modern in its use of wood-and-epoxy construction and a solar-powered electric motor, with a

diesel generator for backup.
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Past Performance

During most of that 20th century, powerboat and automobile designers followed parallel tracks in pursuing

bigger engines and more speed. In their early days,

autos with diminutive engines merrily puttered over

the nation’s byways. Their counterparts on the water

had long, lean, and easily driven displacement hulls.

These boats were designed to take advantage of the

marine engines then available, which were heavy and

low-powered, and to minimize the use of fuel, which

was expensive. Builders like Owens and Richardson

touted not only the seaworthiness and beauty of their

boats but also their sensible economics. Propeller manufacturers promoted economy. Even outboard motor

companies touted models capable of running “a full

hour and a half on a single quart of fuel.”

After World War II, the high horsepower that had

helped win the war carried over into autos and boats

alike. Speed was king, and there was no turning back.

Early innovations in electric power faded into the past.

The upheaval of oil embargoes in the 1970s eventually

brought minimum mileage mandates for automobiles,

but boats had no similar benchmarks, and on the water

the macho horsepower arms race went on undeterred

for most of the 20th century. Decades later, as the 21st

century dawned, nasty fuel price spikes made gas-andelectric hybrid autos like the Toyota Prius cool, and

the all-electric Tesla roadster most definitely cool. For

powerboats, even normally bullish trade magazines

had to acknowledge that $1,000 fill-ups at the gas dock

were a turn-off for customers. With advances in electric

motors and batteries, meanwhile, some boatbuilders



began to reconsider those easily driven hulls of a

century earlier.



Selecting a Design

In 2006, Moores and his partner, Joan Barrett, began

experimenting with ideas for an electric-powered boat

for their own use as well as a prototype of a boat whose

time they thought might have come. To be practical,

it would have to be easy to maintain, have a cruising

range at least as good as its fossil-fuel competitors, look

good, and be fun to run—in short, a viable custom

powerboat for builders in the petroleum-challenged

future. Would customers be open to an alternative?

One could say that for decades Bear Mountain Boat

Shop (see sidebar, page 54) has been in the business

of producing low-impact, composite, energy-efficient

boats—strip-built canoes and kayaks. So making the

leap to a family-sized powerboat wasn’t all that much of

a stretch. Cedar strip planking encased with epoxy and

fabric allows versatile design choices for light yet strong

hulls. “I asked myself what kind of hull I wanted to get

old with and what skills my grandchildren will have to

put into maintaining it,” Moores said, “and strip-plank/

epoxy was the only contender. Also, I have a barn full of

clear local white cedar, and the building method suits

the complex shape of the fantail hull.”

Electric propulsion, although not currently the first

choice among today’s pleasure boaters, seemed natural

to Moores. In the early 1900s, electric boats, especially

those built by the Electric Launch Company, better

known as Elco, competed head-to-head with those powered by steam and gasoline engines. A fleet of 54 Elcos
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With fenders out for passing through one of many locks, SPARKS is in her element in Ontario’s interconnected network of

waterways. Her cruising speed is about 5 knots.
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SPARKS



Particulars



steve killing (This Page)



LOA 

30' 3" (9.22 meters)

Beam 

6' 11" (2.11 meters)

Draft 

2' (0.61 meters)

Displacement 

6,800 lbs



(3,084.42 kilograms)

Top speed 

6 knots



(1.2 hours on batteries alone)

Cruising speed 

5 to 5.5 knots,



at about 1,200 watts

Solar-only speed 

3 knots



in full sun



Power flows: 1—The electric motor draws power from the main battery

bank. 2—Solar panels charge the main batteries. 3—A diesel generator

supplements solar power when necessary. 4—A charger/inverter draws

from shore power, when available, to recharge main batteries. 5—The

charger/inverter also supplies 120-volt AC power when the boat is away

from shore power. 6—Two additional batteries are charged by the main

batteries, one running low-voltage “house” power, the other powering

the bow thruster and the generator starter.



Motor: PermMotor PMG 132, 4.7 kW at 48

volts, operating through a 3:1 reduction gear

bolted directly to the electric motor.

Batteries: Concord-Lifeline GPL 31T, sealed

deep-cycle absorbed glass mat lead-acid

12-volt batteries. Four in series compose

one bank, producing 48 volts. Four such

banks are hooked up in parallel. To preserve

battery life, they remain charged above 60

percent. A separate heavy-duty battery powers the starter for the generator and runs

the bow thruster, and another serves as a

house battery, though 120-volt loads for the

refrigerator and the essential electric coffee

maker, for example, are run from the main

48-volt battery bank through an inverter.

Generator: Fischer-Panda, 48 volts DC; 4

kW. Electric and generator systems can be

isolated if necessary. The generator automatically engages when batteries drop to 60

percent charge.

Solar panels: Kyocera KC50T (eight panels,

producing 400 watts at 48 volts).

utback FX3048t

Battery charger/Inverter: O

(charges 48-volt battery bank from 120-volt

input and can produce 120 volts for onboard

outlets).

Propeller: 17x15 (cruising speed of 5.5 knots

at 400 rpm shaft speed; 6-knot boat speed at

800 rpm shaft speed).

Console monitor: Touch-screen user interface shows current status of power consumption and state of charge. In full sunlight, the

motor’s power consumption can be matched

to solar input to maintain the battery charge

level.
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carried more than a million passengers

around Chicago during the 1893 World’s

Columbian Exposition. Even back then,

as today, electric propulsion was simple,

quiet-running, low-maintenance, odor-free, and never

needed to be winterized. Moores reasoned that modern

technology could overcome most of the earlier boats’

shortcomings, dependent as they were on heavy motors

and low-capacity batteries that limited their range and

took a long time to recharge. From the outset, the Bear

Mountain wish list included the use of an advanced DC

electric motor engineered for a demanding marine

environment.

In the early stages, most of the design work took

the form of ideas jotted on Post-It notes. The batteries

in the bank would be of the absorbed glass mat type,

(which don’t spill or produce gases) capable of running four hours at half speed without deep discharge.

There would be a solar panel array to produce at

least a quarter of the batteries’ power, augmented by

a highly efficient diesel generator that could “refuel”

the batteries even while the boat was under way. Plus,

a shore-power connection would permit the batteries

to be topped-up at the dock. They envisioned a hightech management system that would seamlessly

harmonize all the power sources in a reliable, userfriendly, low-maintenance way. Behind the scenes, a

computer would record all of the electrical functions,

along with other digital information, such as GPS

navigation. And the whole deal had to be done without

being totally geeky.



COURTESY TED MOORES



When SPARKS was moored to a lock wall

in the Tay Canal during her 2010 voyage, a

1920s-vintage Elco Cruisette locked through at

the same time, making the canal reminiscent

of a different age. Late in the 19th century, the

Electric Launch Company—which had switched

to gasoline engines for the Cruisettes—gave

electric-powered boats their highest-profile

sucess until modern times.



Curiously, perhaps the easiest decision was selecting the hull design. The lake district of Ontario has

long been known for elegant small powerboats of all

sorts, intended for its well-protected waterways. For

Moores, the answer was obvious: “I’ve always liked the

fantail launch style,” especially one he knew from an

1880 photo. “Our launch is very similar to the steamboats built in Peterborough in that era,” he said. “The

design, then, was function-driven—today’s conditions

are much the same as 100 years ago.” There were other

practical considerations as well. For starters, a narrow hull is easier to haul down the road on a trailer,

although its elegant shape isn’t as stable as a broader

hull. Long, narrow hulls are tender—a price paid for

being easily driven. Then, there is the matter of acceptance. A displacement hull will only go as fast as its

waterline length will allow. “If you build a hull that goes

slow,” Moores said, “it has to look slower so you are not

disappointed.”

For the specifics, Moores went to yacht designer

Steve Killing and his son, Jonathan, with whom they

had worked before. “The process of selecting the

desired low-horsepower motor has a lot of variables that

you have to get right. The hull and propulsion system

were designed at the same time so as to optimize one

another. Steve designed the hull, Jonathan designed

the propulsion, and they worked together.” Hull shapes

that were originally conceived for steam engines work

well for electric motors, too. “Instead of looking to the

future, you look to the past for efficient, low-speed hull

shapes,” Moores said. “Steve was looking to perhaps

increase overall efficiency by 5 percent, which suggests

that the old-timers got pretty close designing by the

seat of their pants.”

For a boat of this size and its need for accommodations and systems, Bear Mountain plainly couldn’t

use the no-bulkhead construction technique that had

proven itself over time in their canoes. However, the

bulk of the hull’s strength still remains in her planking

and sheathing, with judicious support from bulkheads

Using computer-generated shapes, Moores laminated the

backbone in layers set up vertically—similar to the “lift”

method of half-model making—then sculpted the keel to its

final shape.
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Adapting a proven boatbuilding technique



A



t first blush, the notion of a cutting-edge alternative-

energy powerboat seems a bit of an anomaly for

Bear Mountain Boat Shop. Ted Moores and Joan

Barrett’s shop has been closely associated with kayaks

and canoes; they’ve written books about them, built

them, taught students how to build them, and they’ve

sold plans, books, videos, and kits. Look a bit closer,

though, and their work seems to have a longer association with freshwater craft—the bulk of their business,

in addition to canoes and kayaks, in recent years has

involved restoring mahogany runabouts and building

sprint-canoe racing shells.

For Moores, like many of today’s builders, boatbuilding is a second career. In 1972, he was a graphic

designer looking to get out of the big city of Toronto.

The road to his summer cottage went right past the

Trout Creek shop of Ross Ellery, Canada’s first builder

of “stripper” canoes. “I was familiar with cedar-canvas

canoes, but these were all bright wood and light as a

feather. A quick look around the shop suggested that it

couldn’t be hard to do. After renting one for the week

and taking it back to the studio, I was convinced that I

could build a better one and that everyone in ‘cottage

country’ would want one. The smart part of the decision to start Sundance Canoes was to locate in Gravenhurst, in the heart of old cottage country and the home

of Greavette Boats.”

What followed for Moores was a crash course in

boats, wood, and tools, out of which came a 16' canoe

that sold for $325 (Canadian). After two frustrating

years of dealing with the incompatibility of wood and

polyester resin along with the usual problems of surviving in the wooden boat business, he sold the business to Greavette, one of Canada’s premier mahogany

runabout builders. “We had been renting space from

Greavette’s and using their stationary power tools and

washroom, so every trip to the head was an education.

After the sale, I continued working for a time in their

shop and had the privilege of working alongside some

extremely talented wooden boat builders.” This exposure to high-quality construction and the history of

wooden recreational boats in the well-heeled cottage



country around the Muskoka Lakes would set a direction

for his future.

After the Gougeon Brothers introduced their epoxy

boatbuilding products, Moores was convinced that

epoxy would solve the earlier polyester problems. He

and Joan returned to independent boatbuilding, this

time as Bear Mountain Boat Shop, specializing in

strip-built canoes and kayaks. Soon, they began offering

kits. Requests for instructions led to the Moores’s book

CanoeCraft (Firefly Books Ltd., 1983), which to date has

sold more than 200,000 copies and was follwed by

KayakCraft (WoodenBoat Books, 1999).

“The problem we were having was that the quality of

work we wanted to do was not justified in a canoe but

was demanded in show-quality restorations,” Moores

said. “Publishing a book would capitalize on what we

had invested in canoes and composite construction

and put them behind us. Fortunately, our association

with canoes and our building technique just never went

away. It has been the thread that has held us together

on our 38-year roller-coaster ride in the wooden boat

business.”

And like many small-boat builders, Moores also

taught boatbuilding classes, from the Canadian north

to WoodenBoat School in the east to San Francisco

in the west to Coconut Grove and Belize in the south.

At every region, he took note of local historical craft

and why they worked. In Belize, as in Canada, efficient

small craft opened efficient and economical access to

the interior. Belize also offered another lesson, this one

for the future—much higher fuel prices.

By 2000, Bear Mountain had moved to a century-old

farm outside of Peterborough. Finally there was room

and time to build something big. “When the economy

started heading toward a reality check suggesting a

slowdown in business,” Moores said, “it seemed to be

the ideal window for building a boat that would be right

for us and perhaps make a difference in the direction

of responsible boating.

“At some point every boatbuilder deserves the chance

to put some of the tricks he has tried in his career

—GR

together and see if he has learned anything.” 



and built-in structure, to achieve a lightweight but

strong hull that broadly disperses stresses and loads.

For example, much of the weight of the 1,400 lbs of

batteries is transferred to the keel, with support from

longitudinal plywood laminations, which double as

structure in the cockpit and raised pilothouse. This

structure distributes the batteries’ weight over as large

an area as possible, which is especially important when

the boat is hauled out.

They also wanted the bright-finished interior to

be well lighted and ventilated, and large enough to

carry six people on day trips, with overnight accommodations for two to include a head and a galley. The



cabintop had to be designed to make the solar array

nearly invisible, so that it would not distract from the

boat’s classic appearance. “We really tried to find a way

that new technology didn’t compete with old technology,” Moores said.



Building the Boat

Early on, they favored native Canadian woods over

expensive imported exotic species. Her planking strips

are white cedar. The keel, deadwood, and sheer

clamp are Douglas-fir. The deck is built of alternating

cherry planks and basswood splines over plywood, with

white oak margin boards. Basswood and cedar were
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With the hull’s strip-planking completed,

sheathed in fiberglass and epoxy, and painted,

the boat was ready for rollover (a technique

included in a WB No. 203 article).



also used extensively in constructing the cabin. Her

half-round rubrails are ash. “Traditionally, boatbuilders would use the best they could find locally,” Moores

said.

To make her as stable as possible, they strove to keep

the heavy weights low in the hull. The bare hull’s weight

at the conclusion of planking, estimated from test

panels and extrapolated by computer, was only about



800 lbs (362.87 kg)—even with the extra

reinforcing fiberglass and paint—before

it was rolled upright for fitting out. The

cabintop is hollow—built like an airplane

wing—with lightening holes in its framelike beams. Its sheathing, like a kayak

deck, consists of 1⁄4"-thick strips sheathed

on both sides with fiberglass. To preserve

the lines of the cabintop, the solar panels

were let in flush with the top and the wires

were kept inside.

Molds were made of two layers of 3⁄4"-thick particle

board cut by a computer numerically controlled (CNC)

router. Straightforward stuff—molds cut on a Friday

night were set up by Sunday, bypassing lofting entirely.

“I did miss the traditional process and the ability to

pick up details throughout the construction process,”
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Jonathan Killing, who designed the propulsion system,

installed solar panels set flush with the top of SPARKS’s

canopy-style cabintop to minimize any distraction from the

boat’s lines. With solar power, an electric motor, a generator,

a charger/inverter, shore power, house power, an onboard

computer to monitor systems, a bow thruster, refrigeration,

and other electrical components, SPARKS’s electrical panels

(inset) were complicated but cleanly assembled.
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Bill Lockington



For exploring the scenic beauty of Ontario, the silent running of an electric boat only accentuates the experience.



Moores said. However, “the big advantage in setting up

was that if something was not fairing the way it should,

the accuracy of the mold eliminated going all the way

back to the lofting to trace a problem.”

Moores found himself studying strip-planking from

a fresh perspective. “Since this was a ‘science project,’

we wanted to re-examine what we knew about stripplanking at this scale. The questions I wanted to answer

were: Using planks that are square in section has been

the accepted way, but perhaps this goes back to edgenailing and to spread expansion and contraction over

the largest area. If we look at the planking as a core that

is expected to remain stable, does the width matter? We

know a fair bit about boats of this displacement [6,800

lbs] being built with a strip-planked first layer then

followed by diagonal layers of veneer. If the hull is to

be painted, is it necessary to apply and fair these additional layers? The logic was that if the ’glass fibers were

going in the same direction as the grain in the veneer,

it had to work.” Moores also said that in the case of the

hull receiving an external blow—for example, from a

hard landing against a canal wall—then the flexing

hull would compress the layers outside while putting

the inside layers in tension; therefore, the strongest

layer of a core-composite hull should be on the inside.

This notion, he said, has been supported by testing at

Gougeon Brothers: “Failure seemed to happen first

with the outside ’glass cracking as the core compresses,

then tearing from tension on the inside, then total failure of the core.”

Moores settled on 3⁄4"-thick × 2 7⁄8"-wide whitecedar strips. Next, he looked closely at the fiberglassand-epoxy sheathing, experimenting with various



configurations to determine how much reinforcement

would be needed for the hull. He sent test panels—lots

of them, involving the use of 200 yards of 50"-wide 6-oz

fabric in all—to the Gougeon Brothers lab for deflection and fracture testing. The results showed that a

laminate of three diagonal layers of epoxy-saturated

’glass cloth would suffice. But considering that the boat

would be bumping against lock walls, Moores chose to

add two more. The elegance of the 19th century and

the technology of the 21st met again in, for example,

the Victorian-themed cabin doors, which are built over

a 4mm plywood core, with a layer of ’glass cloth and

veneer on each side set in epoxy—all in a thoroughly

modern, single-step vacuum-bagging session.



Back on the Water

After the Antique Boat Show in Clayton, SPARKS set out

to cross the St. Lawrence River on her way to Ottawa via

Kingston. On the crossing, a stiff breeze came up, and

with it a steep chop. This transit can be sporty for any

small boat, and this day was a prime example. SPARKS

took to it like a duck to water, even though it is clear

that this boat is in its element when cruising in wellprotected waters—lakes, gentle rivers, and canals. All

three are combined beautifully in her perfect usual

cruising grounds of Ontario’s stunning, 125.5-mile

Rideau Canal, completed in 1832 and now a UNESCO

World Heritage Site.

The Rideau Canal is the place to see her at her best.

The first thing I noticed was how easily, just by opening

the throttle, the boat climbs steadily to cruising speed.

With a displacement hull, there is no concern about

whether the boat will get up and plane—it won’t. The
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second observation was the silence as the

boat sliced through the water. There was

no engine vibration, no rumble of exhaust,

and almost no wake. We could hear the

waterfowl, what was going on ashore, and

even each other. The birds seem as unperturbed by the boat’s passing as they would

have been if we had been in a large canoe.

The flat water of the canal presented a

great opportunity for Moores to test the

battery and solar power. SPARKS cruises at

about 5 1⁄ 2 knots, a good speed in the canal,

where there is no great hurry. The locks act

like traffic lights on a boulevard; some may open the

throttle more than others, but everyone ends up waiting at the next lock. At this speed, SPARKS cruises on

about 1,200 watts, or the equivalent of about 1 1⁄2 hp.

Under way, the computer monitors speed and all the

electrical components, providing a continuous energy

audit. “Last night, the fridge and coffee maker consumed as much power as the entire day of cruising,”

Moores told me one morning.

Running the low-speed diesel generator for two

hours, ideally while cruising, brings the batteries to

full charge for “a good day’s worth of cruising.” Housed

in a sound-dampening enclosure, the generator is not

intrusive. Originally, Moores thought he wouldn’t even

use shore power, but he had concerns about developing “battery memory,” a pattern of use that can reduce

battery capacity over time. Besides, “there is something

quite smug about tanking up at shore-power outlets

while you sleep when the big cruiser beside you has to

drop another $300 at the gas dock before casting off.”

On one particular day, with sunny skies and light

winds, running at 5 to 5 1⁄2 knots during a five-hour trip



GREG RÖSSEL



SPARKS neatly matches the stately pace

encouraged by the numerous locks on the

Rideau Canal, and campgrounds alongshore

permit a fairly large group to voyage together

without feeling shoehorned

into the accommodations.



(including locking) the motor was drawing 1,200 watts.

A quarter to a third of that was supplied by the solar

panels, and the batteries were drawn down only about

10 percent. There was never even a consideration of

kicking on the generator.

“I have thought a lot about the sort of places where

electric boats could be the ideal boat,” Moores said,

back at the shop at the conclusion of the Rideau run.

“One of them is the canals. The Rideau has shore power

at many locks, but there are none on the Trent,” meaning the also-popular Trent-Severn Waterway. “Some of

their problems are that their systems are underutilized

and there is excessive speed in no-wake zones. Electric

boats could help to solve both of these problems. The

Rideau charges $9.50 a day [Canadian] for power; we

use less than a dollar’s worth of power for a day’s cruising—I am happy to pay ten bucks for a day cruising.

Overall, I think we got it right. My philosophy of ‘Happy

Boat’—happy first, boat second—really does work. We

may have a few dings, but we know how to fix them.

We didn’t baby the boat and leave the dogs at home—

SPARKS is built tough and still looks great. I am assuming that electric boats will play a significant part in the

future of recreational boating.”

Although SPARKS may have a difficult time winning

over the go-fast cigarette and bass boat crowd with her

sedate cruising style, her high-tech power and construction should be right up their alley. And all things considered, there is much to be said for a family-friendly

powerboat that can cruise 674 miles and only use 14

gallons (53 liters) of fuel to run the generator only 46

hours—and do it with fun, quiet, understated elegance

and style. 



Dick Bolhise



Greg Rössel is a contributing editor to WoodenBoat.



During their extensive cruising in SPARKS’s first season in

2010, Ted Moores and Joan Barrett found her ideally suited

to Ontario’s canals.
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SPARTAN



Particulars (2010)



Benjamin Mendlowitz



CREDIT LEFTHAND



LOA 

72'

LWL 

50' 8"

Beam 

14' 6"

Draft 

9' 9"

Displacement 

80,800 lbs

Sail area 

3,564 sq ft

Power 

99-hp Yanmar diesel

Official No. 

211177



Above—When she was last sailed in 1980, the New York 50–class sloop SPARTAN was carrying a marconi yawl rig atop a

worn-out hull; fully restored and relaunched in 2010, she looked as she did when new almost a century ago: a gaff sloop with

a pole topmast, two headsails, and a club topsail.
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SPARTAN



Every inch a greyhound



Maynard Bray



by Maynard Bray



SPARTAN spent 13 years on the Herreshoff Marine Museum’s lawn, directly across the street from

where she was built in 1913.



I



n Nantucket’s blustery 1980 Opera House Cup

Regatta, the 72' sloop SPARTAN lost her mast. This

not only put her out of commission for that race, but

it marked the beginning of 30 years ashore and a restoration accomplished by fits and starts, in two distinct

phases. During this time, the boat bounced around

southern New England, finally settling in Mystic, Connecticut, where the concluding phase of her restoration

took place.

SPARTAN had eight virtually identical sisters, all

built during the winter of 1912–13 in Bristol, Rhode

Island, by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. (HMCo) to a design

by N.G. Herreshoff. During their early years when

owned by members of the New York Yacht Club, all nine

boats raced against one another as a one-design class.

Later, beginning in the 1920s, these New York 50s went

out of style and changed hands—and were generally

rerigged as marconi sloops and yawls, or even schooners. Joseph Santry’s schooner-rigged PLEIONE may

have been the best known, for she’d long been a central

figure in Marblehead, Massachusetts, racing before

coming to Mystic Seaport as an in-the-water exhibit

during the 1960s.

PLEIONE’s life came to an end when in 1967 the

Seaport had to carry out Santry’s wishes that upon his

death she be scuttled. One by one, the other NY 50s disappeared as well, leaving SPARTAN as the sole survivor.

I’ve admired NY 50s for years, mostly through

photos, but also by viewing PLEIONE at the Seaport;

SPARTAN while she was hauled out at Long Beach,

California, about 1965; and BARBARA once when she

docked briefly near where we were living in Noank,



Connecticut. To me, they are among the most beautiful hull shapes ever created, despite being slightly

bobtailed to lower construction cost, which in 1913 was

$14,520. NY 50s carry the signature Herreshoff high

bow/low stern silhouette, and have subtle curving profiles to their long stems and lovely broad transoms, and

an unusually clean deck layout. The rig as Capt. Nat

originally designed it is stunning to look at and relatively simple. There is neither bowsprit nor separate

topmast, the single mast carrying its length sufficiently

high beyond the gaff in a so-called “pole topmast,” to

carry the jib and gaff topsails. The rig is tall (when the

club topsail is raised, its peak pokes quite noticeably

above the masthead), and its height, along with its short

boom and headsails that lead aloft from the stemhead,

give SPARTAN a marconi-like profile—one that was

unusual for its day and is nowadays unmistakable.

The serious work of restoring SPARTAN began in

the fall of 1981 under her then-owner Allen Pease. He

had the boat hauled out and, after a brief start with

another builder patching up obvious weaknesses, hired

Ed McClave and Ben Philbrick to give her a thorough

going-over. Reframing, reflooring, replanking, and a

new stem and deck frame followed off and on for the

next eight years, during which time Andy Giblin joined

Ed and Ben and their company, MP&G, was formed.

Their work was first-class authentic, and Pease gave this

high-quality approach his full support. But when cost

projections became for him excessive, he had to bring

things to a halt. A substantial start had been made, however, when the first phase of work ceased in 1989. The

hull work had been finished and the new deck frame
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The stem, transom, and all the backbone timbers in between

were renewed during the second phase of SPARTAN ’s

restoration. Of these, the arched horn timber was trickiest.

It had to be steamed and bent, then rabbeted, and carefully

raised to tuck inside the hull planking until it made contact

with the floor timbers. Because of the rabbet, the horn

timber is wider on top, so the planking had to be sprung

away for fitting, then eased back into position against the

frames and new horn timber.



was in, but with no deck she was open to the weather.

As a stopgap and with hopes of attracting a buyer, SPARTAN was moved overland in 1992 to the front lawn of

the Herreshoff Marine Museum, a stone’s throw from

where she was built. Sheets of plywood laid over the

beams kept the bare interior shaded, sheltered, and

free of much of the rain and snow of the next 13 years

while she sat there as the museum’s centerpiece.

Since MP&G has, from its earliest days, specialized

in restoring yachts built by Herreshoff, this small shop

has gained a unique understanding of that builder’s

way of doing things. These guys are intimately familiar with Herreshoff construction methods and with the

details that don’t always show on the drawings. Aging,

Herreshoff-built Buzzards Bay 15s, Fish boats, S-boats,

12 1⁄2 -footers, and Fishers Island 23s have been given

new leases on life in the MP&G shop. So when it came

time for the final push on SPARTAN, MP&G was still

the logical place to take her. A buyer of means who was

obsessed with SPARTAN and valued MP&G’s expertise

was all that was needed.

At the 2005 Classic Yacht Symposium, held in Bristol in April and sponsored jointly by the Herreshoff

Marine Museum and the Society of Naval Architects

and Marine Engineers (SNAME), a buyer appeared.

Actually there were two, both eager to purchase SPARTAN and complete the work, but only one would agree

to MP&G’s involvement. Knowing the same hands could

continue what they’d started, Allen Pease made his

choice that very day.

Even though SPARTAN would be by far MP&G’s largest



SPARTAN ’s new 51⁄2” × 25” × 28’ keel timber, like the rest of

the big white oak, came from New England Naval Timbers

(see WB No. 213) of Canton, Connecticut. This particular

oak slab was sufficiently wide for the keel to be clear of the

tree’s heart on one edge and clear of the sapwood on the

other. Such trees were a rare find even in Herreshoff’s day;

SPARTAN ’s original was in two pieces, made of narrower

stock. Despite the keel’s large size, fitting was more

straightforward than for the horn timber, because the

keel is straight and there’s no planking in the way.



restoration and their shop, even with an extension, would

barely contain her hull, the new owner (owners, actually,

as it’s a partnership who choose not to be mentioned

here by name) harbored no doubts as to who would

complete her restoration. Initially, this meant moving

SPARTAN from Bristol to Mystic where the shop was

located. She made that trip in two pieces, each of about

the same weight but vastly different in bulk: the first

being the lead ballast keel and the other, the hull. Lowered in height by the absence of her ballast, she cleared

the route’s bridges and was just able to squeak through

the shop’s doors. A temporary extension then was built

over SPARTAN’s long bow so she’d be fully enclosed.

Inside the shop, over the next 38 or so months,

Andy Giblin led a crew that ranged from six to eleven,

with a core group consisting of Chuck Celone, Andrew

Coughlin, and John Holt putting in over 24,000 hours

collectively. Ed McClave, meanwhile, spent most of his

time at his computer creating the plans that the crew

worked from. (Ben Philbrick had previously left the

partnership to pursue another career, but the company

name still includes his “P.”) With several subcontractors

involved, the project broke down into three distinct elements: design (McClave), construction (Giblin), and

subcontracting (by others). Here’s a brief synopsis of

how each of these elements worked.



Design: By the time the NY 50s were built, the HMCo,

formed in 1878, had standardized many of its construction techniques and details and, as a result, not everything built there required a drawing. Even so, HMCo
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John Holt



Chuck Celone



SPARTAN ’s new deck is teak instead of white pine, the latter



wood not being available in sufficient quality or length. To

resist wracking, both deck and hull are reinforced by diagonal

straps, originally steel but now of more durable bronze, and

notched into the beams and frames. The self-bailing cockpit

“tub,” made in the shop as a subassembly, is being fitted into

position here by Chuck Celone. Just forward, in SPARTAN ’s

living spaces, the deckbeams are varnished, while toward

the stern and bow they’re painted.



created over 100 drawings that directly supported the

NY 50 construction or related to it. Fast-forward now (it’s

been 65 years since HMCo closed its doors), and you’ll

find that doing things the Herreshoff way is no longer

ingrained. There’s a relearning curve, and MP&G has

been climbing it ever since they began restoring Herreshoff boats in 1981. But because of her size, SPARTAN

created new challenges best served by new drawings.

Ed McClave created over 200 of them to augment the

plans drawn by Herreshoff. Taken together, the drawings, some old, some new, facilitated communication

with the intimately involved foreign-based managing

owner as well as provided specific instructions for how

everything was to look and how many of the assemblies

were to be laid out and fastened together. Joinerwork

moldings, metal fittings, winches, wiring diagrams,

paneled bulkheads—the list is long. One type of plan

Ed had to draw new was for the rig-supporting hardware he’d re-engineered, where bronze was being substituted for steel and the new pieces had to be slightly

enlarged to be of equal stiffness. Removable lifeline

stanchions, door catches (to match the missing originals), and sheet winches with modern internals and a

1913 appearance were also among the new drawings,

as were detailed plans for the 92 wood-shelled blocks of

SPARTAN’s rig. Besides Ed’s plans, there were dozens of

HMCo drawings in use in the shop at any given time.



Construction: Even without her ballast keel, SPAR-



TAN pretty much filled the shop, with too little space

left over for working on anything other than the big



Below deck, after the frames were sheathed with ceiling

and the sole beams laid, the interior was mocked up, full

size, in thin plywood held together with wooden cleats

and drywall screws. After minor adjustments here and

there (with notes marked directly on them), the sheets of

plywood were removed to serve as patterns for the paneled

partitions and bulkheads—like this one being loaded aboard

by John Holt. Herreshoff, ever mindful of the need for

light yet strong hulls, specified painted pine joinery with

varnished mahogany trim instead of heavier woods. Insofar

as possible, interior joinery was built off the boat, mostly at

nearby R.C. Long Fine Woodworking.



hull itself. Andy Giblin and his crew gave the yacht a

new stem, fore keel, main keel, horn timber, and transom. On deck, new oak beams had to be made and

installed above the living spaces where they’re varnished, and the diagonal bronze strapping had to be

made up, notched into the beams, and secured before

the covering boards and the deck could be laid. SPARTAN’s bare interior, with the frames, planking, and

floor timbers still fully exposed, had to be ceiled, a sole

laid, and the systems and joinerwork installed. There

were fuel, water, and waste tanks, and a new engine to

put in and hook up. Then came the toerails, hatches,

companionway, cockpit, and coaming. The list goes on

and on. Ed handled most of the e-mail and phone traffic with the owners; Andy oversaw the work of the local

subcontractors.



Subcontracting: Given the magnitude of the job,

the size of the MP&G shop, and the time available to

complete the work, an unusual number of tasks were

subcontracted. At the outset, in a contract directly from

the owners, the sails and rigging went to Nat Wilson of

East Boothbay, Maine, and was probably the largest of

the all the jobs that went beyond what MP&G did themselves. To French & Webb of Belfast, Maine, went the

88' 5"-long eight-stave Douglas-fir mast and the 92 woodshelled blocks whose bronze internals were, in turn,

subbed out to Bill Lowe of Owls Head, Maine. Because

the upper surface of SPARTAN’s original 37,000-lb ballast keel had deteriorated beyond repairability, it was

shipped to Mars Metal in Ontario, Canada, where it
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The 1 3⁄4”-square deck planks of teak are sprung to the curve

of the covering boards and terminate at a thicker kingplank,

which is notched over the deckbeams and, in turn,

progressively notched along its edges to receive each piece

of decking. The ends of the decking are nibbed (narrowed) in

width and notched on their undersides so they perfectly fit

the kingplank. Some of the tools Andrew Coughlin is using

in this fussy bit of fitting show here, as does the bronze

coaming for the fore deck hatch whose ultimate location has

been marked on the deck.



Now that SPARTAN ’s new sprung teak deck and steam-bent

teak transom are in place, her mahogany taffrail gets fitted.

Its pieces have been steam-bent to match the crown of

the deck and the curve of the transom, then fitted to each

other with a shiplap at the yacht’s centerline. Quarter knees

will make a fair transition into the narrower and yet-to-beinstalled toerail.



Carefully Considered Changes



The only visible clues that

SPARTAN has auxiliary power

are this inconspicuous shift and

throttle lever and the adjacent

key and starting button.



Jim Weber



I



have yet to see a restoration escape a qualifying

“but” or “except for” when it comes to authenticity. Insufficient funding or an owner’s whims can

compromise purity, as can any number of other constraints. Funding was not an issue for SPARTAN, and

the general mandate was “make it like Herreshoff

made it.” Still, there were exceptions, and these had

to be well thought out, thoroughly discussed, and

fully justified before being adopted. Here’s a rundown on the major differences from 1913, and the

reasons for the changes:

A diesel auxiliary engine and its associated piping

and electrical systems were considered necessary

for convenience and safety—as were electronic

navigation systems.

The sails and lines are synthetic instead of natural fiber (cotton and manila) and as such they’ll be

stronger, require less maintenance, and last longer.

But the sails have the same panel width and layout as

well as the same corner reinforcement as the original

cotton ones that show in early photographs.

Bronze replaces the galvanized steel used originally, which has proven too-short-lived in a saltwater

environment (this applies to the diagonal strapping

that reinforces the hull and deck, fittings such as

sheet travelers and block internals, fastenings such

as floor timber-to-frame-heel bolts, the chainplates,

and some of the rigging hardware).

More reliable forgings, fabrications, and machining

generally replace castings for highly stressed items.



The new deck is teak

instead of white pine

because heartwood of

the latter species in long

lengths proved to be

unobtainable. (For this

restoration, two bronze ring nails, driven horizontally through each plank between each deckbeam,

add significant diagonal strength to the deck.)

Because of its dimensional stability, teak was

substituted for oak in the sheerstrakes and transom.

Longleaf pine was used in place of oak for the

sternpost and external deadwood because of oak’s

tendency to check over time.

Additional floor timbers and frames were installed

in way of the mast, and the mast step itself was

reinforced with bronze to stiffen it.

Steam-bent frames were kerfed to reduce the prestress where the curve radius was tighter than 15:1.

Epoxy was used as an adhesive in gluing up components, whereas glues of lesser strength and water

resistance, or fastenings alone, were used in 1913.

The goal in making these substitutions is for a

longer-lasting SPARTAN, but one that, as nearly as

possible, looks exactly as she did in 1913. 

—MB
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Full-sized, computer-generated drawings increase accuracy

and save time. This is but one of hundreds that Ed McClave

created for SPARTAN and shows the curves of the quarter

knee’s and taffrail’s forward edges at their top and bottom

corners. The photo was taken at the starboard quarter,

looking forward.



was melted down and repoured. Many bronze fittings,

built to Herreshoff drawings, came from J.M. Reineck

& Sons, while other items, including the elegant folddown lavatory and light fixtures, were furnished by

Historical Arts & Casting of Utah.

Taylor & Snediker of nearby Pawcatuck built the

deck “furniture” (the skylights, hatches, and companionway), which was of varnished mahogany; Bill Mills

of Stonington Boatworks, located within a few miles of

MP&G, built all the remaining spars (which, except for

two, were eight-stave and hollow), as well as the lovely

12' varnished lapstrake tender; local metalwrights

George Nichols, Mystic River Foundry, Mystic Stainless,

Connecticut Marine Fabrication, and Clint Wright also

applied their specialties to particular pieces. In Andy’s

words, “This was a collaborative effort involving many

people; most challenging [and rewarding for me] was the

coordination…with all the various individuals and shops

that contributed—and there were dozens. Every shop and

individual was trying to work to everyone else’s best

level, trying to match the best work of our peers in the

industry. It’s absolutely astounding what a clever, talented, and motivated individual can accomplish given

adequate time and support.”



B



y the time in 1981 when Ed McClave and Ben

Philbrick began working on SPARTAN, she’d

not only been rerigged as a yawl but also had

had her interior reconfigured for chartering. With

little in the way of originality in her deck layout, or

her spars and rigging, or in the below-deck joinery to

guide them, MP&G had to resort to the HMCo drawings

augmented by old photographs and bits and pieces

that had been salvaged from other Herreshoff yachts.



The steam-bent coamings that surround SPARTAN ’s cockpit

are made up in halves, to subsequently be joined together

via a butt block. The wood is mahogany and the curve is

fairly severe, so sheet-metal backing straps help prevent

breakage while the coamings are being bent.



Mystic Seaport, fortunately, had stripped PLEIONE

before scuttling her, so had in its collection pieces

of joinery and hardware that could be examined and

duplicated. The museum had also thoroughly photographed PLEIONE’s interior before removing it,

and there were historic photos from the Rosenfeld

Collection of SPARTAN and her sister NY 50s that

could be scrutinized for details of deck layout and

rig. The Mariners Museum, the MIT Museum, and

Historic New England also were tapped for revealing

contemporary photographs. HMCo boats preserved

at the Herreshoff Marine Museum in Bristol were

studied for details, mostly of interior joinery, that

could be applied to SPARTAN. Time-consuming as

this research was, it was vital to restoring SPARTAN’s

original appearance.

Last spring, at the same Classic Yacht Symposium

where SPARTAN’s sale had occurred five years earlier,

the Proceedings contained a paper on SPARTAN’s restoration from which I’ve excerpted many of the facts

used here. Ed McClave wrote the paper, and I think

that some of what he wrote deserves to be quoted here.



Ballast Keel Bolts: “The primary ballast bolts



were (and are) 1"-diameter bronze hanger bolts

threaded into the top of the lead ballast, with only a

few through-bolts. This technique has many advantages

over through-bolts in deep ballast keels. It requires a

lot less bolt material, [and] eliminates the need to drill

accurately to the center of narrow forward and aft ballast sections. Using hanger bolts also allows paired bolts

to be positioned far outboard, which restrains wide

plank keels as used in the Fifties from excessive swelling, which could push the garboard planks off the boat,
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temporary addition. Later, her hull will be moved by Tom

Brownell on one of his hydraulic trailers to Mystic Shipyard

where she’ll rejoin her ballast keel.



Hull and ballast keel are finally united, after a trial fit in

the shop. Bronze straps, let in flush with the lead and the

planking, and securely bolted and screwed, assist the hanger

bolts in supporting the heavy keel. Launching is not far off.



Taylor & Snediker of Pawcatuck, Connecticut, built the

varnished mahogany hatches, skylights, and companionway,

and Stonington Boatworks made the spars.



Herreshoff’s drawings provided for two methods of steering;

you can steer the restored SPARTAN using either a tiller or

wheel.



and also decreases the bolt loads during heeling. The

threads of the lead end of the ballast hanger bolts are a

special buttress form, rather than square, acme, or symmetrical triangles. Buttress threads are commonly used

in soft metals like lead and aluminum and in other soft

materials. (Plastic caps on plastic toothpaste tubes usually have buttress threads.)” 1



Hardware: “[Our] hardware production methods

span more than a century of technology. The naval

brass running backstay chainplates that took the place

of the steel originals were hand-forged by a blacksmith

on a coal-fired forge. Some of the deck and spar hardware fittings were drawn as 3D solid models in CAD, prototyped in plastic on a 3D rapid prototyping machine,

and machined from solid bronze stock on a CNC mill

directly from the 3D CAD model.”



Jim Weber
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SPARTAN ’s bow emerges simply by taking down the shed’s



1

More from Ed on keelbolts: “Note that the ballast hanger bolts

are not tapped into the lead—they form their own threads

by  displacement as they are screwed in. In this case, Andy

came up the idea to make a tool-steel forming tool to begin

the thread-forming process before the hanger bolts were

actually screwed in. This divided up the backbreaking work

of thread-forming into two sessions, the first of which was

done in the shop with good access and leverage without the

boat being over the ballast. This made it easier when we actually put the bolts in at this time last year (although my back

still has a few kinks a year later), which was of course down

inside the bilge of the boat.” 



On Restorations: “We are often asked how much of



SPARTAN’s original material (‘original fabric’) remains.



The answer is that (apart from most of the ballast lead being

recast), the sheer champs, four of her eight hackmatack

hanging knees, her hackmatack transom knees, and a few

other pieces of stern framing are the only original material

remaining in her hull. Her boom gooseneck socket and her

steering pedestal and wheel are also originals.

“Such replacement of original material has become

the rule rather than the exception in recent restorations
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Wood-shelled blocks of various sizes and with various end

connections, like these for the lower running backstays,

were built new with bronze instead of steel internals.



Jim Weber (This Page)



These brass-fronted

and engraved

electrical panels (main

switches and  DC

and AC distribution)

were drawn up by Ed

McClave specifically

for SPARTAN. They

normally reside out of

sight inside the main

locker.



of old wooden sailing yachts. The process of returning

old wooden yachts to usable condition has evolved over

about 40 years through the ‘R’ words: Repair, Refurbishment, Reconditioning, Rebuilding, Restoration, Reconstruction until two options remain: Reproduction and

Replacement. SPARTAN, like many recent “Restorations”

is really a Replacement—an essentially new boat built

not only in place of a destroyed original, but actually

built as part of the process of gradually dismantling the

original. The same end result, minus the destroyed original, would be considered a new Reproduction.”

“Today, despite a Restoration (that is a Replacement,

built in the process of irrevocably dismantling an original) being more expensive (because of a less efficient

process) than building a Reproduction, Restorations

are favored by most people interested in a classic sailing yacht. Besides the undeniable cachet of owning an

‘original,’ entry into certain classic yachting events is

limited to boats considered to be Restorations, with

Reproductions excluded or placed in a special category.



Lifelines and their stanchions can be removed for show or for

races where authenticity is called for. Turnbuckles, instead

of being castings, are machined out of solid stock. Sails and

rigging are by Nathaniel S. Wilson of East Boothbay, Maine.



Below deck, SPARTAN looks simple, elegant, and rather

spartan, just as she did originally. Here, we’re looking aft

from the main cabin with the owner’s stateroom visible in

the distance, behind the ladder.



And in other events, Restorations are given favorable

racing ratings over Reproductions.”



A



fter 30 years ashore and her spread-out, twophase restoration, SPARTAN was launched in the

spring of 2010 and rigged for the sailing season.

Her big debut was at last summer’s Opera House Cup

Regatta (see related article, page 66) where, for many

eyes, she was the undisputed queen of the 57-boat fleet.

She didn’t break her mast this time, nor did she win

first place in the racing. But she took home the Tiedemann Award for the vessel showing the truest preservation/restoration effort, which is no small feat given

the quality of the other candidates. Her racing will

improve with fine-tuning and practice, and by the time

she shows up in Maine in July 2011 for the Eggemoggin

Reach series, I expect she’ll be the boat to beat as well

as a restoration to marvel over. 

Maynard Bray is WoodenBoat’s technical editor.
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Text and photographs by Benjamin Mendlowitz



O



ne of my first assignments for WoodenBoat magazine was a 1980 trip to Nantucket, an island

30 miles south of Cape Cod, to photograph

the Opera House Cup (OHC) Regatta. The regatta had

become an annual event for New England’s remaining

fleet of wooden boats. It was conceived in 1973, over

drinks, by Gwen Gaillard and Chick Walsh, the owner

and manager, respectively, of Nantucket’s Opera House

Restaurant. The regatta was one of the first of what

would eventually become a yearlong, worldwide schedule of regattas for beautifully maintained and restored

classic wooden boats.

Back in those early years of the OHC , there were no

expensive restorations; this was a fleet of survivors of

the stampede to fiberglass and aluminum. There were

a few well-maintained yachts that had never fallen far

from professional maintenance, but most of the boats

were tired and in the hands of owners with limited

budgets. They were a stubborn group of romantics who

appreciated the old classics and the aesthetic qualities

of a wooden hull over the less soulful modern massproduced alternatives.

The 1980 regatta was one of the first large sailing

events I covered, so I was excited—and a bit surprised—

as we left the harbor and boats began burying their bows

in the steep chop of an outgoing tide running against



the strong northerly that had come up overnight. It was

a wild regatta and a wild ride for me. I had my hands

full trying to keep my lens free of spray and change

rolls of film on the pitching wet deck—and occasionally, with a queasy stomach, be able to frame up a shot

as a boat whizzed by in a cloud of green and white water.

Just as I was wondering how long I would last as a

marine photographer, the queen of the fleet, the 72'

New York 50 (NY 50) SPARTAN, rose up in view and

crashed through a wave or two. I managed to get a few

shots as she went by. Later, I heard that shortly after

our encounter, she had lost her mast. She would spend

the next 29 years ashore and off the racecourse. She

returned only last summer, and I was delighted to also

go back to Nantucket for my second OHC to see her in

her restored glory and racing once again. 

In 1980 SPARTAN was a proud old boat in need of

a refit and carrying a modified, aging rig. By 2010 she

had been extensively rebuilt to standards perhaps better than original (see previous article). Her rig, deckhouses, and interior all had been faithfully brought

back to original design. She is now a glorious example

of an early-20th-century racing yacht. Over 30 years,

the changes in Nantucket, the OHC Regatta, and the

fleet of boats participating are all represented in the

difference between SPARTAN then and now.



Above—Nantucket’s Opera House Cup Regatta, founded in 1973, has become a grand event in the classic racing circuit.

Photographer Benjamin Mendlowitz covered the event in 1980, capturing this image of the Herreshoff New York 50

SPARTAN  moments before she dismasted—an event that marked the beginning of the yacht’s 30-year layup. SPARTAN—and

Mendlowitz—returned to the course in 2010.
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A photographer and a yacht return

after 30 years away



WHITE WINGS and SPARTAN

The 2010 OHC Regatta came as the culmination of Nantucket Race Week. Along with the main

event on Sunday, the weekend featured a Saturday of match racing between the NY 50 SPARTAN

and the W-76 WHITE WINGS, the beautiful Joel White design that was in part inspired by the NY

50s. The pair cancelled their scheduled racing on Friday due to blustery conditions; SPARTAN’s

owners have been taking things carefully in this first year that their treasure has returned to the

water. Although SPARTAN showed her speed off the wind, WHITE WINGS made up enough to

windward to take the day’s honors. SPARTAN was fast, however, and there is little doubt she will

be a tougher challenge in future races as her crew gains confidence and experience to drive her

harder. She was recognized with the Robert H. Tiedemann Award, presented to an authentically

preserved or restored boat.
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NELLIE and SILENT MAID

SILENT MAID (right), a recently built Barnegat Bay catboat (see WB No. 214), was in New England for a summer of



racing, and she showed off her tall cat rig and speed to her Northern cousins. She and her skipper, Peter Kellogg,

won the Gwen Gaillard “Spirit of the Race” award, which goes to the person or boat exemplifying the Spirit of

the Opera House Cup. Here, she keeps company with the recently restored NELLIE (see WB No. 216), carrying

her original gaff rig of 1902 and beautifully representing the Herreshoff cruisers of the golden age of yachting.



BOLERO and BLACK WATCH

The 2010 Opera House Cup featured a pair of Sparkman & Stephens–designed, Nevins-built, ocean racers—

BLACK WATCH and BOLERO —from the heyday of wooden-hulled champions. The 1938 BLACK WATCH (exEDLU II) has been making herself known in recent years on the classic-racing circuit and in the Bermuda Race,

while the 1949 BOLERO is fresh from a superb restoration by Rockport Marine in Maine.
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12-Meters

Twelve-Meter racing drew a fleet of nine from Newport and featured intense competition

limited only slightly because of having charter guests aboard. The boats had two days of

fine racing on their own before joining in Sunday’s main event. Here, the 1928 ONAWA

(foreground) and the 1938 NORTHERN LIGHT cross tacks during Friday’s 12-Meter event.



TOTEM



MARILEE

The Herreshoff-designed and -built NY 40 MARILEE

(don’t be fooled by the NY 50 on her sail, she is a

40) did very well and won an award for exceeding

expected performance for the conditions.



First in the classic division and also the overall winner of the 57 boats sailing in the OHC was the Bill

Luders–designed Six-Meter TOTEM. Built in 1930,

she is owned and skippered by Jesse Smith of Jamestown, Rhode Island. It took her only 3:18:35 to sail

the 16.55-nautical-mile course in 7–10-knot southeast

winds; her corrected time was 2:37:43. The 12-Meter

HERITAGE , skippered by Jeffrey Barrows, had the best

elapsed time, 3:00:51.
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CARA MIA

The New York 30 CARA MIA rounded out the class racers designed and

built by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co. for the New York Yacht Club.



BEQUIA

The 90' world-cruiser BEQUIA was designed by Stephens,

Waring & White and built by Brooklin Boat Yard a couple of years ago. She was one of 14 boats entered in this

year’s Opera House Cup Regatta in the Spirit of Tradition

Class, created to include contemporary wooden boats.



CYTHERA

CYTHERA, a 1934 Swedish-built 30-Square-Meter sloop,



finished second in the Classic Division and third

overall behind the Six-Meter TOTEM and the W-46

MUSTANG. Yachting journalist and AMERICA’s Cup

12-Meter tactician Gary Jobson was at the helm for

most of the day. 
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TICONDEROGA

The 1936, 72' ketch TICONDEROGA was designed by

L. Francis Herreshoff with an eye toward speed and

beauty, and without regard to racing rules. She has

been kept in outstanding condition by her longtime

owner, Scott Frantz, and her captain, Tom Reardon.



FORTUNE

The B.B. Crowninshield schooner FORTUNE, built in 1925,

always surprises with her ability to point high and make

time to weather.



Beetle Cats

As boats were leaving the harbor on Sunday morning for the OHC Regatta on Nantucket Sound,

the “rainbow fleet” of Beetle Cats with colorful sails (a Nantucket tradition) starts the day for

spectators as they parade by Brant Point at the mouth of the harbor. 
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Operation Atlas and The Bomb

BILL JACOBs



Bob Walwork and the legacy of Marcel R aveau

by Bill Jacobs

Bob Walwork pressed the throttle forward, and almost

instantly the 16' boat in which we were riding exploded onto

a plane and the speedometer registered 57 mph. It was a

sensational feeling of power, exhilaration, and speed from

an eye level of less than 3' above the water’s surface.

Walwork had invited me to ride shotgun in this Mercurypowered Raveau boat—a modification of a type that made

outboard-motor history in 1957. Bob Walwork is part of that



O



ne early summer day in 1939, Marcel Raveau

descended from a day on the ladder and headed

home to Long Island, New York. Ten years

earlier, after a transatlantic voyage to New York City,

Raveau, then 29, had found work as a muralist painting popular scenes on the walls of restaurants, cafés,

and hotels in Manhattan. He was thrilled with the job,

for he’d trained as an artist in his native France. Even

though his newly adopted country was in the throes of

the Great Depression, he is reported to have said he was

making more money than he had ever made before.



history, for he worked with the boat’s designer-builder, Marcel Raveau, when the originals were built, and today he

builds the second generation of these same boats. Walwork is

70 now, and when I asked him about building more boats

in the future he replied, “Depends on who wants the boat. I

don’t plan on building a boat for a man I don’t like.” The

reply sounded very French, and I am sure Marcel Raveau

himself would have been pleased.



❖

When he got home that night he went to work on

a small boat he’d been building in his spare time.

That first boatbuilding project would alter the course

of Raveau’s career, for it sparked in him a deep interest in boats. A few years after its construction, he and

a neighbor joined forces to build a small runabout for

fishing on Long Island Sound. War rationing made

finding materials and fastenings difficult; the neighbor

had some plywood, and Raveau had only a handful of

screws, so after applying Weldwood glue to the plywood

and screwing them one by one to the frames, Raveau



Above—Marcel Raveau, a designer and builder of successful raceboats from the 1940s through 1960s, built four hulls for

Mercury Marine Corporation for a legendary 1957 endurance test of the company’s new 60-hp motor. Today, Raveau’s

protégé, Bob Walwork, seen here at the wheel, builds modified reproductions of Raveau’s boats.
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would wait for the glue to cure and then remove the

screws, fill the holes, and reuse those same screws to

fasten the next panel. The neighbor used the resulting

boat for many years to come.

These first boatbuilding projects inspired Raveau to

read boating journals and to further develop his skill.

Within a decade, he had given up mural painting and

gone to work at Cottrell-Spoore Boatworks, a small shop

that built racing boats and runabouts. In 1949, the company was sold to the founders of the Trojan Boat Company.

Raveau stayed on, and was instrumental in the design of a

12' family runabout built under the Trojan name. During

this time, he became attracted to the performance possibilities of small boats and left Trojan to build boats of his

own design, setting up shop at a house he built in Lindenhurst, New York. In this shop, he built utility runabouts

for a few upstate New York racers.

One of the most talked-about racing events in the

area was the annual Albany to New York Race—initiated in 1932 and covering more than 130 miles of the

Hudson River, making it the longest motorboat race in

the world at that time. Raveau had designed and built

a 15' flat-bottomed outboard-powered racing boat for

himself and in May 1947 competed in the race for the

first time. He placed 9th in his class and 19th overall.

Sixty boats had started the race, and only 32 finished.

Pleased to have finished, but not happy with his

position, Raveau committed himself to refining his

design. He paid particular attention to the bottoms of

his boats, for the running surfaces of these early racers

had to be perfectly flat. A mere fraction of an inch of

rocker would cause the boat to porpoise, while a similar

amount of hook to the bottom would suck the planing

boat to the water’s surface, robbing it of speed. Likewise, subtle changes to the curvature of the chine in

plan view would make significant differences in a boat’s

handling. While most of the competing boats were
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Marcel Raveau, a mural painter before he became a

boatbuilder and designer, developed a distinctive decorative

treatment for his hulls: A painted elliptical design running

the length of the topside panel. It became a fixture on

almost every boat he ever built.



built plank on frame, Raveau’s were plywood skinned,

glued and screwed, and their relatively light weight was

an advantage. After observing that the intense vibration and pounding of racing conditions caused screws

to back slightly out of their holes, he came to prefer

the holding power of silicon-bronze ring nails, and all

of his later boats employed these fastenings in concert

with Weldwood glue.

His refinements paid off: In 1948, a Raveau boat finished second, and in the 1949 race, in which 331 boats

entered, a Raveau finished first overall. The trend

continued in 1950 and 1951, with first-place finishes

in each of these years. Raveau’s raceboat hobby had

turned into a business, and business began to flourish

as racing enthusiasts sought him out for boats from 12'

to 16' in length.



D



uring the early years of Marcel Raveau’s lateblooming raceboat career, a young Bob Walwork was just getting his start. Boat racing was

in Walwork’s blood from the beginning. Born in 1940,

he was exposed to racing powerboats by family members. His brother-in-law, Charlie Mack, was an avid

powerboat racer who had set the record for the Albany

to New York Marathon in 1939, and that record was not

broken until 1962. Bob’s older sister Lillian—Charlie’s

wife—started racing in 1947 and set a new world record

for class B stock utilities in 1950. With Charlie and Lillian’s encouragement, Bob had started racing these

so-called utility boats.

Boat racing at the time was governed by the American Power Boat Association. The racing classes fell into

two broad categories: hydroplanes and utilities. The

hydroplanes featured stepped hulls, while utility bottoms were unstepped. In 1951, at age 11, Walwork raced

in the JU—Junior Utility—class, which was typically

powered by a 5-hp motor. He was the Northeastern

Divisional Champion for three years.

Lillian and Charlie owned Mack’s Penn Yan Marina

A Walwork-built Raveau, at speed. The original Raveau

boats had dead-flat running surfaces; Walwork introduced

a modest vee to the bottoms of his contemporary secondgeneration boats.
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located in Penn Yan, New York. They represented Evinrude Motors and Penn Yan, Chris-Craft, Century, and

Lyman boats as well as a few early fiberglass builders.

As a teenager, Bob worked at the marina and developed a lifelong love for wooden boats. In 1959, the

marina was sold and Bob’s family moved to Sarasota,

Florida.

In Florida, Bob took a job with Kiekhaefer Corporation, the manufacturer of Mercury outboard motors.

The company had a facility in Sarasota to support an

outboard racing division under the direct supervision

of Carl Kiekhaefer himself. Carl was a legend in both

auto racing and boat racing. The Mercury outboard’s

reputation was summed up in an apocryphal rhyme:

“They are fast but do not last.” Carl Kiekhaefer, on the

other hand, had a reputation for being an uncompromising entrepreneur, and he was determined to change

the public perception of his motors.

Kiekhaefer had developed a compound on the south

end of Siesta Key, which contained his winter home, a

private marina, boat sheds, and workshops. The facility

gave his team direct access to the waters of the Gulf of

Mexico for testing boats and engines. Two years before

Bob joined the team, Carl had introduced the Mark 75

Mercury outboard engine, the industry’s first

six-cylinder 60-hp outboard. Critics decried

its revolutionary design and predicted that it

would be inefficient and subject to mechanical problems. Kiekhaefer was bent on making it a huge success.

In 1957, feeling that his Siesta Key facility was too accessible to the press, Kiekhaefer dispatched a team to fly over central

Florida in an airplane, searching for a site

at which to develop a secret test facility. He

Operation Atlas was the name of the endurance

test to which Mercury Marine subjected its new

60-hp motor in 1957. The 25,000-mile nonstop run

was a public-relations bonanza for the company—

which duplicated the test shortly thereafter. This

photo is from the second marathon run.



found a secluded lake located about 30 miles southeast

of Orlando that offered sufficient privacy. He leased

the lake, which was large enough for a 5 1⁄2 -mile course

around its shoreline.

Kiekhaefer’s goal was to establish a marathon record

using the Mark 75 engines. His staff conducted extensive research on boats that might be suitable for such

an attempt. The clear winners, because of their unsurpassed racing record at the time, were the boats built

by Marcel Raveau. Although many other boatbuilders

offered their hulls free of charge, Raveau told Kiekhaefer that he could not afford to build boats for no pay,

but would sell them for a price. Kiekhaefer, unhappily,

purchased four Raveau hulls for the test.

These 15' Raveau boats (nicknamed “The Bomb”)

were each powered by a single Mark 75 engine, and

completed a 34-day endurance run called “Operation

Atlas.” It was a 25,000-mile course—equal to the circumference of the Earth—and was conducted nonstop, with driver rotation and refueling accomplished

while the boats were underway. To conclusively prove

the quality of his engines, Kiekhaefer ran the test

again, for a total distance of 50,000 miles. The test was

certified by the United States Auto Club (USAC), which

sanctioned both major automobile and marine events

during the 1950s. It was widely covered by the boating

press, and the resulting endurance record still stands to

this day.

Following Operation Atlas, Kiekhaefer purchased the

lake and its surrounding 10,000-acre property and named

it “Lake X.” It then was developed into a full test facility

including a control tower, repair shops, and docks.

The Kiekhaefer Corporation then hired Raveau to

build a series of racing boats for the newly created Outboard Pleasure Craft class (OPC). Bob Walwork was

assigned to work with Raveau in the development of the

boats. Over the next two years the pair built about a

dozen boats ranging from 13' monohull racers powered



COURTESY OF MERCURY MARINE



Bob Walwork collection



Marcel Raveau (left) and Bob Walwork display an

experimental Raveau-designed power catamaran, 1963.
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COURTESY OF MERCURY MARINE (BOTH)



Above— Lake X was the secluded Florida lake purchased

by Mercury Marine in the mid-1950s. On a five-mile

course around its perimeter, the Raveau boats ran for 34

consecutive days, slowing only to refuel and to change

drivers.



by 40-hp outboards to a 17' catamaran powered by twin

80-hp motors. They worked as a team, with Bob learning each step in the construction of the lightweight

speedsters.

The basic construction and design remained

unchanged from Raveau’s original boats: They were

framed in 3⁄4" clear spruce with plywood panels fastened

with Weldwood glue and silicon-bronze ring nails.

The decks and hull sides were 3⁄8" mahogany plywood,

while the bottom thicknesses ranged from 1⁄2" to 5⁄8".

Although they often provided a bone-jarring ride, their

dead-flat bottoms, in conjunction with their lightweight

hulls, made them skim over the tops of the waves with a

minimal wetted surface.



W



hen Raveau’s contract with Kiekhaefer expired

in late 1960, he set up shop at nearby Dixon’s

Marina on Siesta Key and began to build

boats once again. In early 1962 Walwork left Mercury

to join Raveau. Over the next couple of years, they built

about 20 boats. “The orders were sporadic. Sometimes

we would be building as many as two boats at a time,

then we would go several months without an order. It

was a hand-to-mouth operation,” Walwork said.

The boats were very similar in design to the



50,000-mile “Bomb” boats, and they excelled in marathon races like the Orange Bowl series run each year in

Miami. Typical of marathon-type races popular at the

time, the Orange Bowl Regatta, held over the Christmas–New Year’s holiday week in conjunction with the

football game, consisted of a series of races including an Around Miami Beach race and both six- and

nine-hour endurance races.

In 1963, Raveau retired at age 63 and returned to

southwestern France, to the town of Mandelieu, not

far from the seaside town of Cannes. During his retirement, Raveau built a boat for himself and a few others

for friends. His own, a 12' runabout, was powered by a

modest 10-hp motor. He also contracted with a small

builder, Volare Boats in Figueres, Spain, to build boats

to his design for the European market. They looked

identical to his original boats, with the exception of

the stern: They did not have the tumblehome typical

of most of his boats, but were more straight-sided in

the stern quarters. That venture did not succeed, and

many years later, Walwork heard of five unfinished

hulls located in a Spanish warehouse. He bought them

sight unseen and had them shipped to Florida.

Raveau and Walwork corresponded for years after

Raveau’s retirement, but their communication ended

after a late-1970s French postal strike. Raveau passed
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BOB WALWORK COLLECTION



Using the techniques and basic hull form developed by Marcel Raveau, Bob Walwork has built more than a dozen Raveau

boats in recent years, and currently has three more planned. The boats are built of plywood on spruce frames and stringers,

glued and nailed.



away sometime after that; the date is uncertain. He had

great confidence in Walwork’s abilities. “He took me

under his wing,” said Walwork, “and granted me exclusive rights to continue construction and pay a small royalty to him on each boat built.” Walwork did not market

or advertise his business, relying instead on word of

mouth, just as he and Raveau had always done. And just

as he and Raveau had experienced, orders came sporadically. By late 1965 Walwork had completed another

17 boats, but he decided that year that the unsteady

income was not practical for his family of three children, so he closed the shop. By this time Raveau boats

had set more than 50 world records.

From 1966 through 1983 Walwork worked for two

manufacturers of fiberglass boats, and in 1984 started

his own consulting firm, W.R. Walwork & Associates,

Inc. He designed and built prototypes for a number of

boat manufacturers and consulted on the designs of V

hulls, which dominated performance boats of the era.

Despite working in fiberglass, Walwork maintained

an interest in wooden boats. In 1993, he attended the

Mount Dora, Florida, Antique and Classic Boat Show

and met his old friend Gene Fleming whom he’s known

since the beginning of his racing career. Fleming

remarked that it would really be nice to see a Raveau

boat at the show. Walwork was intrigued by this vision,

but too busy to do anything about it. The following year,

he and Fleming met again at the show. “‘Now, don’t

you feel bad, Bob? You could have had a boat here,’”

Walwork recalls Fleming saying to him. “There was just

something about the way Gene said that… I knew I had

to have a boat at the next show.” And so in 1994, Bob

Walwork built a new Raveau boat—a 15-footer.

The boat was on display at the 1995 Mount Dora

show. It was essentially unchanged from those that Bob



had built under the direction of Marcel Raveau himself,

and it created a buzz. Inquiries quickly turned to orders.

Influenced by the work he had done on V hulls in his

consulting business, Bob decided to adapt a V hull for

the new Raveau boats so they’d give a more comfortable

ride than that of the earlier boats. The V hull, in addition to giving a smoother ride, also resulted in extraordinary handling. In all other aspects, however, the new

boat resembles the old.

Walwork took orders for four boats while at the

Mount Dora show, and received several more commissions over the next two years. Soon he had orders for

more than 15 boats ranging in length from 13' to over

20'. Walwork works alone and generally builds only one

boat at a time, taking a deposit with the order and billing the customer as the boat takes shape. Since that

first flurry of new orders, he’s built more than 35 boats.

In 2005, at age 65, Walwork had 17 boats on back order.

“What have I got myself into?” he recalls thinking. He

stopped taking orders for new boats.



I



n the spring of 2010, I met with Bob Walwork on the

Braden River upstream from the salt waters of the

Gulf of Mexico. Bob and his friends Charlie Cundiff and Bill King trailered in two 16' Raveaus. Charlie, who is obsessed with speed, had already owned a

14' Raveau. He kept putting larger motors on this boat

until Walwork told him, “Charlie, you’re going to come

clean out of the water and kill yourself. I’ll have to build

you a bigger boat.” Heeding Walwork’s advice, Cundiff

sold the 14-footer and is now helping to complete a new

17' boat. For our rendezvous, Cundiff towed in a boat

that belongs to Don and Linda Kubecka, which Bob

completed in 1997. It is powered by a contemporary

90-hp Yamaha.
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Bob Walwork and friends on Florida’s Braden River.



Bill King, Walwork’s dentist, is a collector with a total

of a dozen vintage sports cars and antique boats. He

had always dreamed of owning a Raveau, and due to a

recent cancellation on a boat Walwork was building, he

was able to acquire one for his collection. This would

be its first time in the water. King had purchased and

restored a vintage 1988 100-hp Mercury, which looked

terrific on the transom of the new Raveau.

At the small rural launching site, normally populated

by flats boats, pontoon boats, and aluminum fishing

skiffs, the two Raveau beauties looked like proverbial

petunias in the onion patch. They drew an admiring crowd as their fitted canvas covers were carefully

removed to expose their gleaming wooden hulls.

After the boats were launched, Walwork spent a bit



BILL JACOBS



Bob Walwork

enjoying the ride.



of time on last-minute linkage adjustments of the

restored Mercury, and soon the pair of boats moved

out into a small oxbow lake. Bob and Bill were in the

Mercury-powered boat, with Charlie running the boat

with the Yamaha. Both bows pointed skyward momentarily before quickly regaining their composure up on

a plane. I rode with photographer Tom King, Bill’s son,

in a stodgy outboard-powered fiberglass skiff.

When the boats returned to the dock, I was able to

examine them closely. They are laid out with the helm

in the center of the fluted red-leather stern seat with

room for one passenger alongside the driver. The forward cockpit can accommodate two more, but the aesthetics may suffer at least as much as the performance

with the boat so heavily burdened.

After that dockside inspection, I joined Walwork for

a hair-raising spin around the lake. While it was exhilarating, to say the least, and the G-force-inducing turns

were nothing short of impressive, the lightweight boat

felt strong and sure—though at one point I thought we

would surely outrun the length of the lake and end up

in the reeds on the far shore. It felt like going over 50

miles per hour in a Steinway piano.

Walwork currently has two nearly identical 17' boats

under construction. One is Charlie’s new 17-footer,

and the other Bob’s own. The only difference between

them is that Bob’s will have a removable deck covering

the forward cockpit. Both boats can handle up to 150

hp. Three more back orders for new boats, and three

Spanish-built Raveau restorations, remain in line after

that. What happens next is anyone’s guess. 

Bill Jacobs is a marine photographer and writer who cruises the Gulf

Coast of Florida in winter and sails on Lake Michigan out of Bailey’s

Harbor, Wisconsin, each summer.
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IN FOCUS



When not exploring the world in ALCYONE, John Sugar Flanagan and Leslie McNish run charters and

youth sail-training adventures in this 65’ schooner designed and built by Frank Prothero of Seattle,

Washington. Here, ALCYONE presses to windward in the 2006 Northwest Schooner Cup.
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HMS SURPRISE off San Diego with Coronado Island in the background, 2007. SURPRISE is a replica of the 1757 British

frigate HMS ROSE, and was launched as ROSE in 1970. As SURPRISE, she starred in the movie Master and Commander.

She is now owned and sailed by the Maritime Museum of San Diego.



Schooners and Such

Photographs and captions by Michael Berman



M



ichael Berman began his photography

education with an eye toward wildlife

photography, but when his graduate-school

professor was mauled by a grizzly bear his studies

were put on hold. During that time, he developed

a commercial photography business and turned his

attention to boats.

He’d been a sailor since age 13, and his ambition

since then had been to combine that avocation with

photography. But at the time his career was developing he was living in an area of New Jersey heavy with

motorboats and light on sail, and so over 25 years he

built a stable of commercial clients who manufactured powerboats. It wasn’t until Michael moved West,



to Port Ludlow, Washington, in 2005, that he began

to flourish as a photographer of sailboats. Since that

time, he has made studies of several subjects, including a series of color panoramic seascapes made on a

transatlantic trip in 2007. He chose schooners and

other large sailing vessels for an ongoing series of

black-and-white images titled Schooners. “I think they’re

timeless,” Michael says of these vessels. “There are

so many shapes—they’re so interesting to look at, so

beautiful.”

The images on the following pages are a selection

from Michael’s Schooners series; his Seascapes series will

be on display at The Center for Wooden Boats in Seattle

from September through December this year.  —Eds.
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Top—Rays of late-day light fall on the 140’ barkentine

GAZELA (formerly GAZELA PRIMEIRO) during the 2007 Great

Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race from Baltimore, Maryland,

to Norfolk, Virginia. From the time she was launched in 1883,

until 1969, GAZELA fished the Grand Banks from Portugal. In

1971, she came to Philadelphia as a museum ship.

Above—The 52’ schooner ADVENTURER is built to John

Alden’s MALABAR VI design. This detail of her bow is from

the 2007 Great Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race.

Left—The 68’ B.B. Crowninshield–designed 1907 schooner

MARTHA flattens a wave as she sails out of Port Townsend,

Washington, into Admiralty Inlet. After an illustrious career

as a yacht and a near-death experience when dropped during

a haulout, MARTHA has been lovingly restored and

maintained since 1996 by a foundation dedicated to her

preservation.
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Right—Hodgdon Bros. of East Boothbay, Maine, built the 127’

William Hand–designed ZODIAC in 1924. This image of her

bow was made when the schooner was anchored in Griffin

Bay, San Juan Island, Washington.

Below— PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II, the State of Maryland’s,

roving ambassador, reaches down Chesapeake Bay at 14

knots, with all sails pulling hard, during the 2007 Great

Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race.

Bottom—MARTHA (see opposite page) makes her way up

Port Townsend Bay during the 2006 Northwest Schooner Cup.



For more of Michael’s images, visit

www.michaelbermanphotography.com.
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Building PROPHET—and a life

by Joshua F. Moore

Photographs by Alison Langley



D



ifferent as they each may be, people who work

with their hands—artists, craftsmen, boatbuilders—all share one distinct characteristic: They

will not be rushed. For these creative souls, the clock is

the enemy of quality. A task is done, simply, when it is

done. Sometimes it never is.

Few people prove this point better than Tom Siske.

Though he knew nearly a half-century ago that he’d

build himself a large sailboat one day, he didn’t hurry

into a life-course that might see him heading over the

horizon. Instead, he chose a roundabout route, one



that taught him the merits of a hand-crafted product

over a mass-produced one. The boat—a small ship,

really—that he eventually created for himself is the 40'

pinky schooner PROPHET. She is spectacular in her simplicity, authenticity, and practicality, dramatic proof of

what one person can accomplish when freed from the

constraints of time.



B



ay City, Michigan—fueled by automobile factories, with the deepest bays only about 30' deep—

is hardly a place where boys foster dreams of one



Above—Built with careful attention to detail, PROPHET wouldn’t have looked out of place sailing along the coast of Maine in

the early 19th century. Her builder, Tom Siske (inset), who now lives aboard year-round, worked 10 years on the hull before

launching her in 2004.

PHOTO: Maynard Bray
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Right—Siske selected

hemp rope as gammoning

to secure the bowsprit, in

keeping with PROPHET’s

circa-1830s style.

Iron-strap gammoning

became standard only

after about 1850.

Far right—Siske installed

baggywrinkle on the

bobstay chain to prevent

chafe on the manila

anchor rode, and also on

the mooring pennant.



day sailing a pinky schooner, a type that was a work‑

horse of the Gulf of Maine coastal fisheries during

the 18th and early 19th centuries. Siske came from a

family of construction contractors, with but one boat,

a runabout, in the family as far back as anyone can

remember. They were certainly not the clan anyone

might expect to spawn a boatbuilder and sailor. And yet

even in his teens, young Tom defied both the family’s

landlubber past and the nationwide boatbuilding shift

from wood to fiberglass and built himself a 12' wooden

V‑bottomed knockabout from plans he saw in the back

of a book. “Plastic was coming in, but I just didn’t see any

interest in that,” Siske says. This small craft was enough



to let Siske enjoy the freedom and independence that

young boys crave, while the family’s construction busi‑

ness taught him the worth of a hard day spent working

with his hands.

Even at a young age, though, Siske was fascinated

by history and the arts. So instead of choosing boat‑

building as a career—“I considered that, but a fellow

said, ‘You’ll never make any money building boats’”—

or following in his father’s footsteps as a contractor, he

headed off to study fine arts at the Arts School of the

Detroit Society of Arts and Crafts (now the College of

Creative Studies). A stint in the Navy SeaBees failed to

satisfy the young man’s wanderlust, and after a visit to

Mystic Seaport in 1969, the pull of salt air proved irre‑

sistible. He and his wife at the time, Karen, moved East

in 1976.



Far left—Sweeping

bulwarks aft, ending in

a small “tombstone”

transom, are the signal

characteristic of a

traditional double-ended

pinky.



Left—A tiller made from

a curved piece of red oak

fits perfectly underneath

the mainsheet horse.
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Maynard Bray



Adapting one of America’s

oldest sailing designs



The “skull cracker club” at the jib clew is traditional

for the sail plans of pinkys. Despite its hazards during

tacks, it provides fine control over sail trim, and Siske

says he wouldn’t be without it.



A



nyone who happens upon PROPHET or one of her

sister pinkys could be forgiven for assuming that 

although such a vessel is many things—impressive, simple, historic—fast might not necessarily be

listed as a design attribute. The pinky’s full bow and

massive scantlings speak to its origins as a workboat

that demanded the ability to haul a heavy load of

fish and stand up to whatever blow the Gulf of Maine

might dish out, summer or winter. Yet these shapely

vessels owed much of their success and longevity to

their speed and windward ability as their legendary

seaworthiness.

The pinkys that inspired PROPHET, historic though

they may be, were actually the third or even fourth

generation of early New England fishing craft. Even

before the American Revolution shallops and Marblehead fishing schooners carried men out to the seemingly inexhaustible fishing grounds between the coast

and the Grand Banks. Later, Chebacco boats and dog

bodies, which were without headsails, replaced the

many vessels that had been destroyed during the war.

Speed was not much of a consideration for these early

American fishing boats, which instead emphasized



low construction cost and an easily handled rig. After

the War of 1812, however, fishermen ventured farther,

and as the voyage distances lengthened, so did boats.

Vessels that had “pinked” sterns and were fitted with

headsails and bowsprits—versions of which had been

around since early Colonial times—quickly began outnumbering Chebaccos and dogbodies.

With the opening of the mackerel fishery in the early

19th century, fishermen needed boats that could keep

pace with these huge schools of fish. Pinkys quickly

gained a reputation for their ability to drive hard to

weather. They became known as “ jiggers” as their

popularity and use coincided with the invention of the

mackerel jig on Cape Ann in 1816. “The leading reasons for the survival of the pinky were her weatherliness and seaworthiness; and many could sail quite fast,

particularly going to windward,” Howard I. Chapelle

wrote in The American Fishing Schooners 1825–1935. The

pinky’s windward ability was also appreciated when the

fishermen headed to markets in Boston—against the

prevailing southwesterlies—from the Gulf of Maine

fishing grounds.

Indeed, this period, about 1815–40, was the pinky’s

heyday. Though there had been one three-masted

pinky— SPY, a 70-footer built in Essex, Massachusetts,

in 1823—the boats were generally two-masted and in

the 40' to 55' range. They changed little throughout

the period. “Even though [pinkys] went through some

‘modernization’ during the long life of the type, the

changes were relatively small and consisted mostly of

minor improvements in deck furniture, windlasses,

steering gear, and the like,” Chapelle wrote. Sail plans

were simple, usually including just a mainsail, foresail, and jib. Later attempts to add topsails and other

more complicated sail plans were never fully accepted

because of their costs and limited usefulness. Many

pinkys came from yards in and around Cape Ann and

Like many Colonial-era hulls, pinkys were bluff-bowed,

despite which, PROPHET’s builder reports, she has a

surprisingly good turn of speed. (The short spar seen here is

the club of the furled jib.)



They settled in the tiny Maine hamlet of Albion, 25

miles inland from the legendary cruising grounds of

Penobscot Bay. Almost immediately, the artist found

himself torn between sea and shore. “There was always

a tension between living on a boat or having a homestead,” Siske says, partly because in addition to his love

of classic 18th- and early-19th-century craftsmanship he

also harbored an interest in working horses. Initially

the homestead won. Siske set about building a traditional Cape Cod–style home, and his insistence on

building everything from scratch drew attention. “I

knew Tom when he was building his house, and when
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SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, NMAH/TRANSPORTATION



Howard I. Chapelle measured a historic builder’s half model, discovered in 1937, to reconstruct the shape of a working pinky.

Markings on the model indicated that several hulls had been built from it, but PROPHET is thought to be the only vessel built

to these drawings.



Essex—where Harold Burnham (see WB No. 154) has

an enlarged version of the pinky MAINE under construction (see Currents, page 13). However, pinkys were

also frequently built at harbors from Cape Cod to Nova

Scotia, especially in Maine.

Tom Siske built PROPHET from plans that Howard

Chapelle developed from a half model discovered in

1937 in East Boothbay, Maine. Chapelle reported that

the owner believed the model had been made before

1840, and markings on it indicated that several hulls

had been built from it. Chapelle took the lines off this

model, which would produce a boat 39' 7½" LOD, and

modified the bow sections to create a slightly finer

entry. The Smithsonian plans had no table of offsets,



and Siske believes PROPHET to be the only boat ever

built to these plans.

Siske says even he has been surprised at his boat’s

performance under sail, especially when the wind pipes

up. “I’ve had 8 1⁄4 knots on a close reach, with the winds

gusting to 30 knots,” Siske says. “She’s really quite slippery; we’ve been chased by a yawl here on Penobscot

Bay, and they’ve been hard-pressed to catch us.” Siske

admits that off the wind PROPHET tends to roll, and

he says that when the winds drop below 10 knots or so,

sails lighter than the ones he built would work better if

one absolutely had a deadline to meet.

But then, he is quick to add, deadlines ought to have

—JFM

no place aboard a pinky like PROPHET. 



he needed to shingle it, of course he had to make his

own shingles. And before doing that, he had to build a

shingle-making machine,” says Jonathan Plengey, who

had a homestead of his own in nearby Freedom. “And if

he needed a tap or even a die for it, he’d make that,

rather than going up to the store to buy one. Never

mind that it might take him a week or more to do it.

Time wasn’t an issue.” When the Cape was completed,

Siske, who receives a small royalty from the umbrella

yarn-swift products he hand-crafts for discerning knitters, settled into a life of working draft horses and

building Windsor chairs.

Though he plans to build a more substantial 10’ yawlboat,

Siske has been maneuvering PROPHET into and

out of busy Maine harbors using only a Susan Skiff

powered by a British Seagull.
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DAVID POWELL



Above—Although his interest in historical accuracy even

included the construction of a red oak handspike windlass,

Siske plans to replace it with one of a continuous-pump

style, which wouldn’t have been found on working boats

before about 1850. “As much as I like this one, it’s just too

darn slow,” he says.  He’d also like to replace his 1 1⁄4” manila

rode with chain.



Top—PROPHET’s stable hull and ample deck space make her a

comfortable sailer. Above—The detailed writings of Howard

I. Chapelle provided guidance for the twin, piston-type bilge

pumps mounted on each side of the mainmast. Using a

bird’s mouth edge joint for the barrels, Siske built the pumps

in mahogany and angled the handles aft, as was typical of

pinkys of the era.



Soon enough, though, Siske’s long-stalled dreams

of building a proper boat began to recur. Though the

one small boatbuilding project he had undertaken

in Albion had ended badly—“I made the molds for a

canoe and just abandoned it,” he admits—Siske never

doubted that he could build a proper boat for himself.

“I have an insatiable appetite to make things, and a



natural ability to work with wood,” he declares. Having established a network of contacts and raw-material

suppliers through his furniture work, not to mention

a sizable group of friends and relatives he could draw

upon for muscle-power when needed, Siske was well situated to begin construction whenever he chose. “Tom

is pretty much a guy who could do anything. I think he

could probably be a brain surgeon if he really wanted

to,” says David Powell, a longtime friend and a cabinetmaker in nearby Appleton. “I had no doubt that he’d

finish the project. It was just a matter of when.”

Before he could begin, of course, Siske needed to

settle on a design. “I’m not really interested in boatbuilding, I’m interested in shipbuilding,” he says, and

therefore he delved deeply into Howard I. Chapelle’s

writings, especially The American Fishing Schooners 1825–

1935. In this study of the many types of vessels that

worked the coastal fisheries of the Gulf of Maine, he

found himself especially drawn to the pinkys. These

simple craft seemed to speak the same language as the

furniture he’d been drawn to as an artist and furniture craftsman. “I love the classic lines, and I’d really

fallen in love with the Maine Maritime Museum’s pinky

MAINE ,” Siske explains. “That tombstone stern kicked

up in the air like that—well, I just started shucking

around on it as much as I could.” Though he might

have replicated MAINE easily enough, Siske chose

instead to use lines taken off a lesser-known, circa-1840

half model that had been discovered in East Boothbay,

Maine. Siske wrote to the Smithsonian Institution for

the plans. In the summer of 1994, on borrowed land in

nearby Hope, he laid down the white oak backbone of a

40' LOD, 21-ton pinky schooner.
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Siske fabricated each of the 160-lb iron anchors in his

blacksmith shop by forging 2x3” bar stock and then

welding the palms to each end of the flukes. Virtually all

the metalwork on PROPHET was built by hand; Siske even

galvanized all of the iron hull fastenings himself.



T



o hear Siske tell it today, PROPHET’s construction over the next decade was as straightforward

and simple as the building of a plywood skiff.

To begin, he used a draft horse to twitch out the black

locust logs for PROPHET’s double-sawn frames from a

woodlot just down the road from his homestead. To

mill the stock to the right thickness, he built himself

a bandsaw mill. “I just couldn’t find one of the size

or quality that I needed,” he says. The futtocks are

trunnel-fastened to each other to make up the frame



pairs. Planking, of 1 1⁄2" hackmatack (also known as

tamarack and larch), was harvested within less than a

dozen miles of his building site in Hope and trunnelfastened below the waterline. When necessary, planks

were through-riveted with iron at the butts. White oak

for the sheer clamp and the garboard came from Viking

Lumber Company, a local housing contractor-supplier

that has its own sawmill, while the quarter-sawn white

pine decks were caulked and then filled with Jeffery’s

No. 2 black marine glue. When the time came to find

45' spruce timbers for PROPHET’s masts, Siske had to

travel only 27 miles to Tenants Harbor. Regardless of

the magnitude of the task at hand, Siske found a way

to get the project done by hand. “Sometimes furniture

students come and talk to me and ask me about using

machine tools,” he says. “But machine tools are like

buying from K-Mart, where a hand plane, for instance,

is a struggle.”

But building by hand sometimes requires lots of

hands. Siske tapped people near and far to help with

some of the heavy lifting. David Powell was one of the

first to lend a hand, helping to operate Siske’s custombuilt bandsaw to cut the bevels on the iron-hard black

locust frame futtocks. “One of the things with cutting

pieces like these is you have a changing bevel, so you



Below left—Siske says model making books proved valuable in pinning down tiny details like the sliding doors for PROPHET’s

binnacle box, which he decorated with hand-carved stars. The box is secured with hemp lashings. Below right—Using sheet

brass, he fabricated a pair of kerosene-burning binnacle lamps
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DAVID POWELL



Above—All 1,000 sq ft of

PROPHET’s working sail is of

13-oz canvas, machine-sewn

using linen thread, with hemp

boltropes. Top right inset—

Siske chose not to round-off his

wooden sheet blocks, preferring

crisp corners that “add a bit of

visual interest.” Lower right

inset—The builder steam-bent

each of the schooner’s 23

red oak mast hoops. Right—

Insisting on making everything

he possibly could, Siske forged

all of his own ironwork, from

anchors to rigging fittings.



need to keep adjusting the bevel lever as you go along,

according to marks on the stock,” Powell says. “My job

was to operate the bevel lever as Tom pushed the stock

along; I think if he’d had an extra arm, he’d have done

it all himself.”

Uwe Langmesser, who had moved to Maine from

California to study at the Rockport Apprenticeshop

(it’s now in Rockland), found himself helping to haul

PROPHET’s massive garboard planks and sheerstrakes

out of Siske’s steambox and clamp them in place. “I

always say to people who don’t know Tom that if you

took him and his shop and everything he has, and put

it all in the Smithsonian, no one would say, ‘Where the



hell is that from?’ He fits right in there,” Langmesser

says. “He demonstrates a way of living gone by. He

really lives 130 years back.” Even Siske’s brother came

out from Michigan to work on the project, helping

Siske edge-fasten the garboard to the keel with 3⁄8" galvanized drifts, an arduous task dictated by the pinky’s

bottom shape and the keel’s relatively tiny rabbet.

Throughout the construction, Siske attempted to

maintain historical accuracy—he relied heavily upon

Chapelle’s Boatbuilding, though even that occasionally “gave him a bum steer or two”—but only so long

as it didn’t interfere with practicality. With a beam of

12' and a draft of 6', the original hull allowed for the

spacious cargo hold that was critical when pinkys were

working fishing boats. Siske kept that area the same,

despite its minimal headroom, for bulk storage rather

than making adjustments to allow for more accommodations. The two wooden whiskey barrels in which he

stores drinking water are perhaps the only items that

Siske did not build himself. “He really has made everything on that boat. Nothing is off the shelf,” Powell says.

However, he didn’t go so far as to use the hemp

shrouds that the original pinkys no doubt used. Siske

had no qualms about substituting galvanized wire,

protected by parceling and serving. “I’m not creating

a museum, I’m building a boat for myself,” he says.

The wire-splicing skills he learned in the Navy served
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Above left—Pinkys were massively constructed, and PROPHET is no exception, including 5”-thick black locust frames and

3”-thick hackmatack beam shelves. Her ceiling is of 1”-thick hackmatack. PROPHET’s interior fitout is spartan. Above right—

Even during long Maine winters in Camden Harbor, the coal-fired Shipmate stove keeps things toasty in PROPHET’s fo’c’s’le—

the only place belowdecks with standing headroom.



him well on the project. He painted his topsides green

and used two coats of black for mastheads, boom and

gaff jaws and tip ends, and other rigging fittings. “She

doesn’t have a yacht finish,” Siske says. The result is the

feeling of a full-sized ship in a vessel whose 40' LOD

perhaps wouldn’t normally qualify it for the term. “He’s

a one-of-a-kind guy, and PROPHET is a one-of-a-kind

boat,” Powell says. “Every piece on it is really a piece of

art. There’s nothing like it out there.”



S



iske’s artistry and craftsmanship were finally put

to the test in June 2004—“I think it might have

been the 23rd or the 24th, but I really don’t pay

attention to that kind of thing,” Siske says—when the

hull floated off a trailer at Snow Marine Park in Rockland. Despite 10 years ashore during her construction,

PROPHET’s bilges remained practically bone-dry on

launching day and for the months that followed as Siske

began fitting out.

For some boatbuilders, fitting out can be the most

difficult period. The boat is in the water, but not yet

ready for sea. Siske, who began living aboard full-time,

approached his preparations with the same methodical

style that had seen PROPHET develop from a dream,

to plans, to construction. “It’s basically a growth process with this boat,” he says. Sails were a second-winter

project, as he had to obtain linen thread from a shoe

manufacturer in east Texas before stitching the 13-oz

WeatherMate Marine Boatshrunk canvas for PROPHET’s

1,000 sq ft of working sail. Such painstaking attention

to detail has become Siske’s hallmark. “When I first

came here to Maine, I needed to know something about

wood, and so I met Tom,” Langmesser says. “He said,

‘You can’t make wood, you go out and get it yourself in

the woods.’ That’s how he looks at life. If you don’t have

any trees, go out and plant one.”



A



full year passed before Siske installed the main

topmast to complete the rig. He’s still working

on halyards for the main topsail and fisherman

staysail, he says, which will increase the boat’s sail area

by about 40 percent. Even auxiliary propulsion remains

a work in progress. During the winter of 2010–11, Siske

was building a new 10' yawlboat, the Weston Farmer–

designed “Irreducible” lapstrake launch to be powered

by a refurbished circa-1910 Graymarine gas engine.

The yawlboat will replace a Susan Skiff, powered by a

British Seagull outboard, that has weakly nudged the

heavy schooner into Penobscot Bay ports for the past

six years.

Indeed, to stroll PROPHET’s decks and peer into her

hatches is to recognize that this is a project that may

never be truly completed. Take the fo’c’s’le, for instance:

although he had completed it by the time the boat was

launched, Siske has already reconfigured it to accommodate his coal-fired Shipmate stove and galley table,

since it’s the only space with standing headroom. Also,

he is swapping out perfectly functional, handmade

black-locust sheet blocks in favor of newer ones with

more angular edges. “These edges add a bit of visual

interest,” Siske says, stroking the newer blocks. He’s also

strengthening the bulwarks by adding inwales.

Siske has thought about taking PROPHET to southern

waters, to escape the boredom of living aboard during

a Maine winter as much as anything, but he hesitates to

commit to a firm schedule.

“I don’t pay much attention to time.” 

A regular contributor to WoodenBoat, Joshua F. Moore is a

journalist from Camden, Maine. He serves as the deputy editor of

Down East magazine and recently published the book What’s in a

Picture? Uncovering the Hidden Stories in Vintage Maine

Photographs.
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LAUNCHINGS

Edited by Karen Wales



Marrin Marine



hese pages are dedicated to sharing news of recently

launched new boats and “relaunched” (that is,

restored or substantially rebuilt) craft. Please send

color photographs of your projects to: Launchings,

WoodenBoat, P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616, or

e-mail us at [email protected].

Include the following information: (1) length on deck;

(2) beam; (3) type, class, or rig; (4) boat’s name; (5)

names and contact information (include e-mail or

phone) of designer, builder, photographer, and owner;

(6) port or place of intended use; (7) date of launching

(should be within the past year); (8) brief description of

construction or restoration.



Ralph Cohen



T



Above—MADDIE is a Marisol skiff that Mark Nelson built for daysailing

on Lake Mead near his Las Vegas, Nevada, home. She has an LOA of

12' 6" and a 4' 7" beam. Construction is okoume plywood over walnut

frames. She has a gaff rig and a bowsprit in favor of the designed

sliding gunter rig. Plans are available from The WoodenBoat Store,

www.woodenboatstore.com.



Left—Tim Marrin of Marrin Marine

in North Bay, Ontario, Canada, built

CARRIACOU, a modified Shearwater 17,

offered by Chesapeake Light Craft. This

sleek kayak has an LOA of 17' and a 23"

beam. Tim reconfigured the deck, added

several fine touches to the hull, and gave

her a lustrous finish. You can reach Marrin

Marine at www.marrinmarine.com.



Isabel Hansen



alice bergman



Below—ALBIREO (16'7" LOA, 5' beam) is a Christmas Wherry,

designed by Walter Simmons and built by John Hansen. She has

white cedar planking over white oak frames. Her plank keel,

centerboard trunk, centerboard, and rudder are meranti

plywood; all other pieces are mahogany. John rows and sails

ALBIREO in southern Michigan. Contact Simmons at

www.duck-trap.com.



Above—Ralph Cohen built this Redwing pilothouse motor cruiser

to Karl Stambaugh’s design. ZAKKENDRAGER (Dutch for “Sack

Dragger”) has an LOA of 21' and a beam of 7'6". Ralph built her

using a variety of wood types and marine plywood, plus bronze fastenings and epoxy. Power is a 20-hp Honda outboard. Home port is

Portland, Oregon. For plans, go to www.cmdboats.com.
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bill oakes



Left—AURELIA B is an Atkin flat-bottomed utility skiff that Bill Oakes

built “as designed” for his daughter and son-in-law. The boat has

a 19' 2" LOA and a 4' 6" beam. She is powered by an 8-hp Palmer

inboard. Bill’s family uses AURELIA B to explore rivers all around

Connecticut. Plans are available from Pat Atkin, [email protected].



Below—Denman Marine of Tasmania, Australia, presents LINDA

LASS, a Bay Raider 20 (19' 10" LOA, 6' 7" beam) designed by Matt



sandrine martin



Newland. Her marine plywood hull is sheathed in epoxy and ’glass.

She is fitted out in celerytop pine and Huon pine, and is rigged

with a gunter mainsail with a self-tacking jib and mizzen. Contact

Andrew Denman at www.denmanmarine.com.au.



Andrew Denman



Above—John Broderick finished this lovely wood-and-canvas

canoe after winning it in the class lottery at the close of one of

Jerry Stelmok’s canoe-building courses. The canoe (16' LOA,

36" beam) has white cedar ribs and planking and maple and

sassafras decks, cross bars, and portage brace. John paddles

his canoe near his home in Ludington, Michigan. Contact

Stelmok at www.islandfallscanoe.com.



Jack Bassett



Jon Raggett



Below—Jack Bassett built this Vertue-class cutter at his home in

Boothbay, Maine, to a design by Laurent Giles. FLYING FISH has an

LOD of 25', a 7' 3" beam, and 4' 6" draft. Her hull is cold-molded over

mahogany frames. Sails are by Nat Wilson. FLYING FISH recently

set sail for the Azores and beyond. You can reach Bassett at

[email protected].



Above—Jon Raggett designed and built VITTORIA DI

FIRENZE UNDICI to use in his daily workouts. She has an

LOA of 13' 9", a 25" beam, and weighs only 20 lbs. Jon

covered the Douglas-fir frame with heat-shrink Dacron and

outfitted the craft with Spectra line, bungee cords, and

recycled pedals. Total materials cost: $163. Contact Raggett

at [email protected].
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Glenda Smitherman



Right—KNOT-SO-FAST is a 20' mini tug that Tom Smitherman built,

based on a Glen-L design. Her hull is marine plywood over mahogany

and white oak frames, and she is outfitted with a V-berth, a seat that

folds down for a child’s berth, a sink, a propane grill, and a porta-potti.

Tom and his family use their little red tug to explore the Alabama

River and the Gulf Coast. For plans, go to www.glen-l.com.



Sue Wolfe



Bruce Hansen



Below—Bruce Hansen built this Arch Davis–designed

Penobscot 14 (14' LOA, 4' 6" beam) for his very lucky sister,

Dixie. Construction is marine plywood with mahogany and

Douglas-fir trim. Dixie enjoys rowing her boat on Muskellunge Lake in Wisconsin’s north woods. Plans are available

from Arch Davis, www.archdavisdesigns.com.



Below—Brooke Harwood’s Delaware Ducker took a 1st prize

at the 2010 WoodenBoat Show. She is a shallow-draft hunting

boat, the design descended from Delaware Bay, circa 1850.

WOOD DUCK has an LOA of 15' 3" and a 3' 10" beam. The lapstrake hull is planked in Atlantic white cedar. Brooke sails her

on the Chesapeake Bay. For plans, go to www.phillyseaport.org.



Above—Look out for THE GREAT WHITE SHARK! Wes Jones

and his grandson, David, under the guidance of Bill Thomas,

built this Rubens Nymph sailing dinghy, a Phil Bolger design.

She has an LOA of 7' 9" and a 4' 6" beam. Gary Lowell (Lowell

Boats) provided the whimsical paint job. David sails her on

the May River in South Carolina. Contact Thomas at www.

billthomaswoodworking.com.



Tracey Munson



margaret jones



Above—CINDY LOU is a balance-lug yawl that Denny Wolfe

built to Iain Oughtred’s Arctic Tern design (18' 2" LOA and

5' 4" beam). She has meranti plywood planking, sassafras

trim, garapa (Brazilian ash) floorboards, centerboard, and

rudder, and Sitka-spruce spars. Home port is Michigan’s Lake

St. Clair. Telephone Iain Oughtred (in Scotland) for plans,

01470 532732.
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...AND RELAUNCHINGS



Alec Brainerd



Right—Artisan Boatworks in Rockport, Maine, restored this Idem

sloop, designed by Clinton Crane in 1899 and built in 1900–1902.

DRAGONFLY has a 32' LOD and an 8' beam and displaces 2,200

lbs. The project entailed frame and floor timber repairs, complete

replanking with Alaska yellow cedar, and a new cockpit, mast, and

rigging. Contact Alec Brainerd at www.artisanboatworks.com.



David Cambronne



Peter Woerner



Below—John Cambronne helped his grandsons, Nick and Zack,

restore this canvas-covered duckboat. The boat has an LOA of 12'

and a 3' beam. The boys disassembled the boat and learned to use

shop machines and power tools as they helped to rebuild or restore

the boat’s plywood deck, ash stringers and deck supports, and

canvas. The whole family enjoys using the boat near their Finlayson,

Minnesota, home.



Above—Peter Woerner has given this 1921 Old Town Charles

River canoe a new lease on life. The canoe has an LOA of 17'

and a beam of 36". Restoration included some new planking, new decks, stripping and revarnishing the interior, and

recanvasing and painting the hull. Peter paddles the local

waters near his Guilford, Connecticut, home.



geoffrey wingard



Hints for taking good photos of your boat:



Above—LEGASEA is a 1955 Lyman runabout (18' LOA and

a 6' 10" beam). With help from local boatyards, Geoffrey

Wingard gave her a new transom and windshield, some new

planking, and many new fastenings. Extensive cosmetics

and a rebuild of her original 100-hp Graymarine L-head sixcylinder engine were also in order. Home port is the Scioto

River in Columbus, Ohio.



1. Please shoot to the highest resolution and largest size

possible. Send no more than five unretouched images on a

CD, and include rough prints of all images. We also accept

transparencies and high-quality prints.

2. Clean the boat. Stow fenders and extraneous gear below.

Properly ship or stow oars, and give the sails a good harbor

furl if you’re at anchor.

3.  Schedule the photo session for early, or late, in the day to

take advantage of low-angle sunlight. Avoid shooting at high

noon and on overcast days.

4. Be certain that the horizon appears level in your viewfinder.

5.  Keep the background simple and/or scenic. On a flat page,

objects in the middle distance can appear to become part of

your boat. Take care that it doesn’t sprout trees, flagpoles,

smokestacks, or additional masts and crew members.

6. Take many photos, and send us several. Include some action

shots and some of the boat at rest. For a few of the pictures,

turn the camera on its side to create a vertical format.



We enjoy learning of your work—it affirms the vitality of the wooden

boat community. Unfortunately, a lack of space prevents our publishing

all the material submitted. If you wish to have your photos returned,



please include appropriate postage. 
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TOOLS: Handy things to have when

you’re building a boat.



The

WoodenBoat



STORE

Mail Order Since 1975 • Web Orders Since 1994



Stanley

No. 60½ Low

Angle Block Plane



CLOTHING: Crewnecks, T-shirts,

caps and more.



The high-end Sweetheart line. #835-112



$99.00



Extension Divider



Rugged, long-lasting tool.



Order On-Line: www.woodenboatstore.com



#835-082 $62.95



Stanley No. 92

Shoulder Plane



Also in the Sweetheart line. #835-113



$105.00



Multi Tool



Made by Stanley Tools, of stainless steel. Includes nylon sheath.



Wooden Boats Forever! Latin Crewnecks

Super-duper heavyweights, these are made from 15oz fabric

with a 90/10 cotton/poly mix. Choose from Navy Blue or

Heather Gray. Med-XL $59.95 (XXL is $64.95) #534-L00

(Please specify size/color)



#835-115 $18.95



Wooden Mallet

Kashi wood, 3˝ diameter head.



#835-028 $28.00



Builder’s Apron



Heavy canvas duck, crisscross

quick-release shoulder straps.



#550-003 $22.95
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All-Cotton WoodenBoat Caps

Choose from Royal Blue, Sky, Tangerine, Yellow,

Terra Cotta, Nautical Red, Spruce Green, Black, Slate Blue,

Plum, and Khaki. #546-000 $14.95 (Please specify color)



Viking T-shirt

Viking proverb on the back in Red ink, and WoodenBoat

logo in Cobalt Blue ink on the front. 500-VK1 $18.95

(XXL is $21.95) SuperVike (XXXXL 58-60 is $26.95)

(Please specify size)
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BOAT PLANS: Here’s a sampling of

the 150+ plans we stock for quick

delivery to your

shop.



GEAR: For You and Your Boat

WoodenBoat Burgees

Choose from Blue, Red or

Green. #810-000

$17.50

(please

specify color)



12'8" Catspaw Dinghy

Joel White & NG Herreshoff



#400-012 $60.00



15'6" Jericho Bay

Lobster Skiff

Joel White #400-145 $90.00



Discharge Plaques

Handsome, laser-cut cherry.

Garbage #852-014 $24.50

Oil #852-015 $23.50



16' Haven 12½

Joel White #400-075 $180.00



Howda Seat



14'5" Biscayne Bay

NG Herreshoff #400-109 $75.00



Hardwood slats, green canvas.

15˝x15˝ #840-009 $69.95



Canvas Water Buckets

1½ gallon 8˝x8˝

#840-013 $10.95

3 gallon 10˝x10˝

#840-014 $12.95



Folding Grate Teak Table

Measures 20˝x 24˝, about

3/4˝ thick, and 20˝ tall.

#662-001 $109.00



18'8" Mackinaw Boat

Nelson Zimmer #400-014 $60.00



16' Shearwater

Joel White #400-058 $75.00



20' Sallee Rover

SS Crocker #400-065 $150.00



11'2" Shellback Dinghy

Joel White #400-109 $75.00



Call Toll-Free 1.800.273.7447 Shipping is Calculated When You Order



Naskeag Road, PO Box 78

Brooklin, Maine 04616 USA

1.800.273.7447



For More, Turn the Page >>
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The

WoodenBoat



STORE

Mail Order Since 1975 • Web Orders Since 1994



Order On-Line: www.woodenboatstore.com



DIGITAL PUBLICATIONS: Over



500 items as Instant Digital Downloads.



BOOKS: We carry



hundreds of titles on

boatbuilding, design,

repair, seamanship,

woodworking, and
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West Coast Hardwoods

Part II: Boatbuilding Prospects

by Richard Jagels



L



ongtime readers of this column

know that I frequently cite the Wood

Handbook as my bible for properties of

domestic North American woods. But

for West Coast hardwoods, this source

is severely deficient. In the past, this

absence of data could be justified

because the utilization of these hardwoods was so insignificant. Now, however, as conifer stands in the region

are—intentionally or unintentionally—

morphing into mixed hardwood and

softwood forests (see my column in WB

No. 218), demand for locally produced

hardwoods is in the ascendancy.

As reader Chris Allen of Portland,

Oregon, points out: “We can get wood

from all over the world at certain highend lumber yards, but the price difference between them and a local outfit

that specializes in mostly Northwest

hardwoods, cut by small-time guys, is

almost double—or worse in some cases.”

Chris is restoring a 1937, 32' Chris-Craft

double-stateroom cruiser and says he

does “not want to do a cheap-o job that

will just rot out in a few years. But I am

not a rich person.”

I have been getting letters like this

from the West Coast more frequently as

the availability of local hardwoods has

increased. Fortunately, researchers at

Oregon State University have recognized

the problem and published Hardwoods

of the Pacific Northwest (by S.S. Niemiec,

G.R. Ahrens, S. Willits, and D.E. Hibbs;

Research Contribution 8, Forest Research

Laboratory, Oregon State University,

1995). This 115-page document can be

downloaded at http://nowic.oregonstate.

edu/pubs/hardwoods-pnw.pdf or ordered

from the Forestry Publications Office,

Oregon State University, Forest Research

Laboratory, Corvallis, OR 97331–7401.

Much of the information contained

in this document covers topics such as

growing stock, forest inventory, tree

biology, ecology, stand management,

genetics, etc. While this information

may be interesting to WoodenBoat readers, within the confines of this column

I have focused on wood properties of

importance in boatbuilding.

The table published here lists ten

Northwestern woods, listed in bold

face, and compares them with some

Eastern hardwoods that are more

familiar to many boatbuilders. I have

rearranged, added, and subtracted



Average mechanical properties for Northwestern (boldface) and some 

comparable Eastern hardwood species, at moisture content of 21%.

Species 







MOR 1 

lb/in2 









MOE 2 

Side Impact 3 Shear Specific Decay

lb/in2 Hardness Bending lb/in2 Gravity Resistance

(x 106) 

(lb) 

(in)



Black















































cottonwood.............. 8,300......... 1.26............ 350................22............1,020.......... 0.35........nondurable

Aspen............................ 8,400..........1.18............. 350................21..............850........... 0.38........nondurable

Red alder.....................9,800......... 1.38............ 590................20............1,080......... 0.41........nondurable

Yellow poplar.............10,100......... 1.58............ 540................24............ 1,190.......... 0.42........nondurable

Bigleaf maple......... 10,700........ 1.45............. 850................28............1,730......... 0.48........nondurable

Sugar maple.............. 15,800........ 1.83...........1,450...............39............2,330......... 0.63........nondurable

Giant chinkapin..... 10,700........ 1.24............. 730................30............1,260......... 0.48........low /moderate

Cherry . ....................... 12,300........ 1.49............. 950................29............1,700......... 0.50........resistant

California laurel..... 8,000......... 0.94...........1,270...............31............1,860......... 0.55........nondurable

Oregon ash...............12,700........ 1.36...........1,160...............33................................ 0.55........nondurable

White ash................... 15,000........ 1.74............1,320...............43............ 1,910.......... 0.60........nondurable

California

black oak.....................8,700......... 0.99...........1,100...............16............1,470.......... 0.57........nondurable

Northern

red oak........................ 14,300........ 1.82.......... 1,290...............43............1,780......... 0.63........low durability

Pacific madrone.... 10,400........ 1.23.......... 1,460...............23............1,810.......... 0.65........nondurable

Tanoak....................... 16,300........ 1.80...........1,410.............. NA............2,180.......... 0.66........nondurable

White oak................... 15,200........ 1.78........... 1,360...............37............2,000......... 0.68........resistant

Oregon

white oak.................. 10,300........ 1.10........... 1,660...............29............2,020......... 0.72........resistant

Black locust............... 19,400........ 2.05...........1,700...............57............2,480......... 0.69........very resistant



1 MOR—modulus of rupture: strength measurement of the load required to break a test sample.

2 MOE—modulus of elasticity: stiffness measurement.

3 Impact Bending—drop distance in inches for a 50-lb hammer to break sample.



data from Table 3 in appendix 1 of

Hardwoods of the Pacific Northwest. Why

only ten hardwoods? Because the few

other hardwood trees in the Northwest

are too small or too rare to have been

included. A few others, such as California sycamore, valley oak, and California

walnut are West Coast species but occur

a bit too far south for the authors to

have included them. But these are not

serious omissions for us, since the first

two woods are too weak and brittle to

be of much value to boatbuilders and

the walnut is so scarce and valuable it is

beyond the reach of most boatbuilders.

Let’s now consider each of the ten woods

and assess its value for boatbuilding.

• Black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) has wood properties like aspen

and other woods in the Populus genus.

In fact, black cottonwood hybridizes

with some Western aspens. Like aspen,

the wood is of little value to boatbuilders, with the possible exception of core

stock in constructions sealed in ’glass

and epoxy. At a specific gravity of 0.35,

it is just slightly heavier than cedars but

lacks their decay resistance.



• Red alder (Alnus rubra) has properties similar to yellow poplar, and therefore could be used for wood-epoxy

construction or for boats that will be

transported routinely by trailer and

stored under cover. The wood has a nice

pale, reddish-brown color that darkens

with age. It is easy to work using hand

and power tools and glues well. It is

probably the most utilized hardwood

in the Pacific Northwest—for furniture,

plywood, and waferboard.

• Bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum)

is significantly weaker and less dense

than its Eastern cousin, sugar maple.

In wood properties, it is more like our

Eastern swamp maples—red and silver.

It lacks decay resistance but might be

used for oars, paddles, and boat trim

not exposed to the weather.

• Giant chinkapin (Castanopsis chrysophylla) also known as golden chinkapin,

is an evergreen member of the beech

family. It is a relatively uncommon, minor

species in the region, and as a consequence its wood properties have not

been well studied. Heartwood durability has been rated as either nondurable
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or moderately durable, depending on

the authority. Its mechanical properties

and density are similar to bigleaf maple.

Because of its rarity, this is an unlikely

boatbuilding wood.

• California laurel (Umbellularia california)

is easily dried, glues well, and produces

a beautiful finish. These properties

endear it to wood turners and the

woodenware and paneling industries.

As a high-priced, nondurable wood,

its value for boatbuilding would be

primarily for interior joinerwork—

where expense was no barrier.

• Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia) is similar to Eastern white ash (Fraxinus americana) but with strength properties closer

to weaker black or brown ash (Fraxinus

nigra). Oregon ash from more open sites

with well-drained soils, where growth

rate is more rapid, should produce the

strongest wood. Unfortunately, much

of the timber is found on heavy, poorly

drained soils where growth rate is quite

slow. Like its Eastern cousin, Oregon ash

lacks decay resistance but should be a

good wood for steam-bending.

• California black oak (Quercus kelloggii), like other members of the “red oak”

group, lacks decay resistance. For its

weight, it is relatively weak (compare it

with Northern red oak in the table). It is



not any stronger than aspen, but considerably heavier. I would not recommend

this wood for structural parts in a boat.

• Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesii)

can develop clear, straight stems under

the right conditions, but on low-quality

sites it produces small, multi-stemmed

trees. The wood is hard, heavy, and

strong, and although it is difficult to dry

it ranks high for machining properties,

bonds well with various adhesives, and

finishes easily. Its nondurability, however, limits its usefulness for boatbuilding except for situations where the wood

is sealed against moisture intrusion.

• Tanoak (Lithocarpus densiflorus), an

evergreen member of the beech family,

is noted for its hard, abrasion-resistant,

stiff wood which has good bending

strength. But like Pacific madrone, it

lacks decay resistance.

• Oregon white oak (Quercus garryana)

is the most promising Pacific Northwest

wood for boatbuilding. Although it is

slightly heavier and weaker than the

Eastern white oak (Quercus alba), it has

properties similar to some other Eastern white oaks such as bur oak (Quercus

macrocarpa). Like other white oaks, it

has decay resistance, and untreated

fence posts lasted 18 years in tests conducted by OSU.



SINCERITY



I have added black locust (Robinia

pseudoacacia) to the table because it is

planted extensively in the West, often

on relatively dry sites, and it has naturalized in places. In some cases, it seems

to produce straighter timber than in its

native range east of the Mississippi.

In general, the ring-porous Pacific

Northwestern woods (oak and ash)

seem to be weaker than their Eastern

cousins. This may be a consequence

of harvesting trees mostly from oldgrowth forests, in which growth rate is

very slow. When the new settlers first

harvested ashes and oaks in New England during Colonial times and built

boats from these woods, they found

them to be weaker than those built with

English open-grown oak. As secondgrowth, faster-growing trees were harvested in later centuries, this difference

disappeared. As stands in the Pacific

Northwest get opened up, regenerating

ashes and oaks may produce stronger

wood.

Dr. Richard Jagels is an emeritus professor of

forest biology at the University of Maine,

Orono. Please send correspondence to Dr.

Jagels by mail to the care of WoodenBoat, or

via e-mail to Editorial Assistant Robin

Jettinghoff, robin@woodenboat.com.



88' Classic Baglietto 1928



Sincerity is a unique post-war classic. Built by the famous Baglietto Shipyard in 1928, she has been kept close to the original

and remains in very good shape. Full length teak planks on oak frames, rich mahogany paneling with exquisite marquetry in a

comfortably designed interior featuring 3 well appointed guest cabins. Sincerity is without doubt the most beautiful Italian built

classic sailing yacht afloat, a joy to sail and truly a Vincenzo Baglietto masterpiece. US import duty paid.



• More images of Sincerity can be seen at www.sailingyachtsincerity.com •

Contact: Bill Morong, Listing Agent Ph: 207-236-2383 Email: [email protected]
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DESIGNS



The ICW 48

Eider



Particulars

LOA 

LWL 

Beam 

Draft (cb up) 

(cb down) 

Displacement 

Sail area 



A trailerable

Dick Newick

sloop

monohull

Design by

Commentary

by

Robert

Sam

Devlin

W. Stephens



17' 4"

15' 5"

8' 0"

1' 8"

3' 0"

1,640 lbs

158 sq ft



Commentary by

Mike O’Brien



W



e can build this trailerable 17'

plywood sloop in the backyard,

sail it just about anywhere within

reason, and keep it in the garage.

Sam Devlin’s plans for Eider

are brand new, yet his drawings

describe a well-proven concept.

Three decades ago, newly in business, the young designer-builder

needed an appealing boat of this

size to “bring a bit of regularity to

our rather spotty and erratic cash

flow.” He built the first Eider to

informal drawings intended only for

his own use. The little sloop proved

well liked, and eventually about a

dozen came from his shop. All of

them, we’re told, are still sailing

and “much loved” by their owners.

Eventually Devlin moved on to find

success with other, mostly larger,

designs. Occupied with the business

of life, he never took the time to

draw finished plans for Eider.

Now in middle age, he has come

fully about: “I still see some of those

little boats sailing, and the sight



always brings memories of a far simpler day…. I decided to go back to

the drawing board and apply myself

to the concept, but now backed with

years of experience.” The result: a

complete set of building plans for a

new Eider.

Devlin is considered by many to

be the father of modern stitch-andglue construction, and we’ll use that

technique to build the hull for this

little sloop. In simple terms, we’ll cut

panels of ½" -thick scarfed-together

plywood to “expanded” shapes supplied by the designer. We’ll then

stitch together these five panels with

wire ties passed through tiny holes

drilled along their perimeters. Devlin now suggests that staples might

be employed as well to save time. No

chine logs, no real beveling…experience with boatbuilding will help, but

it’s not absolutely necessary here.

As the hull rests upside down,

we’ll tab the inside seams with 3"

squares of biaxial fiberglass cloth

set in epoxy over wood-flour/epoxy



fillets to “lock everything together.”

By the end of the third day, a nicely

shaped hull should sit happily in the

middle of our shop floor. But we

won’t want to launch it just yet.

After a good night’s rest, we’ll

remove the wire ties. Then we’ll fill

the exterior seams and cover them

with layers of epoxy-saturated ’glass

tape. The entire exterior of the hull

will be covered with fiberglass cloth.

After the hull has been turned rightside up, we’ll form epoxy fillets in

all interior seams. Then we’ll apply

layers of epoxy-saturated tape over

them. Finally comes plenty of fairing and smoothing—simple, laborintensive, and dirty work. If we hang

tough, the result will be a light,

strong, perpetually leak-free hull of

yacht finish.

Devlin gave this hull moderate

deadrise, and it has enough bottom

to lean on in a fair breeze. Those

nice convex curves in the sections at

the forefoot will take shape naturally

as we stitch together the plywood
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Eider, a sloop of strong personality, shows plenty of shape and a pleasant sheerline. The plain accommodations border on spartan,

yet this little cruiser offers good comfort.



panels…no need to worry about

them. A fair amount of rocker (convex longitudinal curvature) to the

bottom should ensure that Eider

will come about quickly, and it will
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help her manners in rough water.

The strongly raked or “flared” sides

will provide increased secondary stability, and most of us will like their

appearance.



The house settles in nicely without harming Eider’s style. Its sides

extend forward beyond the top,

which visually reduces the structure’s height. This configuration will



DESIGNS



Stitch-and-glue construction, pioneered by designer Sam Devlin, results in a strong, leak-free hull. Epoxy fillets and fiberglass

tape join precut plywood panels. First-time builders will find the process friendly.



add to our security when we work

at the mast while under sail. It also

might keep dropped tools, sand

wiches, and small pets from washing

over the side. Let’s be certain to cut

in the scuppers along the bottom

edges of the extended sides before

installing them on the boat. Build

ers occasionally forget this and have

to make the cuts in situ, which can

be tricky. I speak from unpleasant

experience.

Devlin kept Eider’s accommoda

tions simple, absolutely simple. Upon

entering the cabin, we’ll find a flat

sole interrupted only by the center

board trunk. That’s it. Some manu

facturers of stock boats squeeze in at

least two berths, a galley, and a head

aboard boats of this volume. The

miniature multipurpose furniture

tends to look all right on the show

room floor, but under sail it morphs

into dysfunctional inconvenience.

After considerable debate with him

self, Devlin specified a self-bailing

cockpit so that Eider can remain

happily unattended at her moor

ing during the rainy seasons. He

does acknowledge that a non-selfbailing cockpit could be deeper and

more comfortable. And he allows that



rowing out to pump the bilges dry

might offer beneficial exercise.

With the mast pivoting in a tab

ernacle, Eider’s straightforward

gaff-sloop rig will set up quickly.

When the breeze comes on, reefing

the modest mainsail will prove easy

enough. We will need to bring the

headsail around every time we tack.

The designer agrees that it can be

made self-tending, but he prefers

the current setup: “I don’t mind

tacking a jib, and the extra efficiency

of a properly sheeted jib is not to be

discounted.”

Devlin added a bowsprit to this

new design: “All is not just about

efficiency these days. Sailing a boat

that looks a bit whimsical is part

of the appeal.” The bowsprit will

spread the base of the sail plan and

help to keep the geometric cen

ter low. Let’s remember to protect

anchor lines and mooring pennants

from chafing by the bobstay. In addi

tion, that taut chain bobstay could

get in the way as we haul Eider onto

her trailer. A quick-release shackle

might be in order here…so long

as we’re careful to secure it before

setting sail.

Eider’s shallow hull and pivoting



centerboard will allow her to sail

over the flats and slide easily up the

beach or onto her trailer when the

day is done…at least they would if

the rudder weren’t so deep. Those

of us who sail across paper-thin water

might want to fit her with a kick-up

rudder blade, but the designer him

self prefers the “solid feel” of a fixed

rudder blade.

Devlin holds fond memories of

his old Eider, and he seems to like

this new design: “If the evening

wind dies, I really don’t need to

light up the little outboard for the

run home. I can just toss out the

hook and have a drink and a good

cigar, while contemplating the day’s

adventures. Later some dinner, a bit

of time with a nice book, and early

to bed.”

So there you have it, a good little

boat that will prove easy to build,

inexpensive to keep, and fun to sail.

And she’ll look fine all the while.

Mike O’Brien is boat design editor for

WoodenBoat.

Plans, kits, and completed boats are available

from Devlin Designing Boatbuilders, 2424

Gravelly Beach Loop N.W., Olympia, WA

98502; 360–866–0164; www.devlinboat.com.
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The Travel Journals

of Tappan Adney

The Travel Journals of Tappan Adney, 1887–1890. Edited

by C. Ted Behne. Goose Lane Editions, Suite 330, 500

Beaverbrook Ct., Fredericton, NB Canada E3B 5X4. 157

pp., $16.95. Available from the WoodenBoat Store.



Reviewed by Jerry Stelmok



A



nyone familiar with the accurate, detailed, and

expansive treatment of aboriginal bark canoes in

Edwin Tappan Adney and Howard Chapelle’s The Bark

Canoes and Skin Boats of North America, or who has marveled at the collection of 110 exquisite canoe models

at The Mariners’ Museum in Newport News, Virginia,

needs no introduction to Adney. This work alone is sufficient to establish Adney’s credentials as a man of great

accomplishment, and he has long been recognized as

practically singlehandedly rescuing the craft and culture of the bark canoe from fading into virtual extinction. This would include not only the cataloging of the

vast array of regional canoes across the continent, but

also the tools and building techniques employed in

their construction.

The Travel Journals of Tappan Adney, 1887–1890 provides us with an account in Adney’s own words of a lifechanging trip to Woodstock, New Brunswick, taken in

his late teens.

When Adney stepped off the coach in Woodstock for

a brief visit with friends, including a young woman who

would eventually become his wife, he exhibited all the

earmarks of a cultured, prep-school-educated scholar,

who was scheduled to enter Columbia College (now

Columbia University) in the fall. Woodstock is situated

on the St. John River, and in 1887 the town was perched

at the edge of civilization, hard by a vast stretch of forested wilderness that harbored moose, black bear, and

even woodland caribou; there were isolated logging

operations, and, more important, there were settlements

and encampments of Maliseet Indians.
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Being a fit young man of high spirits, natural curiosity,

and a strong sense of adventure, Adney soon fell under

the spell of the land, various local woodsmen and hunters, and a skilled Maliseet canoe builder named Peter

Joseph. Adney’s planned stay of a few weeks morphed

into a two-year sojourn in this enthralling country, and

he abandoned his intentions of enrolling at Columbia.

For better and for worse, this decision set the course

Adney would follow through life. On the positive side,

it turned the young man into an exceptional woodsman, and instilled in him an obsession with the lifestyle of the woodland Native Americans, their canoes

and canoe building, their languages, as well as a strong

sense of the injustices they suffered at the hands of

their dominant Caucasian neighbors and the provincial
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and federal governments. On the negative side, these

disciplines and issues more or less consumed him over

the course of his lifetime, and eroded his ability to concentrate on matters such as earning a living—which he

might easily have accomplished with his sharp intellect,

artistic talent, and early connections. As a result, Adney

and his wife, Minnie, lived much of their life in tight

financial straits, if not actual poverty.

The book’s editor, Ted Behne, an accomplished

builder of bark canoe models himself, has taken the

original journal from this formative era in Adney’s life,

provided an enlightening introduction, and annotated

the original text to clarify terms, place names, and

colloquialisms that might prove perplexing to today’s

reader—and then, thoughtfully, left it alone.

The 1887–1890 journal is not a day-to-day diary, but

it offers a candid insight into a young man’s excitement

in discovering the mysteries, hardships, and rewards

of traveling through and living in the Canadian woods

alongside seasoned hunters, loggers, and rivermen.

The professionally executed sketches and maps nicely

illustrate these adventures and attest to Adney’s talent

as a promising artist.

His careful descriptions and sketches of the various

snowshoe types and bindings in the region are precursors of the careful documentation he would provide in

the future of the various canoe styles that still existed

across the continent—at least in the memories of the

last generation of native builders.

Included in the journal are two accounts of hunting

the elusive woodland caribou, one with Peter Joe, that

paint a colorful picture of the adventure, hardship, work,

and frequent disappointment that could characterize

such a casually planned excursion into the frozen woods.

Just as arduous was another seat-of-the-pants trip

with Minnie’s brother, Humboldt Sharp, by canoe into

the wilderness area comprising the Sqautook (Squatec)

Lakes watershed in late September. After having “the

girls” sew up a 6'-square tent, purchasing a “fairly good”

bark canoe, and provisioning themselves with bread,

biscuits, tea, sugar, and pork, they boarded a train for

their “ jumping off” point on the Madawaska River. The

pair didn’t forget to bring Hum’s large dog “Purps” and



a pair of shotguns, but things like raingear and accurate maps were not really considered necessary.

The trip became a slog through alder-choked, rainsoaked brooks, transits across lovely lakes, and hairraising descents down steep, rocky, whitewater rivers.

Fortunately the travelers were young and tough and

buoyed by their sense of high adventure, and grouse

were plentiful enough to fill in the widening gaps

in their provision pack. Youth, adrenalin, and luck

assisted them through the trip, compensating for any

inexperience or lack of judgment that might have sunk

less-determined paddlers.

It’s the kind of trip many of us took on in our early

days, just as ill-prepared and even less skilled than

young Adney and Sharp, and somehow survived. Having reached our destinations more or less intact, we

have never forgotten these exploits.

The whole of the experience as presented in the journal makes it easier to understand how this obsession got

into Adney’s blood, and how it led him down a path

of major accomplishment, sporadic recognition, and

great financial hardship. But most of these triumphs

and tribulations lay well ahead in Adney’s future at the

time of the journal, and the unpretentious accounts

within can be enjoyed for what they are: exuberant, colorful impressions of a young man’s coming of age in the

north woods.

Doing business as Island Falls Canoe, Jerry Stelmok builds cedarand-canvas canoes in Atkinson, Maine.
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Inconspicuous

Boat-Cover

Batten Sockets



Offering degrees in traditional

and contemporary wooden

boat building and courses

in sailmaking, rigging, boat

design and welding. Located

on the Puget Sound at the edge

of the Olympic National Park.
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uch time and thought goes into the design and

construction of a good rowing or sailing dinghy.

Getting the placement of seats, stretchers, risers, and

oarlock heights just right for comfortable rowing, locating the centerboard trunk so she balances correctly

under sail, and making sure that every plank line and

curve is fair and satisfying to the eye are some of the

considerations that come to mind. Often it seems that

less effort goes into protecting all that careful work during the larger percentage of time when the boat is not

actually being used.

If the boat is to be stored right-side up, which is preferable both from a structural standpoint and for ease

of launching, a proper cover becomes a necessity to prevent accumulation of rainwater and to keep the sun’s

ultraviolet radiation from breaking down the finish.

That proper cover needs to be supported in the open

middle part of the boat to enable it to shed rainwater,

which leads us to the subject of this review.
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Usual practice has been to use fairly thin, springy

battens or bows made of ash, restrained at their ends

at or near sheer height and bowed up in the middle to

support the cover. Until recently, the usual means of

restraining the ends has been a cast metal rectangular socket which fastened to the inwales and accepted

the ends of the bows. This approach has never been

entirely satisfactory; the socket’s placement on the

inboard face of the inwale mandates that the outboard

ends of the bows lie below the sheer, allowing a trough

to form along the outboard edge of the cover in which

rainwater can collect, to the eventual detriment of the

cover itself. Also, the metal sockets aren’t particularly

user-friendly if one happens to lean against or bump

them with an elbow, and their visual presence breaks

the otherwise fair sweep of the inwale.

All of these considerations were rattling around in

the background at the 2009 WoodenBoat Show when

our shop had just finished building a 12' Columbiamodel dinghy for the NY 50 sloop SPARTAN (see page

58); we were going to need a cover for it, and a means

of supporting the cover. The light bulb went on as we

stopped to chat with Carter Richardson of East Passage Boatwrights. At their booth was a lovely Columbiamodel dinghy that Carter had built, with cover bows in

place, their ends inserted into cast-bronze sockets with

pins that inserted into the oarlock sockets. The idea was

simple, elegant, and free of all the objectionable traits

of the inwale-mounted sockets. Their placement on the

oarlock pad puts them above the sheer; when removed

there is nothing to bump against or to disturb the eye,

nor are there any fastenings to potentially split the

inwale. Their only slight disadvantage is that they could

be misplaced, which is easily avoided with a length of

light line.

Bill Mills is proprietor of Stonington Boat Works in Stonington,

Connecticut. In addition to his long experience in construction and

restoration, he has built custom hardware and fabrications.

The price of these dinghy-cover batten sockets is $95.00 per pair.

Carter Richardson and his partners Seth Hagen and Nick Eide can

be reached at East Passage Boatwrights, 257 Franklin St. No. 8,

Bristol, RI 02809; 401–253–5535; www.epbws.com.
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The BoaT School

Eastport, Maine



One of America’s oldest
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Technology School

For information contact

Caryn Vinson

The Boat School

16 Deep Cove Road
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[email protected]
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Apply today
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MARIETTE &

The Herreshoff

Schooners

MARIETTE & The Herreshoff Schooners, by Jacques

Taglang, with contributions by Maynard Bray, Louis

Boudreau, John Lammerts van Bueren, Thomas Eaton,

Christopher Gartner, Llewellyn Howland III, Luigi

Lang, Claas van der Linde, Jonathan Money, Erik Pascoli, and Charles Wroe. LTY Yachting Editions, c/o

GMT Edizioni, Via B. Chighizola 34B R-I16147 Genova,

Italy. 534 pp., illus, slipcased drawings. $295.



Reviewed by John Rousmaniere



A



t first glance this is one very fine book about only

one very fine yacht, the 95-year-old 138' Herreshoff

schooner MARIETTE, restored in what one of the authors

calls a “two-pronged lifesaving operation.” The main

figure is the yacht’s 16th owner, Tom Perkins. It says

something about the people who have owned Herreshoff schooners that he was MARIETTE’s first owner

who was enough of a sailor to steer her competently.

Perkins said he bought her (and renamed her Mariette of 1915) because he was “bored with smaller

boats.”

There is much here—much history, much technical information, and many, many photographs, plans,

and paintings. In fact there’s too much for one book,

even one of 534 pages, and as a result the organization

sometimes is a little puzzling; MARIETTE’s particulars,
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for example, don’t appear until well into the volume.

A separate companion folder contains 45 large plans,

contracts, illustrations, or other documents pertaining to Mariette and the other Herreshoff schooners,

including two designs that never came to fruition—a

161' two-master for Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany, and

a three-master for Harold Vanderbilt with the apparent

intention of sailing around the world.

So this is a lot more than the story of one vessel. Here

is an encyclopedia of all 19 Herreshoff schooners. The

superstars are the nine steel schooners between 120' and

162' overall, the largest of which, KATOURA , defined

the extreme outer limit of a yacht a century ago. She

was so huge, in fact, that her mainmast was borrowed

from the biggest AMERICA’s Cup boat ever, Reliance.

So out of all proportion are these schooners that I’ve

always found it hard to consider them real boats—that is,

boats I might sail. On page 331 of the book, Llewellyn

(aka Louie) Howland, in another of his delicious essays,

hints at having the same problem when he describes the

typical Herreshoff schooner sail plan as “a divided rig

on steroids.” True enough: just because that monument

to modern chemicals Jose Canseco wore a uniform and

swung a bat, it doesn’t mean he really was a ball player.

My emotional detachment from the Herreshoff

schooners is somewhat qualified, for two reasons. The

first is that KATOURA’s owner, Robert E. Tod, asked

Capt. Nat to build him a sailboat to carry in the davits

so he could do a little harbor cruising. That little vessel evolved into one of the most successful small boats

ever built, the Herreshoff 12½, the parent of the evenmore-popular Bullseye. The other reason why the Herreshoff schooners are, in the end, approachable is that

one of my relatives owned one. Granted, she was among

the smaller of the breed, the 76' LOA composite-built

QUEEN MAB (formerly Harold Vanderbilt’s Bermuda

Race winner VAGRANT) that a great-uncle, James B.

Ayer, had in the 1920s. My father used to talk about her,

and I once crawled around her when she was tied up

in California. Otherwise, the world of the Herreshoff

schooners seems out of reach.

But maybe that’s what was intended by the men who

paid for them. Louie Howland gets into that spirit when

he titles his essay “American Yachting Cathedrals”—

words probably inspired by Samuel Eliot Morison’s

notion that the architects of both clipper ships and

Gothic cathedrals shared the capacity to make “visions

transcending human experience, with the power to

transmute them into reality.” So let us add Nathanael

Greene and John Brown Herreshoff to the roster of

great creators of great objects.

The main author of this memorable publication,

Jacques Taglang, has been recognized as a master of

the history of great yachts ever since he and François

Chevalier produced their stunning AMERICA’s Cup Yacht

Designs, 1851–1986. Jacques knows as well as anybody

that a boat is not just a physical object, but also the stuff

of dreams and dedication and a lot of human sweat—

but here, as in his other books, his primary focus is on

the boats themselves. Ironically, it seems that Capt. Nat

didn’t have much respect for schooners, thinking their



The Maryland

Boatbuilders and

Dealers Expo!

Boats of all kinds built by

Maryland’s best!

Also features boats from

Delmarva dealers!
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Sailwinds Park in Cambridge, Maryland



For details call: 410.228.4800



www.marylandboatbuildersanddealers.com



(207) 236-3561 www.gambellandhunter.net
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rigs overcomplicated and inefficient. The Herreshoffs,

nevertheless, were not in the yacht-building business

out of concern for aerodynamic purity. When they went

into sailboat construction full-time in the early 1890s

and attracted the attention of E.D. Morgan, his cousin

J.P., and other rich yachtsmen of the New York Yacht

Club to build AMERICA’s Cup defenders, the next step

inevitably was to turn out the new millionaire yachtsman’s

fad, which was big steel schooners.

As an encyclopedia, this book is many things, but its

overarching theme, read through the stories of MARIETTE and other yachts as told by their sailors and historians, is the pre-eminence of the astonishing Herreshoff

brothers and their remarkable system. Today, 95 years

after the death of J.B., the blind manager of the Herreshoff Manufacturing Company, and 72 years after the

passing of his younger brother Capt. Nat, the boats they

built and the methods they used remain crucial to our

pastime.

I run across their traces all the time in my own professional work. None of the yacht clubs whose histories

I’ve written—Fishers Island, New York, and Shelter

Island—would be what it was and what it is without Bristol. Fishers has had two Herreshoff classes and many of

their custom boats (including one of the schooners).

New York’s connection with Bristol is so famously incestuous that I’ll say just two words: “Universal Rule.” And

then there is the Shelter Island Yacht Club. J.B. was a

member; one of the brothers’ most revolutionary boats,

DILEMMA, raced there for years; and the Maxwell family’s

great schooner QUEEN was sometimes moored there.

Today, Dering Harbor, on which the club is sited, is the

home of some 60 Herreshoff 12½s. Rufus Murray, a key

figure at the legendary Henry B. Nevins Yacht Yard on

City Island, New York, was an alumnus of the Herreshoff

yard. According to Olin Stephens he was “unparalleled in

his knowledge of the nature of wood and how it should

be put together and fastened to form a yacht hull.”

All this authority and admiration is a thread running

through this extraordinary book. As much as I admire

MARIETTE & The Herreshoff Schooners, sometimes I was a

little taken aback when the writers took flight with what

an elderly aunt of mine would call “too much of a muchness.” It really isn’t necessary to tell us that MARIETTE is

“the perfect reference for a classic yacht in the 21st century” and “the most famous schooner of all time.” (So,

where does AMERICA stack up?) The many fine images

and words here make all that clear enough. But such

comments do say a lot about the enthusiasm that great

yachts can inspire. If lovers wear their hearts on their

sleeves, yachting writers wear theirs on their pages.

John Rousmaniere’s books include The New York Yacht Club: A

History, 1844–2008; In a Class by Herself: The Yawl BOLERO;

Passion for Craftsmanship; and The Low Black Schooner:

Yacht AMERICA , 1851–1945.

Contact LT Yachting Editions at www.ltyachting.com. Books are

available in the United States from Howland and Co., 100 Rockwood

St., Jamaica Plain, MA 02130; 617–522–5281; or from Columbia

Trading Co., 1022 Main St., West Barnstable, MA 02668; 508–

362–1500; www.columbiatrading.com.



Books Received

Legacy of a Ship Model: Examining HMS PRINCESS

ROYAL 1773, by Rob Napier. Published by SeaWatch

Books, 19 Sea Watch Place, Florence, OR 97439, www.

seawatchbooks.com. 210 pp., hardcover, $58. ISBN:

978–0–9820579–6–4. A thorough exploration of the anatomy of this nearly 230-year-old ship model, now housed at

the United States Naval Academy in Annapolis; hundreds

of detailed photographs will be of great use to modelers of

historic vessels.

Shipwrecked: Tang Treasures and Monsoon Winds, edited

by Regina Krahl, et al. Published by Smithsonian Books,

Smithsonian Institution, 600 Maryland Ave. S.W., Suite

6001, Washington, DC 20024. 288 pp, hardcover, $65.

ISBN: 978–1–58834–305–5. In 1998, divers off the coast of

Belitung in the Java Sea discovered some bowls that were part

of a wreck of an Arab dhow that sank 1,200 years ago; this

book is a companion catalog to the museum exhibition of the

remarkably intact precious cargo of this ancient vessel.

17th and 18th Century Ship Models from the Kriegstein Collection, by Arnold and Henry Kriegstein, second edition. Published by SeaWatchBooks, 19 Sea Watch Place,

Florence, OR 97439, www.seawatchbooks.com. 170 pp.,

hardcover, $85. ISBN: 978–0–9820579–7–1. The ship

model collection of these brothers has been described as one of

the largest and finest in private hands; each chapter focuses

on one particular model, with pictures, a history of the model

and its ship, a description of the construction and condition

of the model.

Classic Moreton Bay Cruisers: A Collection of Australian

Wooden Boats, by Andrew Harper, second edition.

Published by A.E. Harper & Associates Pty Ltd, P.O.

Box 249, Spring Hill, QLD 4004 Australia, www.classic

moretonbaycruisers.com. 468 pp., hardcover, AUS$99.

ISBN: 978–0–646–53150–2. In photographs and text, some

of Australia’s finest classic wooden powerboats.

*Knots for Boaters by Brion Toss. Published by Hearst

Books, A division of Sterling Publishing Co., Inc., 387

Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016. 192 pp., paperback, $9.95. ISBN: 978–1–58816–778–1. Brion Toss’s

instructions are amplified by clear and simple illustrations by

Gae Pilon.

Conserving Historic Vessels: Understanding Historic Vessels

Series, Volume 3, commissioned by the Advisory Committee on National Historic Ships, Dr. Robert Prescott,

Chairman. Published by National Historic Ships, Park

Row, Greenwich, London SE10 9NF, www.national

historicships.org.uk. 212 pp., softcover, £30. ISBN: 978–

0–9566554–0–0. Volumes 1 and 2 of this series were published

online. This volume explores the questions surrounding the rescue

of a historic vessel: how to determine whether a vessel is worth

conserving, how to secure the vessel until the necessary funds

are available for the needed preservation, and which path of

conservation to take.

*Also available from the WoodenBoat Store.
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Compiled by Robin Jettinghoff



CALENDAR OF EVENTS



John F. Lovejoy



Crowds viewed many beautiful boats at

last year's Sunnyland Boat Festival. This

year's festival will be March 25 on Lake

Dora at Wooten Park, Tavares, Florida.



East

March

18–20 Maine Boatbuilders Show 

Portland, Maine

Featuring the work of more than 200

boatbuilders, manufacturers, and

boatyards. Portland Yacht Services, 58

Fore St., Portland, ME 04101; 207–774–

1067; www.portlandyacht.com.



April

16–17 Model Boat Show 

Woods Hole, Massachusetts

A biennial event, with a large variety

of boat models, radio-controlled

boat races, hands-on kids models,

and more. Event information, Jennifer

Gaines, woods_hole_historical@hotmail.

com. Sponsored by Woods Hole Historical

Museum, 573 Woods Hole Rd., Woods

Hole, MA 02543; 508–548–7270; www.

woodsholemuseum.org.

30 Maritime History Symposium 

Bath, Maine

A day of lectures and discussions, this

year’s title is “The Navy and Maine.”

Located at Long Reach Hall. Event

information, Nathan Lipfert, lipfert@

maritimeme.org, 207–443–1316, ext.

328. Maine Maritime Museum, 243

Washington St., Bath, ME 04530;

207–443–1316; www.maine

maritimemuseum.org.



May

14 



Solomons Maritime Festival 

Solomons, Maryland

From 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., this family

event offers antique boats and

motors, children’s games, and boat

rides for all. Calvert Marine Museum,

P.O. Box 97, Solomons, MD 20688;

410–326–2042 ext. 17;

www.calvertmarinemuseum.com.



Central

March

25–26 Ghost Ships Festival 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Wisconsin’s largest trade show devoted

to scuba diving and Great Lakes

maritime history. Exhibits, workshops,

and presentations covering many

aspects of Great Lakes maritime

history; held at the Wyndham Hotel



and Convention Center. Great Lakes

Shipwreck Research Foundation, 159A

North 59 th St., Milwaukee, WI 53213,

www.ghost-ships.org.



May

13–14 That Was Then, This Is Now 

Muscatine, Iowa

Featuring classic and antique boats

along with cars, motorcycles, and

antique tractors. Cardboard Boat

Regatta on the Mississippi River.

Free admission. Community Foundation

of Greater Muscatine, 208 W. 2nd St.,

Suite 11, Muscatine, IA 52761,

www.muscatineboatshow.com.



South

March

20–April 1 St. Johns River Cruise and

Sunnyland Boat Festival 

Tavares, Florida

The southbound St. Johns River Cruise

runs from Jacksonville to Sanford

March 20–24 before the Sunnyland

Boat Festival, starting on the 25th.

The northbound cruise follows the

festival, March 28 to April 1. For cruise

information, contact Guy Marvin III,

904–334–3885 or [email protected].

For Sunnyland Festival information,

contact Terry Fiest, 407–493–6487, or

[email protected]. Sponsored

by Sunnyland Chapter, Antique & Classic

Boat Society; 352–383–6095; www.acbssunnyland.com.



April

8–9 Garvan Woodland Gardens Antique

and Classic Boat Show 

Hot Springs, Arkansas

Boats will be on exhibit at Lake

Hamilton. Enjoy cruises around

the lake and the botanical gardens.

Event information, Patty Thompson,

580–482–6587; poolspacenter@yahoo.

com. Sponsored by Heartland Classics

Chapter, Antique & Classic Boat Society,

P.O. Box 339, Langley, OK 74350; www.

heartland-classics.org.

14–16 Lake Hartwell Antique Boat Festival 

Hartwell, Georgia

Lake cruise and cookout on the

14th, boating events on the 15th,

and Saturday is the public day of the

festival. Event information, Dennis or

Julie Moore, 706–376–1433 or julmor1@



yahoo.com. Sponsored by Blue Ridge

Chapter, Antique & Classic Boat Society,

123 Mr. Johns Choice Rd., Hartwell, GA

30643–2365; www.blueridgechapter.com.

15–16 Apalachicola Antique and Classic

Boat Show 

Apalachicola, Florida

Antique and classic boats,

automobiles, and outboard motors.

Friday “build-a-boat” activity, dinner

reception and lecture on Saturday.

Apalachicola Bay Chamber of Commerce,

99 Market St., Suite 150, Apalachicola,

FL 32320; 850–653–9419; www.

apalachicolabay.org.

16–17 Sixth Great Florida Gulf Coast Small

Craft Festival 

Cortez, Florida

Rowing, sailing, and paddling

races, camping, and more. Event

information, Roger Allen, 941–708–6120

or [email protected].

Sponsored by Florida Gulf Coast Maritime

Museum, P.O. Box 100, 4415 119th St.

West, Cortez, FL 34215; 941–708–4935;

www.fgcscf.org.

16–17 Bayou Teche Wooden Boat Show 

Franklin, Louisiana

Now in its second year, the show is

held in conjunction with the Bayou

Teche Black Bear and Birding

Festival, a supporting effort of the

local National Wildlife Refuge

and the Louisiana black bear,

an endangered species. Held on

Bayou Teche in southern Louisiana.

Event information, Roger Stouff, 3592

Chitimacha Trail, Jeanerette, LA 70544;

337–923–7547; www.techeboatshow.com.



May

1–7 Wooden Boat Week and Show 

Beaufort, North Carolina

May 1 marks the start of Wooden

Boat Week at the North Carolina

Maritime Museum with free sails on

wooden boats every afternoon of

that week. On Saturday, the Wooden

Boat Show will include kid’s activities,

skills demonstrations, rowing and

sailing races, model-building classes

and dinner. North Carolina Maritime

Museum, 315 Front St., Beaufort,

NC 28516; 252–728–7317; www.

ncmaritimemuseum.org.

7–8 Cedar Key Small Boat Meet 

Cedar Key, Florida

After 27 years, tides and weather are

still the only organization. There

are no planned events, signups, or

fees. Open to all shallow-draft boats.

Campsites available. For information,

call the Cedar Key Chamber of Commerce,

352–543–5600; Dave Lucas, 941–

704–6736, [email protected];

or Hugh Horton, 586–215–7060,

[email protected]. Cedar Key

Small Boat Meet, 29474 Old North River

Rd., Harrison Twp., MI 48045.
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13–14 Lake Cruise and Show 

Miledgeville, Georgia

At Crooked Creek Marina. Cruise

is on Friday with public show on

Saturday. Event information, Jon Walters,

[email protected], or Joyce

Neff, 478–968–5634, or neffbandlow@

windstream.net. Blue Ridge Chapter,

Antique & Classic Boat Society, 123

Mr. Johns Choice Rd., Hartwell, GA

30643–2365; www.blueridgechapter.com.



West

March

18–20 Northwest Spring Boating Symposium 

Port Townsend, Washington

Themes this year are Seamanship,

Boating Lifestyle, and Systems/

Vessel Maintenance. It is the first

of a planned series of educational

programs to be held at the Northwest

Maritime Center. Registration is

limited. Lodging or marina berths

are available. For information, go to

nwmaritime.org/symposium, or call 360–

385–3628, ext. 106 or email symposium@

nwmaritime.org. Wooden Boat Foundation

& Northwest Maritime Center, 431 Water

St., Port Townsend, WA 98368.

19 Spring Potluck 

San Francisco, California

An annual gathering of the Master

Mariners Benevolent Association,

held this year at the Golden Gate

Yacht Club. Master Mariners Benevolent



26 



Association, San Francisco, CA 94109;

415–364–1656; www.mastermariners.org.

Center for Wooden Boats Auction 

Seattle, Washington

The center’s annual fundraising

auction, Sail Away with CWB, starts at

5 p.m. at the Swedish Cultural Center.

Event information, 206–382–2628. The

Center for Wooden Boats, 1010 Valley St.,

Seattle, WA 98109; www.cwb.org.



April

16–17 Depoe Bay Wooden Boat Show 

Depoe Bay, Oregon

Wooden boat show, crab feed, and

ducky derby. Depoe Bay Chamber of

Commerce, P.O. Box 21, Depoe Bay,

OR 97341; 877–485–8348; www.

depoebaychamber.org.

16–17 The 13th Annual Silva Bay Shipyard

School Launch Festival 

Silva Bay, British Columbia

Graduation ceremony and dinner,

boat launch, children’s festival,

launch party, family sailing race, and

more. Event information, Silva Bay

Shipyard School, 3200 Silva Bay Rd.,

Gabriola Island, BC, V0R 1X7, Canada;

250–247–8809; www.boatschool.com.

30–May 1 Keels and Wheels Concours

d’Élégance 

Seabrook, Texas

Hosted by Southwest Chapter/

LYC Concours Corp, located at the

Lakewood Yacht Club. View vintage

racing boats and outboard motor



Boat Schools



List Your Programs With Our New Online Service

WoodenBoat is launching a new, free

listing program for boat schools.

Simply go to www.woodenboat.com/boatschools and

follow the instructions in the FAQ.



boats. Event information, Bob Fuller,

713–521–0105, [email protected].

Lakewood Yacht Club, 2425 NASA Rd.

1, Seabrook, TX 77586; 713–521–0105;

www.keels-wheels.com.



May

13–15 Bass Lake Rendezvous 

Bass Lake, California

About 50 boats will gather at the

Pines Resort, near the southern

entrance to Yosemite National Park.

Event information, Joel Castro, 209–599–

7310, [email protected]. Southern

California Chapter, Antique & Classic

Boat Society,www.socalacbs.com.



Europe & Beyond

April

14–19 Antigua Classic Yacht Regatta 

English Harbor, Antigua

Hosting about 60 yachts, with

traditional craft from the islands,

ketches, sloops, schooners, and yawls

making up the bulk of the fleet,

together with the Spirit of Tradition

yachts, J-Class yachts, and tall ships.

Antigua Yacht Club, English Harbour,

Antigua, West Indies; 268–460–1799;

www.antiguaclassics.com. 

Our annual listing of boatbuilding schools

has moved to our web site. To view it, visit

woodenboat.com/boatschools.



Join WoodenBoat School on the

Expedition Vessel WANDERBIRD

for the Voyage of a Lifetime



Readers are welcome to join the site at any time to

search for programs of interest to them. It may take a

few months for this service to be complete.

WoodenBoat Publications

41 WoodenBoat Lane, Brooklin, Maine 04616

207-359-4651 www.woodenboat.com



June 15–24,

2011

10 Fascinating

Days Exploring

the Coast of

Newfoundland

Yacht Sails

Rigging

BUILDERS OF HIGH-QUALITY HAND-FINISHED SAILS

Full-service sail and rigging loft

P.O. Box 71, Lincoln St., East Boothbay, Maine 04544

(207) 633-5071



FoR DEtAILS: www.wanderbirdcruises.com

or call 866–732–2473

WoodenBoat School • P.O. Box 78 • Brooklin, Maine 04616

Phone: 207-359-4651 • Fax: 207-359-8920

www.thewoodenboatschool.com
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BOATBROKERS

338 Elm Street

South Dartmouth, MA 02748

www.concordiaboats.com

508.858.5620



“Continuing the tradition

of the most beloved yachts

of all time.”



1960 Hull #79 WESTRAY

Great offshore Concordia $125,000



40’ PETErSon CUSToM PiloTHoUSE

TrawlEr, 1987.



Cedar, oak, bronze. Volvo diesel. Sleeps 4.

good looking, well-built and maintained.



36’ PEnobSCoT boaTworKS

TrawlEr,1968.



Cedar on oak construction/bronze fastened.

Perkins 160-hp diesel. Excellent condition,

stored inside. located midcoast Maine.



call



207.236.2383



New Build 8' 8" Concordia

Bateka Pram $11,500



41’ CUSToM brUCE King doUblE-EndEd

K/Cb Cold-MoldEd SlooP, 2004.

Spacious accommodations with outstanding

performance and a proven cruiser.

Exceptional! ME.



32’ gaFF CUTTEr bY ProTHEro, 2007.



western red cedar over doug fir; doug fir

backbone. Yanmar diesel. Sleeps 3. wellbuilt classic cruiser with attractive lines.

rECoMMEndEd. wa. asking $65,000.



1954 39' Concordia Yawl

#22 HERO $128,000



1964 Egg Harbor SEdan.



Twin Chrysler 270-HP gas engines. Many

upgrades and excellent annual maintenance,

wonderful family cruiser - a real classic.



ConCordia 41 Yawl bY a&r 1955.



new Yanmar. Probably the finest Concordia

Yawl in commission. Superb example of a great

classic design. recently upgraded. Professionally maintained. HigHlY rECoMMEndEd. nY.



6 4 b a Y V i E w S T r E E T, S U i T E 2 , C a M d E n , M E 0 4 8 4 3



F o r C o M P l E T E l i S T i n g S g o T o w w w. C P P Y a C H T. C o M
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BOATBROKERS



qualit y yacht s from swif t sure yacht s



David Jones Yacht Brokerage



Classic Wooden Boats

P.O. Box 898, Rockport, ME 04856

207-236-7048 Fax 207-230-0177 Email: [email protected]



Diamond Head

Fellows & Stewart Yawl 73

1938 • $299,000



www.davidjonesclassics.com

NIRVANA – 1946

Fellows & Stewart sloop

44'. Very well-kept

classic. Beautiful lines

and smooth sailing

vessel. Survey available.

$85,000 (CA).



KLANG ll – 1924

English Channel Yawl

48'. Great liveaboard,

coastal cruiser or charter

vessel. 2009 upgrades

by Gannon & Benjamin.

Seriously for sale.

Offers. $85,000 (MA).



Amati • Perry/Schooner Creek 40

2000 • $185,000



Rage • Wylie/Schooner Creek 70

1993 • $399,000



Helene • Franck/Seaborn 52

1957 • $119,000



Jan Van Gent • 62’ Bombigher

Shpountz 44-40 • 1985 • $575,000 can



SwiftsureYachts



™



2500 Westlake Ave. N. Suite F, Seattle WA 98109

206.378.1110 | [email protected]

www.facebook.com/swiftsureyachts



www.swiftsureyachts.com



handsome and rugged cruising cutter

S/V FOrthriGht

Joel White design

built in 1985

by premier builder

Gordon Swift.

LOA 43' • LOD 35'

Westerbeke 33hp • 5 berths

Extraordinary offering

of single owner boat

at $112,500.



For more details

and slideshow,

please visit



Gulf of Maine Yacht Sales

www.gomys.com | 207–899–0909



Metinic

Yacht

Brokers

124 Horseshoe Cove Rd., Harborside, Maine 04642 • 207–326–4411

—Located at Seal Cove Boatyard—



A Rare Opportunity...



Own a world class custom yacht at a fraction of original

cost. 44’ French & Webb/Chuck Paine cruiser racer. Built

in 2002 to highest standards and maintained in Bristol

condition. Owner has a new boat. $299,000.
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BOATBUILDERS

Elegant & fast – no wake

Your choice of deck and cabin layout



Rumery’s Boat Yard



Rumery’s 38



Biddeford, Maine 04005

(207)282-0408

www.rumerys.com

A full service boatyard

Heated storage, custom construction

Repairs & restoration of wooden &

composite boats to 60 feet



got wind?

Buzzards Bay is a Sailor’s Paradise.

Steady, predictable SW 10-15 kts. Quiet anchorages, dozens of

daytrip destinations, easy access to Cape Cod Bay and the Islands.



If you’re ready for a change of

scenery, we invite you to take a look

at the premier marina on Buzzards Bay.

For the day, a week or for the season …

RED BROOK HARBOR, CATAUMET (BOURNE), CAPE COD



508-563-7136 www.kingmanyachtcenter.com
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Reproductions of the ﬁnest

watercraft ever produced.



Seal Cove Boatyard, Inc.

BOX 99 / HARBORSIDE, MAINE 04642

TEL: 207-326-4422 / FAX 207-326-4411



You Will Find Us

Personable, Knowledgeable

and Skilled in a Broad

Range of Services



BOATBUILDERS



Traditional construction with modern materials.

Exact detailing in all aspects, steering wheels,

controls, instrumentation, etc. Small family shop

ensures superb quality control. No fluff, no dreams,

just beautiful, faithfully reproduced boats at an

attractive price. Many models from 20 to 30 feet.



Same

Folks...It’s the

That’s Right,

Railway

She’s Off the



ish ros



F

B

MaRiNE SERvicE



6 Newcomb Street, Queensbury, NY 12804

518–798–4769 • [email protected]



Boat.



DESPERATE LARK - Herreshoff, 1903.

In Our Care for Over 40 Years



E-mail: [email protected] • www.sealcoveboatyard.com



Dutch Wharf Boat Yard & Marina

Specialists in Wooden Boat repair, restoration and construction



H Modern techniques with old-time skills

H Pride and craftsmanship at the right price

H One of the most experienced crews on east coast

H 55 years serving discriminating boat owners

H Refinish, Repower, Carpentry, Rigging, Electronics



Visit us at www.dutchwharf.com

See why Dutch Wharf should be your boat’s second home!

70 Maple St., Branford, Ct 06405 (203) 488-9000



Email: [email protected]
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Beetle Cat® Boat Shop

Sole Builder of the Beetle Cat Boat



Traditional wooden

boat building and

restoration from skiffs

to 50' power and

sailboats.



New 12' Onset Island Skiff



We offer

New Boats • Used Boats

• Storage • Parts

• repairs • Maintenance



BOATBUILDERS



Beetle, Inc.



Beetle Cat — Celebrating 90 Years



3 Thatcher Lane

Wareham, MA 02571

Tel 508.295.8585

fax 508.295.8949

www.beetlecat.com
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Ralph W. Stanley, Inc. is now



BOATBUILDERS



Proud Builders of Arey’s Pond Catboats and Custom Boats.



GreatHarborBoatworks.com

Phone: 207.244.3795 Fax: 207.244.0097

P.O. Box 458, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679



• 14' Cat

• 16' Lynx Cabin

• 16' Lynx Open

• 16' Launch

• 18' Daysailer

• 20' Cruising Cat

• 21' Launch

(508) 255-0994 45 Arey’s Lane, Box 222 S. Orleans, MA 02662

www.areyspondboatyard.com



sic YaScht R, Ctestorations

s

a

l

C

tonington



www.yachtrestorations.com



BOAT REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

Highest quality work at reasonable rates



Contact: 860–514–7766 or [email protected]



The West Point Skiff ®



Traditional pine strips and oak construction using SiBr throughout

16, 18 and 20 foot models available



Nichols Boat Builder LLC – Richard Nichols, Builder

300 West Point Road, Phippsburg, Maine 04562

www.westpointskiff.com (207) 389-2468
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TradiTional BoaT Works, inc.

New construction & repairs on wooden boats only.

Masts and spars a specialty.



Superb craftsmanship by skilled professionals, at reasonable rates,

in one of the few quality West Coast wooden boat yards.

Fully insured, references.



Over

40 years

building boats



Current Projects



Brooklin, Maine H 207-359-4455



• Mast and boom for K50 AKAMAI

• 10' tender for PACIFICA

• California 32 (#2) ALTAMAR 

available as project

• Repairs to Lightning



Douglas Jones

3665 Hancock Street

San Diego, CA 92110

Phone or fax: 619–542–1229

[email protected]

www.traditionalboatworks.net



Custom

building

and design



brionrieffboatbuilder.com

Wood spars H Restorations H Traditional Construction

Cold-molded Construction H Custom Interiors

INtUItIoN



IoLANtHe



THERAPY: new floors, frames and planking



Herreshoff Classic Newport 29, 2008



Modern Classic Daysailer, 2006



Restoration

and Preservation of

Antique and Classic

Wooden Boats

207.882.5038



CUTTS & CASE

SHIPYARD



edgecombboatworks.net



a full-service boatyard



18’ Hampton Sloop



DESIGNERS & BUILDERS

OF

FINE WOODEN YACHTS



SINCE



Cedar Planking over White Oak

Bronze Fastened For Sale



no

O’Do van

D ole



1927



P.O. BOX 9

TOWN CREEK

OXFORD, MD 21654

410-226-5416



BOATBUILDERS



Alden Schooner, Launched 2007



MAINe eXPeRIeNCe



Traditional Wooden Boatworks

Construction Restoration Repair

Marine Systems



Searsport, ME



odonovandole.com



(207) 323 4217
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CROCKER’S BOAT YARD, Inc.



MP&G L.L.C.



Manchester, Massachusetts

888–332–6004



Wood Boatbuilding

& Yacht Restoration



Offering a full range of

services since 1946



929 Flanders Rd.

Mystic, CT 06355

860–572–7710

Fax 860–536–4180

masconomo II - Built 1996



Recently completed project:



www.crockersboatyard.com



BOATBUILDERS



Rebuilding of NY 30 AMORITA



NY50 SPARTAN



Maine’s Premier Wooden Boat

pulsiferhampton.com



FREE



E-Newsletter!

1. Go to



FRENCHWEBB.COM



CLASSIC



207-338-6706

Belfast, Maine



woodenboat.com



2. Click

Stay in touch

with ALL we do!
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P



E N D L E T O



YACHT•YARD



N

Launching  

and Re‐Launching  

Family Heirlooms  

since 1928 



R e b u i l d e r s o f C l a s s i c Ya c h t s

525 Pendleton Point Rd. • Islesboro, ME 04848

(207) 734-6728 • www.pendletonyachtyard.com



www.HallsBoat.com



Lake George, NY 



518-668-5437



BOATBUILDERS



Recent Projects 2010

• A total re-build and re-power of 1937

38' Matthews “Fledgling” (In photo)

• Re-Planking, framing, stem on M/V Columbia

1950's 65' Passenger Vessel

• Re-finish of 1931 38' Matthews “Dowager”

8 years after her complete restoration

• Re-furbish, restore, refinish, convert engines

to FWC for salt duty 1957 41' Richardson

“Sandbar”



IT’S A GOOD TIME TO DO IT YOURSELF

We Can Help



• Rebuild, re-varnish, re-canvas Boyd Martin

row boat



Stock plans for home builders

Hull kits for COQUINA and BEACH PEA

 Bare hulls to any design

 See our web site for complete information





• These and many more projects in our two

locations, please call or e-mail

to inquire about restoring

the boat that you love.







• Other fine boats may be

seen in person or at

www.cwbw.com



D.N. Hylan & Associates



Design - Construction - Restoration - Bare Hulls - Hull Kits



53 Benjamin River Drive

Brooklin, ME 04616

207-359-9807 / [email protected]



• Now booking for 2011-2012



435 Old Taughannock Blvd.,

Ithaca, NY 14850 607.272.1581



BEACH PEA



www.dhylanboats.com
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KITS

KITS & PLANS

PLANS



the best boats you can build.™

Plans and Kits for Kayaks, Canoes, Rowing Craft, Dinghies, Sailboats, and More!

Stitch & Glue – Strip Planked – Guillemot Kayaks – Boat Building Supplies and Accessories

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND



| 410.267.0137 |



www.clc boats.com
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KITS & PLANS
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Jordan Wood Boats

P.O. Box 194 • South Beach, OR 97366 • 541-867-3141



www.jordanwoodboats.com



Laminated wood/epoxy hulls



Shearwater 39

classic cruiser



********************

Plans for heirloom

Cradle Boats

& Watercraft



Please visit our website

for more info.



********************

BeaCh CRuiSeR

FOOtlOOSe



Phone (757) 962-9273

Email [email protected]



dixdesign.com



KITS & PLANS



CRadle BOat

BaBy tendeR



Wooden cruiser plans

Vickers 45AC

modern cruiser



Distinctive

Boat Designs



Meticulously developed

and drawn For the

amateur Builder



dudley dix yacht design
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FiberglassSupply.com



Materials:

Kits and Plans:

• Vacuum Bagging Supplies

• 11’ Hollow Wooden Stand Up 

• Epoxies

Paddleboard, Kit Only



System Three®

• 18’ Hollow Wooden Unlimited 



WEST System®

Paddleboard, Kit or Plans



MAS® Epoxies

• Surfboard Frame Kits for Strip 

• Reinforcements

Plank Surfboard Building



Fiberglass Cloths

• And More!!!



Carbon Fiber

Check us out at:



Aramids

www.fiberglasssupply.com

• See our Full Catalog Online

Burlington, Washington - www.fiberglasssupply.com - Toll Free 877.493.5333 - Fax 360.757.8284



KITS & PLANS



Oughtred Kits



Now being cut in Washington and Maine

Licensed by Jordan Boats & Iain Oughtred



—28 designs available—



Including the Caledonia Yawl and St. Ayles Skiff



Okoume plywood planking with traditional

precut scarfs and hull molds

For kit details: www.jordanboats.co.uk



CNC machined by



Blue

Hill,

Maine



For pricing & ordering: [email protected]

1-207-460-1178 • www.cnc-marine-hewesco.com
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NUTSHELL PRAM

Thousands Built • Joel White Designed • 7’7” or 9’6” • Build from Plans or Kits



The WoodenBoat Store • PO Box 78 • Brooklin, ME 04616 • 1.800.273.7447



Order On-line: www.woodenboatstore.com



The

KITS • PLANS • SUPPLIES

Build your own boat in plywood or

cedar strip from the most complete

line of boat kits, plans & patterns and

boatbuilding supplies available. Our

Wetback - 10’ x 58” Beam. A Race Proven Real

fully illustrated catalog shows over

3 Point Hydroplane. For Competition or Just Fun. 200 models, all types and sizes from

Class A, B, or C. Speeds up to 70 mph with 30

6’ to 34’ or visit www.clarkcraft.com.

hp. Plans & Patterns $45, postpaid. Boat Kit $895,

Catalog of Boat Kits & Plans:

plus shipping. #CU 42.

The kit boat featured above is just one of USA - $5.00, Canada - $6.00,

71 models that are available as boat kits. Overseas Priority - $10.00.

EPOXY-PLUS Marine Epoxy,

GL 10 Glue and ESC 20 Putty,

a complete premium epoxy

system at discount prices.

No-blush, flexible, easy to use

1 to 1 mix. See our website for

more details and to see all our

boatbuilding supplies.



CLARK CRAFT



16-98 AQUA LANE

TONAWANDA, NY 14150

(716) 873-2640



www.clarkcraft.com



RC Sailing

at its best



KITS & PLANS



All wood kits - RC Gear included

www.modelsailboat.com



www.woodenboatstore.com



Thirty-ﬁve pages of plans

included in this book!



Gifford Jackson’s 12’6” rugged daysailer has a

plethora of exceptionally detailed and interesting

drawings, including a two-part trailer for easy

launching. Measured metrically, she’s a v-bottomed

dagger-boarder, glued-lapstrake plywood hull,

with sawn frames.



WoodenBoat



BOOKS



Naskeag Rd, PO Box 78

Brooklin, Maine 04616



88 pages, hardcover

#325-135 $19.95

add $4.60 shipping in the US.



Call 1.800.273.7447
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CLASSIFIED

To place a Classified Ad, visit our website www.woodenboat.com

or call our Classified Ad Manager at (207) 359–7714.

Deadline for the May/June issue: March 7, 2011

JAMES WHAR R AM DESIGNS —

Easy-to-follow plans for the amateur

builder. Safe, seaworthy, catamarans

14'– 63' in ply wood/epoxy/’glass.

Design Book. Tel: +(44) 1872 864792,

[email protected]. Webshop:

www.wharram.com.



JOHN M. KARBOTT BOATBUILDING.

Custom wooden boat building and

repair. Lobsterboat styles a speciality.

WoodenBoat School instructor. Member Massachusetts Marine Trades

Association. 789 Rocky Hill Rd, Plymouth, MA 02360. Phone/fax 508–

224 –3709, w w w.by-the-sea.com/

karbottboatbuilding.



LOW ELL BOATS — Complete

wooden boat restoration services and

marine surveying. GARY LOWELL,

Greensboro, NC, 336 –274 – 0892.

www.lowell.to/boats.

R E DD’S PON D BOAT WOR K S ,

T had Danielson, 1 Norman St.,

Marblehead, MA 01945. 617–834–

3915, 781–631–3443. Classic wooden

boats, traditional materials. www

.reddspondboatworks.com, [email protected].

REPAIR, RESTORE, BUILD. Structural and cosmetic repairs, interior

and exterior. Call CT, 860–828–3832,

ask for Fred Harrington.



HADDEN BOAT CO.—WOODEN

boat construction and repair to any

size; sail and power. 11 Tibbetts Lane,

TRADITIONAL BOAT—Wooden Georgetown, ME 04548, 207–371–2662.

boat repair, restoration, construction.

Please visit our web site at www.maine

traditionalboat.com. John Flanzer,

Unity ME, 207–568–7546.

SALT POND ROWING—Specializ

ing in glued plywood lapstrake rowboats, light dories, and recreational

shells. Designs by John Brooks, Joel

White, Joe Thompson. Also rowing

supplies: oars, leathers, oar-locks,

gunwale guard, etc. www.saltpond

rowing.com. Sedgwick, ME, 207–

359–6539.

SATTER’S RESTORATION—Traditional wooden canoes and boats

restored. Quality woodwork, brightwork, repairs. Branchville, NJ, 973–

948–5242, www.sattersrestoration.com.



THE DORY SHOP—Custom-built

small boats and Lunenburg dories

since 1917. Oars and paddles too.

Call 902– 640 –3005 or visit w w w.

doryshop.com.



D&H FINISH CARPENTRY AND

wooden boats. Traditional styles

cold-molded for efficient ownership.

MI, 810–287–0745.

101⁄2' & 12' SKIFFS—Traditional

handcrafted plywood/oak, epoxy

bonded, stainless-steel screws. Rugged

but lightweight. Easy rowing and towing. Stable underfoot. $1,250 & $1,600.

Maxwell’s Boatshop, Rockland, ME.

207–594–5492, [email protected].

REPAIR, RESTORATION, STORAGE,

and Surveys. Low overhead and low

rates, 35 years experience. MICHAEL

WARR BOATWORKS, Stonington,

SHIPW R IGHT, JOIN ERWOR K , ME, 207–367–2360.

Building, Restoration and Repair.

Now building—14' traditional plankon-frame centerboard Whitehall.

Can be rowed or sailed. Beautiful

joinerwork with the best materials.

C.R. Scott Marine Woodworking,

Newport, RI, 401–849–0715.



MI A MI, FORT L AUDER DA L E,

Florida Keys—30+ years experience

building, repairing, and restoring

boats. Quality workmanship, with

composite construction expertise.

HE A DWATER WOODEN BOAT References. Call 305 – 634 – 4263,

Shop—Custom building, repair and 305–498–1049. rmiller35@bellsouth.

restoration of wood-canvas, cedar- net, www.millermarinesystems.com.

strip, and all-wood canoes and small

boats. Supplier of restoration mate- WOODEN BOAT REPAIRS—Stems,

rials for the home builder and profes- keels, transoms, ribs, and plank

sional. Call 705 – 657–2601, w w w. replacement. Antique restoration

headwatercanoe.com.

also a specialty. NJ, 856–831–6413.



B OAT R E PA I R S HOP— W ell

equipped, 5,000-sq-ft wooden boat

repair shop and residence on 5.2

acres, Northern Adirondack Region,

N.Y. $70,000. Duley & Associates

Realtors, 518–563–3500.



SAIL MAINE ABOARD MAINE’S

oldest windjammer, “Lewis R. French.”

Enjoy great sailing, lobsters, new

friends, and fresh air (no smoking).

Sailing from Camden, 3-, 4-, and 6-day

cruises with only 22 guests, May–

October. Capt. Garth Wells, P.O. Box

992 W, Camden, ME 04843. 800–

469–4635. www.schoonerfrench.com.



Sail Away with Great

Food, Friends & Family

Multi-day sailing

adventures for 6-40 of

your closest friends.

Charter rates available.



1-800-807-WIND

www.sailmainecoast.com
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CLASSIFIEDS



HERCULES ENGINE PARTS

The 20th Annual



Model M, ML, MBL, K, KL



HERCANO PROPULSION, LLC

Business Hours: M-F 8:30-4:30 EST

Phone: 740-745-1475

Fax: 740-745-2475



!L ONGT I M E C OL L EC TOR ! —

Wooden boats, ships, magazines

(Yachting, etc.), books, and other

interesting nautical memorabilia.

A-1 condition. Details 317–205–9398

(message).



FOR YOUR PROJECT—Ford 351

inboard complete to prop. 20' Supra

tandem-axle trailer. 814–547–9193.



RATTY’S CELEBRATED QUOTATION

with original illustrations featured

on our shirts and bags. Toll-free 877–

637–7464. www.MessingAbout.com.



June 24–26, 2011



Mystic Seaport

Mystic, Connecticut

www.thewoodenboatshow.com



NAVTECH MARINE SURVEYORS’

course. Sur veying recreational/

commercial vessels. U.S. Surveyors

Association, Master Marine Surveyor

program. FL, 800–245–4425.

BUILD A DORY IN LUNENBURG,

NS. Two-week course at the historic

Dory Shop starting May 9. Call 902–

640–3005, or visit www.doryshop.com.



20-HP KUBOTA DIESEL—Outfitted

for marine use as described by Robb

White in WoodenBoat No. 189. Installed

in a Rescue Minor in 2009. Flawless

all summer, but too small for this

boat when loaded down. Includes

pulleys, belts, water pump, muffler

and thrust bearings. $1,500. 601–

866–7511 nights; 601–939–2690 days.

VIRE 7—LITTLE USED from 18'

Landing School Catboat. Original

manual. $750. 413–297–1863.

THE WEB’S LARGEST SELECTION

of fossil ivory marlinespike knives,

all hand-etched with your favorite

boat and name. Personalized wine

openers, nautical instruments, 14-kt

nautical jewelry, desk accessories,

registered scrimshawed whale’s

teeth. Find your perfect nautical

gift on our extensive website! Rated

TOP SERVICE by Yahoo! Use coupon

code W2011 for FREE First Class

shipping!

IF YOU LIK E THIS MAGAZINE,

you should visit www.thesaltyyacht

project.com, an online community

for lovers of “salty” yachts and all

things nautical.



THE BOAT INSURANCE STORE.

Insurance program for wooden boats.

LAWRENCE FOX AGENCY, 1–800–

553–7661. Our 50th year. www.boat

insurancestore.com.



REBUILT CHRIS-CRAFT 6-cylinder

engines: K, KL, KBL, KFL, KLC, M,

ML, MBL, MCL. Assorted V8s. Mitch

LaPointe’s, www.classicboat.com.

952–471–3300.



SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Antique Boat Auction, LLC. Seeking

consignments for our annual antique

and classic boat auction. Information

and listings at www.woodboats.org,

603–672–5246.



GR AY MARINE, CHRIS - CR A FT,

Chrysler engines remanufactured to

the highest standards. All engines

are test run at our facility and come

with a written warranty. We stock

many models including the Gray

4–112 and the Sea Scout 91. We also

have a large parts department with

parts for above engines, also Zenith

carburetors, Paragon, Borg Warner,

AC and Carter fuel pumps. Van Ness

Engineering, 252 Lincoln Ave., Ridgewood, NJ 07450, 201–445–8685, fax

201–445–3099.



L O OK I NG F OR PA RT N E R I N

owning “Mytilene”—1936 Furnans

Cutter, 36' LOA. Mahogany-on-oak;

sailing from Oyster Bay, NY. Reasonably pr iced, share in work and

expenses, terms flexible. In sailing

condition, some new frames, planks,

new Yanmar engine. Owner for 15

years. [email protected], 718–

439–3525.



THE FINEST wooden pond sailers. Free brochure: 1–800–206–0006.

www.modelsailboat.com.

ELEGANT SCALE MODELS. Individually handcrafted custom scale

model boats. Jean Preckel, w w w.

preckelboats.com, 304–432–7202.
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BOAT KITS—PLANS—PATTERNS.

World’s best selection of 200+ designs.

Catalog $5. Boatbuilding supplies—

easy-to-use 50/50 epoxy resins/glues,

fasteners, and much more. Free

catalog. Clarkcraft, 16-42 Aqualane,

Tonawanda, NY 14150. 716–873–2640,

www.clarkcraft.com.



Our LINCOLNVILLE WHERRY—

Built like the real thing, is based on

a full-size boat at the Penobscot

Marine Museum. Many laser-cut

parts. Call for our catalog of kits,

books, and tools or to discuss a custom model. BlueJacket Shipcrafters,

160 E. Main St., Searsport, ME 04974. SOMES SOUND 121⁄2 daysailer

800–448–5567, www.bluejacketinc plans. Glued-lapstrake descendant

.com.

of Herreshoff Haven 121⁄2 s. Lovely,

excellent sailer, trailerable, easier to

build. No lofting, many details; 16

sheets including full-sized patterns.

Gaff and marconi rigs. Brooks Boats

Designs, 207–359–2491. www.brooks

boatsdesigns.com.



ORC A BOATS — Str ip/epox y

canoes and kayaks, plans, materials,

courses, repairs, and restorations,

BC. www.orcaboats.ca, 604–312–4784.



FREE DINGHY PLANS WITH purchase of $9.95 catalog. Over 300 boats

you can build. Power, row, sail, 7' to

55'. WoodenBoatPlans4u.com. GlenL, 9152 Rosecrans Ave./WB, Bellflower, CA 90706. 888–700–5007.



LEARN HOW TO BUILD your

own cedar-stripped boat. Plans for

dinghies, canoes, row, sail, paddle,

outboard. www.compumarine.com.

AZ, 520–604–6700.

GEODESIC AIROLITE DESIGNS—

Nimrod 12. Popular, stable, f latbottomed solo canoe. Weight: 14 lbs,

capacity: 250 lbs. Monfort Associates.

207–882–5504, gaboats.com.



FREE WOOD-AND-CANVAS canoe

building form. For 17'6" Atkinson

Traveler. CA, [email protected],

510–504–4659.

H AV EN 12 1 ⁄ 2 CONSTRUCTION

molds—Lead keel pattern, 3⁄4" solid

plywood. Save time, money. West

Michigan. 616–642–6920.



28 DESIGNS IN OUR $12 BROCHURE,

includes: rowing & sailing skiffs,

dories, prams, lake and river boats—

like 13'6" • 4'11" Nez Perce outboard

(above). Ken Swan, P.O. Box 6647,

San Jose, CA 95150. 408–300–1903,

www.swanboatdesign.com.

PIROGUE KIT $59.50, includes

plans, precut cypress stems and ribs.

Price includes shipping; Louisiana

residents add 4% sales tax. Sailing

sk iff and jon boat plans. Boat s

designed for the novice builder. Uncle

John’s, 5229 Choupique Rd., Sulphur,

LA 70665. Visa/MC, 337–527–9696.

Visit our site www.unclejohns.com.



CATALOG OF 40 SIMPLE PLYWOOD

boats, $4. Jim Michalak, 118 E. Randle, Lebanon, IL 62254. www.jims

boats.com.



SMITHSONI AN INSTITUTION

plans from the National Watercraft

Collection, H.I. Chapelle drawings,

Historic American Merchant Marine

Survey, etc. Send $20 check to Smithsonian Institution for 250 -page

catalog to: Smithsonian Ship Plans,

P.O. Box 37012, NMAH-5004/MRC

628, Washington, DC 20013-7012.

www.americanhistory.si.edu/csr/ship

plan.htm.



ATKIN ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

—135 pages, with more than 300

Atkin designs. Famed Atkin doubleenders, rowing/sailing dinghies,

houseboats, and more. $15 U.S. and

Canada ($22 US for overseas orders).

Payment: U.S. dollars payable through

a U.S. bank. Atkin Boat Plans, P.O.

Box 3005WB, Noroton, CT 06820. FREE BOAT PLANS. www.pkboat

[email protected], www.atkinboat plans.com.

plans.com.



PAUL GARTSIDE, LTD. Boat plans

for home builders. New catalog of

wooden boats $10 US or CND. MasterCard/Visa. P.O. Box 1575, Shel- SHELLBOATS.COM—Sailboat

burne, NS, B0T 1W0, Canada. www. kits, handcrafted in Vermont. Check

gartsideboats.com.

out our web site, or call 802–524–9645.



BU I L D N.G . H E RR E SHOF F ’S

COQUINA, 16'8" sailing and rowing

boat. Under license from MIT’s Hart

Nautical Collection, Maynard Bray

and Doug Hylan have produced a

builder’s package for both amateur

and professional builders. PLANS—

11 sheets of detailed drawings for

both cedar and glued-plywood lapstrake construction. $200 + $10 S&H

U.S. ($30 international). CD—550

photos and text describing all aspects

of construction. $50 + $10 S&H U.S.

($20 international). Free downloadable study plans and information

about kits, bare hulls, and completed

boats are available at www.dhylanboats.com. Send check or money

order to: Coquina, 53 Benjamin River

Dr., Brooklin, ME 04616.



Boats to carry you on all

your adventures large and small.

Plans, Kits, DVDs, Books. Arrowhead

Custom Boats and Canoes.
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WOODENBOAT SCHOOL STAFF

— Currently accepting resumes from

individuals interested in joining our

2011 staff. Shop, waterfront, and

kitchen positions available. Season

extends from May to early October.

Looking for individuals with experi

ence, dedication, strong people skills,

and enthusiasm. EOE. Contact: Direc

tor, WoodenBoat School, P.O. Box

78, Brooklin, ME 04616 or school@

woodenboat.com.



WWW.DABBLERSAILS.COM—Tra

ditional small-craft sails. P.O. Box 235,

Wicomico Church, VA, 22579. Ph/fax

804–580–8723, [email protected].



WANTED—PERSON TO RESTORE

brightwork, teak decking, and paint

on 36' Grand Banks classic wooden

boat. Call 800–244–2966.



www.newfoundmetals.com

888–437–5512

STOCK HOLM TA R. Genuine

kiln-burnt pine tar. It’s the Real Stuff.

American Rope & Tar, 1–877–965–

1800 or tarsmell.com.

CANOE HARDWARE: 1⁄2", 11⁄16", 7⁄8"

canoe tacks; 3⁄8" oval brass stembands;

clenching irons; 3⁄16" bronze carriage

bolts; canoe plans; clear white cedar.

Catalog $1. NORTHWOODS CANOE

CO., 336 Range Rd., Atkinson, ME

04426. Order, phone 888–564–2710,

fax 207–564–3667.



WATER FRONT 2BR CONDO —

Newport, RI. Two weeks over July 4.

LIVING ABOARD magazine, ded $40,000 sale; $7,000 rental. 561–703–

icated to enjoying your time aboard— 7111.

weekend, month, lifetime! $18/year

(6 issues). Free sample issue. 800–

927–6905, www.livingaboard.com.



DOUGLAS FOWLER SAILMAKER.

Highest-quality, full-seam curve sails

since 1977. Traditional sails a specialty.

White, colors, and Egyptian Dacron

in stock. 1182 East Shore Dr., Ithaca,

NY 14850. 607–277–0041.



CLASSIC BOATING MAGAZINE—

The most popular and complete pub

lication on antique and classic boats.

Subscription $28, Canada $36 USD,

overseas $78. Samples $6, Canada

$7.50, overseas $12.50. Classic Boating,

280-D Lac La Belle Drive, Oconomo

woc, WI 53066. 262–567–4800.



Available in 316 Stainless Steel and Bronze



H AV E TOOLS W ILL TR AV EL .

Wooden boat builder will build,

rebuild, or repair your project on

site or in my shop. $20/hour. VT,

802–365–7823.



CANVAS FOR DECKS and canoes.

Natural, untreated. No. 10, 15 oz.,

96", $17.50/yard; 84", 14.50/yard,

72", $12/ yard; 60", $9.50/yard.

TRADITIONAL WOODEN MASTS Minimum five yards, prepaid only.

and spars, solid or hollow. All shapes Fabric Works, 148 Pine St., Waltham,

and construction. Custom oars hand MA 02453, 781–642–8558.

crafted in Sitka spruce or fir. BC,

250 –743 –3837, w w w.classicyacht

services.com.

SHAW & TENNEY, Orono, Maine

—Traditionally handcrafted spruce

masts and spars since 1858. 1–800–

240–4867, www.shawandtenney.com.



Mariette and the Herreshoff

Schooners by Jacques Taglang—Just

published. Two clothbound volumes,

monumental production, over 500pp

+ plans. Columbia Trading Co., 1022

Main St., West Barnstable, MA 02668.

508 –362–1500, columbiatrading

.com.



FINELY CRAFTED WOODEN SPARS;

hollow or solid. Any type of construc

tion. Elk Spars, 577 Norway Drive, COPPER FASTENERS and riveting

Bar Harbor, ME, 04609, 207–288– tools, Norwegian and English boat

JASPER & BAILEY SAILMAKERS.

nails, roves/rivets, rose and flathead,

9045.

Established 1972. Offshore, oneclench, threaded, decoration, and

design, and traditional sails. Sail

more. 50+ sizes and types, 3⁄8" to 6".

repairs, recuts, conversions, washing

Your leading source since 1987. Faer

and storage. Used-sail brokers. 64

ing Design, Dept. W, P.O. Box 322,

Halsey St., P.O. Box 852, Newport,

East Middlebury, VT 05740, 1–800–

RI 02840; 401–847–8796. www.jasper

505–8692, [email protected],

andbailey.com.

www.faeringdesigninc.com.



GREAT GALLEY FOOD IN 15 Min

utes—Vegan Unplugged pantry cook

book by Jon and Robin Robertson

gives you quick-and-easy recipes you’ll

love. $14.95. Buy through Amazon

or Barnes & Noble.



NEW AND USED SURPLUS SAILS—

Custom sails. Furling packages.

Discount Sunbrella. Unbeatable

guarantee! Cash for sails. Sarasota,

FL, porpoisesailing.com or 1–800–

507–0119.



VACUUM-BAGGING SUPPLIES—

Fiberglass cloth, epoxy resins, waterb a s ed L PU p a i nt s , a nd more.

Technical support and fast service.

www.fiberglasssupply.com or toll free:

877–493–5333.
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TARRED HEMP MARLINE. Several

styles; hanks, balls, spools. American

Rope & Tar, 1– 877–965 –1800 or

tarsmell.com.



UNSCREW-UMS—BROKEN-SCREW

Extractors. Remove damaged fastenings. Minimal damage to wood. Hollow tool uses stub as guide. Sizes to

remove screws from No. 2 to No. 24,

lags, nails, and drifts. T & L TOOLS,

www.tltools.com. CT, phone 860–

464 –9485, unscrew-ums@tltools

.com, fax 860–464–9709.



SUPPLIES FOR TRADITIONAL and

modern craft. Exceptional range of

fittings, fastenings, repair and building materials, oars and rowing accessories, Tufnol sailing blocks, boat

kits, classic boat builders’ decals,

NO ODORS! NO THRU HULLS! apparel, and catalogs. www.tender

No holding tanks! www.airheadtoilet. craftboats.com or call toll-free:

com, [email protected], 800–588–4682.

740–392–3642, P.O. Box 5, Mt. Vernon,

OH 43050.



FeatherBow® $29.95

FeatherBow® Jr. $17.95



FeatherBow®



MODERN MANILA. New LeoflexX. The latest rope technology. Looks

great, works hard. American Rope

& Tar, 1–877–965–1800 or tarsmell

.com.



Build your own Strip Built Boat

FeatherBow.com • (860) 209-5786



HAVEN 121⁄2 complete high-quality

bronze hardware sets. See our display

ad elsewhere in the issue. For our

free catalog, contact us at J.M. Reineck

& Son, 781–925–3312, JMRandSon@

aol.com.

GENUINELY MARINE LED LIGHTS,

made by Bebi Electronics. w w w.

bebi-electronics.com, [email protected]. US Agent—R. Ford,

72 7– 2 8 9 – 4 9 9 2 , r o ger s f @b eb i electronics.com.



T H IS 20' C H R IS - C R A F T WA S

stripped in four man-hours. Environmentally friendly paint stripper.

For more information, call 800–726–

4319, e-mail us at [email protected],

or visit our web site, www.starten

.com.



WINTERS BROTHERS



www.WoodMarineCleats.com



STARS AND STRIPES PENNANTS.

Authentic historical design exquisitely

handcrafted in the most durable

fabrics. 4', 6', 8' and 12' sizes in stock—

other sizes and designs by custom

order. Custom design and fabrication

is our specialty. Also in stock, all sizes

U.S., state, foreign, historical, marine,

and decorative flags, banners, pennants, and accessories. 77 Forest St.,

New Bedford, MA 02740. 508–996–

6006, www.brewerbanner.com.



CARVEL PLANKERS AGREE: Conant

Planking Clamps are the best, if you

want tight seams with no hassles.

Three sizes suit dinghies to 40-footers. In use by professionals for over

25 years and still in demand. HerBLOX YGEN SAV ES LEFTOV ER reshoff restorers and beginners swear

Finishes. Just spray, seal, and store. by these rugged and dependable

www.bloxygen.com, 888–810–8311. helpers. You will, too. rconant41512@

roadrunner.com, 207-633-3004, P.O.

Box 498, Boothbay, ME 04537.



SOFT COTTON FENDERS and

classic knotwork. For catalog, send

SASE to: The Knotted Line, 9908

168th Ave. N.E., Redmond, WA 980523122, call 425–885–2457. www.the

knottedline.com.



BRONZE CAM CLEAT with plastic ball bearings and 11⁄2" fastening

center distance. Bronze Wing-tip

Navigation Lights with glass globe.

Side mount, stern and steaming. For

our free catalog, contact us at J.M.

Reineck & Son, 781– 925 –3312,

[email protected].



CLASSICBOATCONNECTION.COM

— Your one stop source for all your

classic boat restoration needs. Call

507–344 – 8024, or e-mail mail@

classicboatconnection.com for free

catalog.



LeTONK INOIS. All-natural

varnish. Centuries-old formula. Longlasting, beautiful finish. Extremely

user-friendly. American Rope & Tar,

877–965–1800 or tarsmell.com.



THE BROOKLIN INN—Year-round

lodging, fine dining, Irish Pub. Modern interpretations of classic Maine

dishes. Always organic/local. Winter

Getaway: $145/DO, dinner, breakfast, room, Nov–May. Summer rate:

$125/DO (plus dinner). brooklin

inn.com, ME, 207–359–2777.
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PREMIUM SITKA SPRUCE aircraft,

mast, and spar grade. Old growth

Douglas fir, yellow cedar (cypress

pine), and red cedar. Custom milling

to order. Cold-molded veneer, stripplank bead-and-cove. Classic Yacht

Services, 250–743–3837, fax 250–

SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE 733–2046, e-mail [email protected].

Antique Boat Auction, LLC. Seeking

consignments for our annual antique BOAT-QUALITY FLITCH-SAWN,

and classic boat auction. Information 4⁄4 , 5⁄4 , and 6⁄4 Vermont white cedar.

and listings at www.woodboats.org, Peter Kitonis, Box 5, Elmore, VT

05657, 802–888–4807.

603–672–5246.



W W W.DIAMONDTEA K.COM—

True teak wood. Planing, sanding

available. Quarter-sawn teak for decking; tongue and groove; veneer; custom work. A lso mahog any and

Spanish cedar. Highest quality. We

ship worldwide. 215–453–2196, info@

diamondteak.com.

LONG CLEAR LUMBER—White

oak, Eastern white pine, black locust,

ash, and cherry to 33'. MA, 413–657–

3130.

BALSA CONTOURKORE (25) 1⁄2 •

24 • 48 in carton, $350; Peel Ply 38"

• 100 yd rolls, $125 each; Micro fibers

#10, $60; Stop print 35 yds, $75.

414–731–1885.



ANTIQUE YACHT CANNONS —

Bought/sold/traded. Web site: www.

cannoncollector.com, or phone

215–651–3478.



TEAK LUMBER FROM $7.50/bf

and teak decking from $.99/lf. Call

ASI, 800–677–1614 or e-mail your 1968, 5.5 METER—Fast and historic,

requirements to rogerstevens@asi mahogany/oak, composite deck,

open-cockpit, “cruiserized” with small

hardwood.com.

cabin. Same loving owner 30 years.

Healthy, good wood, lying Fort Lauderdale, FL. Asking $24,500, “to good

home only.” 954–922–3224, aztecair@

bellsouth.net.



AT L A N T IC A N D NORT H E R N

White Cedar, flitch-sawn, boat plankWANTED—SPOTLIGHT, 9" or 10", ing, special orders. Long lengths,

12 or 24V. Remote style, any maker. wide boards, premium quality, fair

757–816–0026.

prices. CT, 203–245–1781. www.white

cedar.com.



BOAT

LUMBER

Cedar • Mahogany

Sitka Spruce • Teak

MARINE

PLYWOOD:



Philippine Mahogany

Bruynzeel Mahogany

Honduras Mahogany

Occume Mahogany

Plydeck: Ash • Birch

Fir • Teak

and more!

FREE color catalog



www.condonlumber.net



250 Ferris Avenue

White Plains, NY 10603



914-946-4111

Fax 914-946-3779

email: [email protected]



SLOW-GROWING, OLD-GROWTH

white oak (Quercus alba), up to 50'

long and 42" wide. Longleaf pine

(Pinus pilustrus) out to 50' long. Oldgrowth white pine, 22'–28'. Black

locust, American elm, and larch. New

England Naval Timbers, CT, 860–

693–8425.

BOULTER PLY WOOD—marine

plywood 4' • 8' to 16', 5' • 10' to 20'

— 1⁄8" to 1" okoume, sapele, meranti,

teak, ash, khaya, teak and holly, teak

and rubber. Lumber—Sitka spruce,

teak, mahogany, green oak, ash,

cypress, fir, Spanish and red cedar,

teak decking—lengths up to 20'.

Milling services. Nationwide delivery. www.boulterplywood.com, 888–

4BOULTER.



1950, 22' CHRIS-CRAFT SPORTSman Utility—350 Chevrolet engine;

running speed of 40 mph. New hull

and transom. $24,900. Call 952–470–

5005.

CLASSIC MOTORYACHT—1926,

62' ELCO. Shown in WoodenBoat

No.171, March/April 2003, sketch

pg. 42. Survey one year ago June.

Twin diesels. $500,000+ invested.

Northern C A, A sking $149,000,

415–887–9932.

1962 LYMAN 20' INBOARD HULL

#1272—Original Graymarine V8,

178-hp. New tandem trailer, electric

brakes. Qualifies for judging in Preserved Class by ACBS (60% original,

new decks). $32,140 -restoration

expense net of labor. Duby Marine

total engine restoration. Complete

documentation in photo journal and

four books (project record, expense

logs, electrical, engine/trailer) and

reference library included. 60-picture

history, and 27-page project overview

available for serious inquiries. A

beautiful example of a vintage Lyman

with a Lake Erie history. David Frink,

Simsbury, CT. 860–658–9058.



FLORIDA, 50+ SPECIES, domestics,

exotics. Retail, great sizes, selection. 17' WITTHOLZ CATBOAT with

TE A K , M A HOGA N Y, PA DAUK , Quality inventory. Alva Hardwoods, trailer and outboard engine. In excelpurpleheart, white oak, teak decking, FL, 239–728–2484.

lent condition. $9,000. Located

starboard. Complete molding millBrooklin, ME. NJ, 201–569–3787 or

work facilities. Marine ply wood. TEAK LUMBER AND DECKING. 201–568–1441.

Custom swim platforms. South Jersey Large selection to fit your budget.

Lumberman’S Inc., 6268 Holly St., Excellent pricing on 3⁄8" • 11⁄2" decking. 1939, 26' SEA BIRD YAWL. Specifi

Mays Landing, NJ 08330. 609–965– New World Teak. CA, 805–901–5333, cations and photographs at www.

1411. www.sjlumbermans.com.

newworldteak.com.

nauticalyarn.com/seabirdyawl/.



NORWALK ISLANDS SHARPIE 23

— Profes siona l ly restored, a nd

updated to the highest current performance standard, with much modern equipment. Jacksonville, FL.

$20,000. Contact wmcgraw@gmail.

com.
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MODERN EIGHT-METER—BRUCE

Kirby design, Jespersen built in 1983.

Won the Worlds in 1984. Winged

keel. Currently undergoing restoration. Lying Maine. Asking $30,000.

410-295-6608.



1948, 19' CHRIS-CRAFT RACING

Runabout—This boat has been totally,

professionally restored. It is one of

the nicest restorations that we have

seen. Original MBL 158-hp engine

in excellent condition. Full mooring

cover and single-axle trailer are

included in the asking price of

$54,900. Antique Boat Center, 513–

242–0808, www.antiqueboat.com.



1965, 42' TRAWLER. 6-cyl diesel,

4K generator. Undergoing restoration, needs paint and cosmetic work.

TX, $32,000. Call for more details.

Joe, 713–851–1702.



BY BUILDER—2009 14' 6" COSINE

Wherry. Western red cedar, ’glassed,

painted. Yellow cedar trim, oiled.

Four seats, two rowing stations. Rows

like a dream. $4,000. Info, photos:

[email protected]. BC, 250–

381–0036.



2010, 14' TANGO SKIFF—Brand

new $6,500. Epoxy/okoume built.

2011 9.8 Nissan four-stroke. 2010

galvanized trailer. Runs 21-mph. Kits

also available. More info at www.

ncboatbuilder.com, 336–235–8588.



2004, NEVER USED—18' Outboard.

Cedar on white oak, bronze-fastened,

MARISOL SKIFF (WB No. 12, page

well maintained. $10,500. 860–536–

54). Marine ply, hand-sewn Dacron

6313.

sail. $3,950 with trailer. Eastern

PA. Pictures: lancasterboatbuilder.

FULL RESTORATION OF CUSTOMweebly.com/building-dolphin.html,

built 1962 International 500, 32'

[email protected].

mahogany sloop. Over $140,000

invested, completion in 2011. May

consider selling when complete; WILL

sell now to someone to complete

restoration and get exactly what they

want. Visit www.WhiteHawkForSale

.com for info.



26' CAPE ISL ANDER LOBSTER

Yacht— Custom-built in 1984 for

present owner in Nova Scotia. Mahogany hull on oak frames, powered by

Crusader 180 V6 engine with less

than 400 hours. Includes custom-built

trailer, $32,000. Lying in Muskoka,

two hours north of Toronto. Call

Dick Boxer, 416–922–6588.



S&S/DERECKTOR GULFSTREAM

30, 1955. Refurbished by Derecktor,

stored indoors at Brewer, looks like

new. Westerbeke diesel. Sails almost

new. Wood hull sheathed in fiberglass,

fresh brightwork and Awlgrip dark

green topsides. $20,000. George

1926, 45' RED BANK YACHT WORKS Middleton, Brewer Yacht Sales, 203–

classic motoryacht. Excellent condi- 984–1625.

tion, diesel. $85,000. Photo album

at www.flickr.com/photos/markamentzer/sets/72157605500016977/

show/. Contact in MD: markmentzer@

hotmail.com.



1985 LANDING SCHOOL CARTER

Catboat. 18' 7", 8' 7" beam. Mahogany

planked on white oak frames. Bowsprit

and small jib/anchor stowing. Bronzefastened, and hardware. Mahogany

cabin and cockpit. Yanmar 1GM, 0

hours. Shipmate stove, maple butcherblock galley counter with undermount

sink. Fresh water. Wheel steering:

Edson. Manchester sails in excellent

condition. Two 12-volt batteries, automatic bilge pump, masthead running

lights. Completed out-of-water cosmetic restoration: brightwork sanded

to bare wood, six coats Epifanes,

Interlux non skid deck, two coats

Barrier bottom paint. A truly handsome little ship, offered at $28,000.

Includes road-worthy aluminum

trailer. Western MA, 413-634-0029,

[email protected] for photos.

OUTSTANDING CL ASSIC 1956

Lyman 18'—Lapstrake hull, mahogany deck. Professionally restored for

approximately $40,000. Crusader

V8, excellent CustomHaul twin-axle

trailer. Quality and tradition, $21,500.

Norman, 502–267–5331. 2897 Valley

Dr., Louisville, KY 40299.



1964, 21' CHRIS -CR AFT SUPER

Sport— Classic ski-boat. Keel-up

restoration in 2002. Includes single

axle A-frame trailer. $21,000, call

952–470–5005.



25' BUD McINTOSH “DURENDAHL.”

Extensively restored 1951 gunterrigged centerboard sloop, built of

white cedar on oak frames. Original

Kermath engine, rebuilt 2005. Trailer

included. Very good condition. $8,500.

631–384–6664.



DAKINI—A 34'6" DORY/SHARPIE

cross, designed by Phil Bolger, regretfully up for sale. For more info, please

look at WB No.92. $20,000, contact

[email protected].



1917 HERRESHOFF 121⁄2 —Professionally maintained, excellent condition, successfully raced. 2001 Triad

trailer. Located MA. $22,500. 508–

560–0023.



57' CHRIS-CRAFT 1968. Twin GM

diesels. Mahogany hull, teak decks,

fiberglass superstructure. Freshwater

use only. Immaculate condition, MI.

Burger Yachts, 954–463–1400, jtodd@

burgerboat.com.



HAVEN 121⁄2 —Built 1991 by present

owner. Carvel-planked, white cedar

over oak frames, mahogany trim and

transom, bronze fittings. Trailer and

two boat covers, spars up or down.

Good condition. Stored in Port

Townsend, WA. Asking $15,000. Contact C. Hall at 801–277–1555, or emily

[email protected].



1961 KROGEN MOTORSAILER—

American Marine, solid teak on ipol.

140 -hp Deutz, Onan, Marineair.

Recent tankage, rigging, wiring,

cosmetics. Solid passagemaker. Formerly owned by “Daddy Warbucks.”

$130,000. 941–232–6066.



1974, 44'SCHOCK DESIGN KETCH.

Beautiful condition, recent survey.

$79,000. Full specs/photos at PeterCraneYachts.com. 805–963–8000,

[email protected].



1937, 35.9' LOD “SEA W ITCH,”

A ngelman Ketch, hull #1. Documented. Circumnavigated twice, won

Transpac, second 1949, first 1951,

corrected time. Gaff-rigged, new

electrical wiring, navigation, paint

and mahogany on oak, full lead keel,

Dynel-sheathed, 6' dinghy. Well maintained. WoodenBoat, March/April

1999, web Sea Witch. angelmanketch@

gmail.com. Titusville, FL.
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CLASSIFIEDS

1940 GARWOOD, 18 1⁄2' CUSTOM

UTILIT Y—Full restoration. New

bottom, planking, 135-hp MerCruiser,

wiring, upholstery. One of 20 built

in 1940. May be the last survivor; it’s

rare. 2011 trailer, original engine

available. $32,500. TX, 817–579–0936.

1938 HUCKINS 38' FAIRFORM FLYER

—Rare find, one of two made of this

model, built before WWII. Plank-onframe construction, custom-built

trailer. 952–470–5005, brokerage@

indoorboatstorageinc.com. Also see

www.woodenboat4sale.com.



15' SLIDING-SEAT MERRY WHERRY

—Lightweight, and a handsome, fun

boat to row. All marine-grade materials in hull, and epoxy and fiberglass

sealed. Finished bright inside and

out. Dreissigacker fiberglass oars.

Very slightly used. Price $3,500. IL,

call 847–398–0757 or 224–523–6230.



4 0', 1966 M A R I N ER K ETCH —

Garden design. Mahogany over oak.

Aluminum spars. Hull and diesel in

good condition. Deck needs rebuild.

Beautiful, and sails well. Needs new

home $11,700. E-mail contact to

[email protected] to discuss further.



NEW SHELLBACK DINGHY—Professionally built to designer’s detailed

plans. Custom trailer included. Asking $6,500. CA, captainkidd4811@

att.net or contact 559–429–4082.

NEW 14' MONFORT-DESIGNED

Arrow skin-on-frame canoe. 23 lbs,

fast with one paddler or two. Shallow

rocker, excellent tracking. $1,150.

VA, 757–570–3005, www.tidewater

smallcraft.com.



CHRIS-CRAFT CUTLASS—1966,

22' • 8' • 23". PCM351, 295-hp. 350

hours on all-new everything. [email protected], for more

photos, $25,000. 209–404–8733. Also

see www.woodenboats4sale.com.



RARE 26' 1967 DOWIE BASSBOAT—

The last all-mahogany lapstrake-built

Dowie. Total gut and rebuilt in 1994.

Added stern controls with tiller.

Recently installed brand-new Bar

Marine Quest 350 block engine with

10 hours, all new engine instruments.

Shown in three classic boat shows;

had write up in NY Times; fished

Montauk waters past 16 years. Call

631–329–4868, or chappy339@opt

online.net for further details.



33' HERRESHOFF MEADOWLARK

—Built in 1957, restored several years

ago by Mystic Seaport boat carpenter.

Just surveyed, needs easy repair,

caulking and painting. New sails.

Located in Carver, MA. $9,000, or

best offer. David A. Cobb, 941–921–

1967, 16' ELTRO SKI/RACE BOAT— 3725.

1970, 135-hp Mercury. Professionally

maintained, spare SS propeller,

$6,000. Contact Skip, 561–665–0120,

e-mail [email protected].



1939, 33' CHRIS-CRAFT DOUBLECabin Cruiser. Completely restored.

W inner numerous AC BS shows

including Best Cruiser, Antique Boat

Museum, Clayton, NY. Must move

on. Asking $49,000. Specifications

and photos, [email protected].

Ed Gallagher, Newburgh, NY, 845–

565–0855.



19'6" ITCHEN FERRY CUTTER,

1999—This is a one of a kind sailboat!

Built by Nokomis Boat Works, cedar

on oak. Draft: 3'6" LOA: 30'9", beam

8'3", LWL:18'9". Yanmar Model SB12,

one-cylinder with a new waterlift

muffler, some new hoses. Cruising

speed 4.5. Her handsome gaff rig

pushes her along well. Displacement

6500, ballast 1200, fuel 10. Nat Wilson

sails, manual and electric bilge pump,

galley, compass and VHF. Two berths

with 4'2" headroom. Marine plywood

1965, 28' CHRIS-CRAFT Corinthian

with a laid deck. Great space for a

Express Cruiser. Better than new

small boat. $29,999 USD. Ask for

with many custom features. New 305

Todd, 207–359–4651.

engines Fall 2010. Bright oak with

white paint throughout. Windlass,

new stainless rails/trim interior. This

cruiser has it all, and will impress

anyone. Southern Ontario, Canada.

$65,000 or best reasonable offer.

Contact 519–875–3338, or e-mail

jf [email protected] for more

information.



33' BRIAN LELLO SLOOP—Built

South Africa 1975, sailed to New Zealand and Pacific Islands. NZ-registered.

Volvo engine (30 gallons), depthsounder, toilet, double berth, VHF,

GPS. two anchors. Auto-helm, manual

bilge pumps, nav lights. USD$35,000. 1987 WAARSCHIP 1010, 34' [email protected].

mance sloop, Dutch-built lapstrake

plywood hull, inboard Volvo diesel,

custom Southern spar, Meissner

winches, Antal stoppers and mast

track, rigged for singlehanding, all

sails good to very good condition,

Brooklin Boat Yard custom elliptical

rudder. $19,000. transit49@gmail

.com.

15' DUCKTRAP LAPSTRAKE CANOE

—70 lbs, 6mm, new okoume, epoxy,

white oak backbone. Double paddle.

$3,500. 207–741–2519.



NATHANAEL HERRESHOFF NY30,

44' LOA, classic built in 1905. Completely rebuilt, ready to race or cruise.

$69,000. Greenport, NY, 631–682–

2068, [email protected].



THE BOAT OF A LIFETIME: “DEVA”

—L. Francis Herreshoff design #65.

The only one ever built. See the

feature article in WoodenBoat No. 157.

A dream to sail and a beautiful sight

to behold. This is your chance to

become “Deva”‘s next steward. A

pedigreed ketch which has cruised

the Caribbean; second in class, Eggemoggin Reach Regatta 1997. See

her in Herreshoff’s The Common Sense

of Yacht Design, p. 269. Dan Brayton

and Brad Story combined to faithfully

interpret details of her design and

construction. LOA 36'6"; beam 8'6";

draft 4'9"; displacement 16,500 lbs.

Fully equipped. $65,000 firm. Tel.

207–359–2529, carl@woodenboat.

com.
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R A R E TO M A R K ET— CL A SSIC

wooden sloop “Surprise.” Landing

School 26 Weekender, launched 1995.

New 2010: sails, sheets and halyards.

Fresh water boat, Lake Champlain.

Please contact: Sandy Jacobs, sandy@

sugarhillview.com, 802–343–4491.

www.uvm.edu/~tgordon/Boat/1995

ClassicWoodenSloop.html.

19' CHAR ACTER BOAT. Design

based on 1750s Revenue Cutter. Boulter Plywood, Dabbler Sails. Asking

$6,000. [email protected]



52' JOHN ALDEN MALABAR VI

Schooner “Liberty,” 1924. Classic,

historically significant, manageable

maintenance, numerous sail combinations. Powerful and fast; beautiful.

Requesting $99,000 USD, serious

offers considered. Contact: Robin

Clair Pitts, St. John, VI. Web site:

http://www.coralbaystjohn.com/

Liberty.htm. Telephone: 340–779–

4994, fax: 340–776 –6136, e-mail:

[email protected]. Also see www.

woodenboats4sale.com.



GENTLEMAN’S LAUNCH, 30' • 7'

9" • 2' 7"—Cedar, oak, bronze. 4-cyl

Yanmar diesel, maximum 24 knots,

cruise 12 knots. Economical to operate; excellent yacht club launch. Commissioned 2009, used one season due

to owner’s health, stored inside. Asking $57,500. Designed and built by

Pete Schellens, N.A., Essex, CT.

860–767–1046.



47' COLUMBIA RIVER PILOT Vessel, 1937. North Sea double-ended

trawler-type hull. 2" cedar over oak

frames, new planks, refastened, deck

covering, new wheelhouse. Three-year

total restoration by Walt Schulz/

Shannon Boat Co. to new condition.

Award winner at Mystic 2010. Sleeps

4–6, stall shower, new galley. Factory

rebuilt Detroit 6-71 diesel, new electric, plumbing, fuel and water tanks,

cushions, windows, etc. Bow thrusters, Espar heater, inverter, windlass,

stove, pumps, steering. New radar,

GPS, depth, autopilot. Fascinating

history, a rugged sea boat. Full specs

and photos available at www.pacificpilot-polaris.com. $175,000, R.I.,

401–253–2441.



JAY BENFORD DESIGN 17' Fantail

launch—Oak keel, steam-bent oak

frames. Planked 1' 2" white cedar

strips fore/aft plus two layers 3mm

ply, diagonally mounted. Stainless

steel fastenings. 1" propeller- shaft,

cutlass rubber shaft bearings and

stuffing box. No engine, hull complete.

Needs interior layout, decking to

38' LUDERS 24, 1947—Thoroughly finish. Boat is trailerable. Pictures

rebuilt hull, two rigs. Complete available. Located in CT, delivery in

description from cutwater@earthlink. NE could be arranged. Call George,

at 860-684-5502 or e-mail Grand60@

net. $75,000, 516–639–1033.

cox.net.

BEAUTIFUL TWO-MASTED Schooner—40' on deck. Designed 1973 by 30' U.S. NAVY SHIP-TO-SHORE GIG.

RD Culler of Concordia Co. Waterline Two cockpits with center fuel tank.

length 33' 7", beam 12', draft 5' 7". 8' beam. SS or Monel shaft w/13"

Hull completed, galvanized-fastened (bronze?) prop. Stored under cover—

3

tamarack on white oak frames, needs most wood appears sound. 4" • ⁄4"

caulking and completion of interior. planking double-riveted to ribs on

Deck planked, deckhouses con- 9" centers. Reportedly from USS

structed. Engine and 9,000 lbs iron Missouri, but no documentation.

ballast installed. Taffrail turnings, Original Atlas Skipper engine, and

lines drawing, offsets, construction fwd/rev box available. Call Dan at

and sail plans included. Illness 509–930–2906 for more info.

requires selling. You haul away. Make

FISHERMAN-STYLE HULL—Built

offer. 207–633–2383.

Shelbourne, NS circa 1920. 38' • 8'6"

• 6'6", Haligonia model, William E.

Roue designer. Cedar planking (much

new), white oak laminated ribs, yellow

pine keelson and deadwood. 4” -sided

yellow pine f loors, oak stem, all

renewed. 6,000-lb cast-iron keel, new

galvanized-steel keel-bolts, galvanized

27' OAK HULL, 7' BEAM, 80% com- fastenings. Needs interior and repairs

plete. Construction adapted from to deck. Needs rig (yawl or schooner)

the Sea Gull design for William F. to suit owner. Located MA. 407–704–

Crosby. Keel and framing is all oak, 0167.

and Douglas-fir sheathing is on site.

Boat hull is garaged in Long Island,

NY. Call 954–232–8164.



W! WoodenBoat MarketPlace

NEFor

Buyers and Sellers of Products and Services

of Interest to the WoodenBoat Community

FREE access at

www.woodenboat.com/business

To list your products, simply go to

www.woodenboat.com/business and

follow the instructions in the FAQ.

MarketPlace is open to

companies and consumers alike.

Buy and sell at your convenience,

in one streamlined online community:

The WoodenBoat MarketPlace.



1956, 42' MATTHEWS MARTINIQUE

Express Cruiser—Very original, one

of two remaining of this model. Twin

331 Chrysler Hemis rebuilt. Newer

canvas upholstery and instruments.

All new chrome. Hull sanded to bare

wood and repainted in 2010 to show

quality. $45,000. 330 – 482–1607,

[email protected].



P.O. Box 78

Brooklin, ME 04616

207-975-8222

[email protected]
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Order Form for Classifed Ads

Please circle the issue(s) in which this ad is to appear

Ads received after the deadline may be placed in the following issue.

Issue Date — Mar/Apr

Deadline —

Jan. 5, ’11



May/June

Mar 7, ’11



◆ Boats advertised for sale must have wooden hulls.

◆ One boat per ad.

◆ “BOATS FOR FREE” ads are FREE!

◆ Please print clearly—WoodenBoat is not responsible

for errors due to illegible copy.



Suggested Ad Category



July/Aug

May 5, ’11



Sept/Oct

Jul 6. ’11



Nov/Dec

Sept 7, ’11



Jan/Feb

Nov 7, ’11



◆ Phone number = one word; all else: a word is a word.

Each word in an email or web address is one word

excluding @ and .com. WoodenBoat does not use

abbreviations such as OBO, FWC, etc.

◆ Please spell out words for maximum clarity.

◆ Please use proper punctuation, it is free.



___________________________________________



____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

All Ads Must be Prepaid



Method of Payment



Line ADS (Line ads are unbordered paragraphs. Please call



Check



for bordered display classified advertising information.)



_______

_______

_______



_______



(Example: Jan/Feb is one issue)



Total Payment Enclosed



Visa



Discover



AMEX



Card No: _____________________________________________



Include a SASE for the return of your photo or illustration.



$100 (+ $50/color) for vertical photos =

Times number of issues =



MasterCard



Payment must be in U.S. funds payable on a U.S. bank.



Total words x $2.50 (Minimum 15 words or $37.50) ________

Line ADS with Photo or Illustration:

Total words x $2.50 =

+ $80 per BW photo/illustration =

+ $130 per color photo/illustration =



M.O.



_______



Expires ______________________________________________

Name ________________________________________________

Company ____________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________

City _________________________________________________

State/Zip _____________________________________________



WOODENBOAT ClAssifiEDs



P.O. Box 78 • Brooklin, Maine 04616

Phone: 207–359–7714, Monday thru Friday, 9am to 5pm • Fax: 207–359–7789

Email: classiﬁ[email protected]



Place your ad online at www.woodenboat.com/wbmag/advertise.html



Rates expire November 7, 2011
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BLUE MOON



courtesy of Roy Brant



An Alden Cutter



Particulars



The Alden cutter BLUE MOON

is now stored on land, but

she can be sailed without

major work. The sail plan

seen here is of a near-sister.



by Maynard Bray



A



lden designs are unfailingly handsome, and Graves

was a fine builder, so there is substance here that

backs up the good looks. Although I haven’t seen the

boat, the photos indicate—and the owner confirms—

that she can be sailed without major work. He tells me

that although BLUE MOON stayed ashore last season,

she appears not to have dried out. And I gather that

because of her location in the boatyard, she’s accessible

for moving, yet, because she’s blocking no other boats,

there’d be no rush to get her out of there.

A good bit of her bottom was replanked by a former

owner and at some point an attractive doghouse was

added to make room for the nav station and a larger

galley. Otherwise, she’s very original. Except for a couple of years in the Bahamas with her present owner,

she’s been sailing in Lake Erie’s fresh water at least

since 1947; for most of that time she’s been named

Trade Wind, her original name according to the

Alden records. Blue Moon had several sisters and

near-sisters. She was one of nine semi-stock cruising

auxiliaries that Graves built, some rigged as yawls and

others, like this one, as cutters. As the country emerged

from the Great Depression, sensible family boats

that could also be raced became wildly popular, with

designers like Alden turning out one variation after

another, and builders like Graves going at it full-tilt,

often on speculation. Money was still tight, so building



LOA 

35' 11"

LOA 

31' 6"

Beam 

10' 5"

Draft 

5' 8"

Sail area 

760 sq ft

Power 

55-hp Graymarine,

gasoline

Designed by John G. Alden

(design 618F)

Built by James E. Graves, Inc.,

Marblehead, MA, 1936



several boats alike, one after the other, kept costs low.

I gather that the attention Blue Moon requires is

more cosmetic than structural. Even so, I’d be inclined

to get her hull thoroughly surveyed by someone who

specializes in wooden boats and knows what to look

for. Her spars are in excellent shape, according to the

owner, and the outfit includes a complete sail inventory

(one of the two mainsails is new), sail covers, holding

tank, 12-volt refrigerator, high-output alternator, and a

battery monitoring system.

The boat is laid out with a galley and chart table aft;

then, in the main saloon, comes a pair of facing settees

flanking a drop-leaf table, and a starboard-side pilot

berth; adjacent to the mast you’ll find an enclosed head

to port with lockers and a chest of drawers opposite. Up

forward are V-berths, then a rope locker in the forepeak. She sleeps five. For a family cruiser, I think she’d

really be hard to beat. 

Blue Moon is presently hauled out and shrink-wrapped. She’s

located at Sutherland Marine, in Ashtabula, Ohio, on Lake Erie,

about an hour east of Cleveland. For more information and to arrange

to inspect Blue Moon, contact owner Roy Brant, 440–812–6182;

[email protected].



Send suggestions for “Save a Classic” to Maynard Bray, WoodenBoat

Publications, P.O. Box 78, Brooklin, ME 04616.
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Anna, winner of Spirit of

Tradition Class 2007

Eggemoggin Reach Regatta



WINNING BEAUTIFULLY



Anna, the Sparkman and Stephens designed

56-foot tribute to Stormy Weather, has the

best of both worlds. Traditional styling and

optimum performance.

For beautiful modern sails that complement

your wooden boat, contact your local Doyle

loft or visit doylesails.com.



BETTER
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ENGINEERED



doylesails.com



800-94-DOYLE



SAILS
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S I M U LTA NEOUSLY

S M O O T H E S Y O UR HULL

A N D S A LV ES YOUR



Copper has protected boats from

the beginning of time. But these

are indeed different times. And

with that comes Pacifica® Plus —

a powerful, copper-free antifouling

that keeps your hull smooth while



C O N SCIENCE



reducing your environmental

footprint. How does it work?

Pacifica Plus contains Econea®

to control shell growth along with

Biolux® Slime-Blocking technology.

Pacifica Plus also has a polishing

mechanism built in, which means

better fuel efficiencies and less

carbon and sulfur dioxide being



®®



®, Interlux®, the AkzoNobel logo and all product names mentioned are trademarks of, or licensed to, AkzoNobel. © Akzo Nobel N.V. 2011.

Use antifoulings safely - always read the product label information before use.



released into the air. And because



Interlux219.indd 1



Pacifica Plus is formulated

with more solids content

it reduces the need for

excessive solvent, which

means reduced solvent

emissions. Pacifica Plus

is also formulated for use

on all substrates, is fast

drying and available in clean,

bright colors. So what does all

this really mean? Simple. You can

protect your hull and at the same

time make an environmentally

smart choice, all with just one

slight twist of your screwdriver.



®



®
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